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MSU regents authorize 'model center' for Paducah

THURSDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

The Murray State Board of
Regents ended doubt about its
Paducah relationship Wednesday
by authorizing the implementation
of a "model center" in Paducah
which would offer MSU degrees to
place-bound, non-traditional
students.
The move satisfied Paducah
community leaders on hand at the
meeting, including Paducah Cham-

Cloudy, chance
of showers

KENTUCKY CERTIFIED CITY

IMO AWARD WINNER

WORLD

Tonight: Cloudy with a 40
percent chance of showers and
thundershowers. Low in the mid
60s. Northwest wind 5 to 10
mph.
Friday: Partly sunny. High
again in the mid 80s.

WASHINGTON - The Bush administration believes Chinese leader Deng Xioaping is "still running the show," but is urging all private
American citizens to leave China as the civil strife spreads from Beijing to other cities.
WASHINGTON — The Environmental Protection Agency today
identified more than 200 industrial plants in 37 states that it says
release enough toxic chemicals to pose a severe cancer risk.
WASHINGTON — President Bush and top Republicans say a press
aide was solely responsible for the GOP memo comparing House
Speaker Thomas S. Foley's voting record with that of a homosexual
congressman, but Democrats aren't buying it.
WASHINGTON — Tom Foley says he has no appetite for becoming an all-powerful "czar speaker'' but wants to use his new power as
leader of the House to bolster the nation's education system and arrest
the 'growth of an underclass in America. •

By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Bill Beasley, chairman of the Greater Paducah Area Chamber of
Commerce, charged the Murray State University board of regents of
"foot-dragging" concerning the establishment of a higher education
-model center" in Paducah but said he was pleased with the board's
authorization of the plan at the meeting Thursday.

After a two-and-a-half hour
closed door session, the Murray
State University Board of Regents
decided Wednesday on guidelines
for selecting a 10-member presidential screening committee that
will help select Murray State's next
president.
The committee will consist of
four regents, two faculty members

Published report: decision orders new,
equitable school system for Kentuc

STATE
FRANKFORT — Police who fear an arrested suspect may be
infected with AIDS can seek a court order to compel a blood test for
the deadly virus, the Kentucky attorney general's office says.
PRESTONSBURG — The Floyd County Board of Education formally reprimanded a top district official accused of campaigning at two
schools during school hours.
/SOM— A Letcher County coal mining company has been charged
with laying off and threatening to fire workers because of their connections with the United Mine Workers, according to National Labor
Relations Board officials.
LEXINGTON — The National Institute on Aging has awarded a $3
million grant over five years to University of Kentucky researchers to
study Alzheimer's disease.

SPORTS
IN BASEBALL — There were those who wondered whether Fernando Valenzuela would ever win another major-league game.
AUBURN HILLS, Mich. — In times of trouble, the Los Angeles
Lakers turn to Magic Johnson. It's that time again.
NEW YORK — Respect? That's a word often heard around Sunday
Silence's barn. He beat the favored Easy Goer in the Kentucky Derby
and Preakness, and somehow, he still seems like the underdog.
MONTE CARLO, Monaco — The head of the medical commission
for track and field's international governing body has expressed confidence that surprise testing of athletes will serve to reduce drug use in
the sport.
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ber of Commerce chairman and
former N1SU regent Bill Beasley,
who charged the university with
"foot-dragging" concerning the
center since it was promised by the
board in 1986. --Beasley, however, said he was
pleased the board finally authorized
the plan.
"(The center) is not going to
happen overnight but-we're talking
about a long-term committment —
(Cont'd on page 3)

University determines guidelines
for presidential selection group

NATIONAL

LONDON — The U.S. dollar
was mostly firmer in quiet Euroear trading today. Gold prices'
w
little changed.
Foreign currency dealers said
the market was waiting for Friday's scheduled release of the
U.S. producer price index for
May.
They said they're expecting a
quiet day, with little movement
in either direction. Next week's
release of U.s. merchandise
trade data for the first quarter is
also adding to the market's caution, they said.
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Subscribers who ha%e not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
Kentucky Supreme Court, in a
decision to be released Thursday,
has declared the entire state school
system unconstitutional and has
ordered the General Assembly to
design a new, equitable one.
"Lest there be any doubt, the
result of our decision is that Kentucky's entire system of common
schools is unconstitutional," Chief
Justice Robert Stephens wrote in
the majority opinion, copies of
which were obtained Wednesday
by The Courier-Journal and the
Lexington Herald-Leader.
"This decision covers the creation of local school districts, school
boards, the Kentucky Department
of Education" and all other laws

and programs that constitute the
current system, said the opinion,
gparts of which were contained in
stories in Thursday's CourierJournal and Herald-Leader.
The long-awaited ruling comes
in a lawsuit brought in late 1985 by
former Gov. Bert T. Combs for 66
poor and mostly rural school districts. They contended that the
state's system of financing public
schools was unconstitutional
because, in general, it discriminated against students in propertypoor districts.
Franklin Circuit Judge Ray
Corns ruled in favor of the plaintiffs last year, declaring the system
violated Section 183 of the Kentucky Constitution, which says the

General Assembly shall "provide
for an efficient system of common
schools throughout the state."
While reversing Corns on some
relatively minor points, the
Supreme Court generally upheld
the earlier ruling — and went far
beyond it.
Justices Donald C. Wintersheimer, Dan Jack Combs, William M.
Gant and Joseph Lambert concurred in the majority opinion,
although Wintersheimer and Gant
filed separate opinions. Justice Roy
Vance concurred in part and dissented in part; Justice Charles M.
Leibson dissented.
"No one is quite sure what the
(Cont'd on page 2)

and one member each from the university's alumni association, foundation, students and staff.
Regents named to the committee
included Tommy Sanders of Murray, Willie Kendrick of Hopkinsville, faculty regent James Hammack and Board of Regents
chairman-elect Kerry Harvey of
Benton who will act as a nonvoting chairman of the committee.
(Cont'd on page 3)

Top networks
to cover first
formal press
conference
NEW YORK (AP) — All
four major networks plan live
coverage of President Bush's
first formal press conference
tonight.
ABC, CBS, CNN and NBC
will interrupt regular programming to broadcast the president's press conference at 8
p.m. EDT.
Bush has conducted numerous informal news confejvces
in his first
months in'office
but this will be his first rormal
meeting with reporters since
becoming president.

Embassies are
scrambling to
evacuate those
still in Beijing
BEIJING (AP) — Embassies
scrambled to evacuate their citizens
from China on Thursday as hundreds of troop trucks roared into
the capital to reinforce the military
occupation.
The United States ordered
embassy dependents to leave the
country, one day after Chinese soldiers, saying they were looking for
a sniper, sprayed a diplomatic compound with gunfire.
Trucks, many piled high with
supplies, rolled into central Tiananmen Square for more than an hour
Thursday. Some carried troops with
rifles aimed at people bicycling
along the road. It was not immediately known whether these were
the same troops, the 27th Army.
that left the city in two large convoys Wednesday.
The 27th was responsible for
killing and wounding thousands of
people when it stormed the city
Saturday to wrest control of Tiananmen from students demonstrating for democratic reforms. U.S.
intelligence estimates put the death
toll at 3,000.
Beijing is also surrounded by
armies said to oppose the harsh
martial law crackdown, setting the
stage for a possible battle between
rival military factions. Reports surfaced of skirmishes between soldiers, but no serious clashes.
(Cont'd on page 3)

Margaret Trevathan, left, resigned Wednesday as director of the Calloway County
Public Library. Her
resignation is effective August 1. No one has been named to fill the position at this
time.
Bobby Martin, ,
right, will be taking over as board chairman in July for present Chairman Walt
Apperson,
who will
remain on the board as vice chairman.

Trevathan resigns as library director;
Martin replaces Apperson as chairman
by DAN LOUDY
Murray ledg.r & Times Sian Writer

Margaret Trcvathan, director of
the Calloway County Public
Library, announced Au resignation
from that position Wednesday.
The announcement came during
the Calloway County Library
Board meeting. Her resignation is

effective August 1. No successor
has been named at this time.
The trustees will begin a search
immediately and those interested in
the position may obtain information from the local library.
In a prepared statement, Trevathan said "Since my appointment
to the library board in 1958, I have
been associated with the library in

some manner serving as trustee,
Bookmobile librarian, volunteer,
"Story Hour Lady" and director. I
have also served as vice chairman
and chairman of the Public Library
Section and president and vice
president of the Kentucky Library
Association. As a result of my
(Cont'd on page 3)
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Herndon given Unocal Foundation Scholarship
Angela E. Herndon, daughter of
Don and Joyce Herndon, 1605 HermiOge Dr., Murray, has been
awarded the Unocal Foundation
Scholarship Cerificate. She
received the award at a luncheon in
her honor Wednesday at the Holiday Inn.

This award entitles each winner
to receive between $500 and
$3,000 annually for each of the
four college years, based on need.
She was presented the award by
Don Morris, Area Manager of
Unocal's Refining and Marketing
Division/Columbus, Ohio Sales

AR Dl
Li
Cool Savings.

The Unocal Foundation annually
awards up to 20 scholarships
awards to sons and daughters of its
employees, retirees, jobbers, distributors, and dealers. Don Herndon
is a Unocal Marketer of the Refining and Marketing Division/
Columbus, Ohio Area Sales
Department.
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charged after
school thefts
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Department.
Herndon was one. of 20 winners
in the United States and one of two
from the Midwest Division. The
other Midwest winner is from Minnesota. Morris said as far as he
knew, Herndon was the first ever
winner from Kentucky.
Jerry Ainley, principal at Calloway County High School, had
many good things to say about
Herndon, noting her academic
achievements and her selection as
Miss Spring 1989 in the annual
Spring section of the Ledger and
Times. Ainley said the thing that
was most impressive about her,
however, was that she was a beautiful person inside, not just on the
outside.
Herndon graduated from Calloway County High School in May
and plans to enroll at Auburn University in the fall.

Two juveniles and an 18-yearold were arrested Wednesday in
connection with the weekend
break-in of the Carter Elementary
cafeteria.
According to information from
the Murray Police Department, the
juveniles were charged with third
degree burglary and theft over
$100. The other person, Robert
Frank Harris, III of Murray, was
charged with recieving stolen property over $100. Police said some of
the stolen food was recovered.
Harris is lodged in the Calloway
County Jail. One of the juveniles
was taken to the detention center in
Paducah and the other juvenile was
released to a guardian, police said.
^1 -

Angela E. Herndon, daughter of Don and Joyce Herndon, received
the Unocal
Certificate Wednesday in a luncheon in her honor at the Holiday Inn. Presentin Foundation Scholarship
g her with the certificate is
Don Morris, Area Sales Manager for the Midwest Division. Angela is a
graduate of Calloway County High
School and plans to attend Auburn University in the fall.

Decision...
(Cont'd from page 1)
ruling will mean," according to
state representative Freed Curd, a
member of Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's education restructuring committee. "No one expected it to go
this far."
Curd said he expects the state to
start "cutting fat" from its programs and to look into additional
ways to raise funds for the system.
A meeting has been tentatively
set by key members of the legislation for early next week to discuss
the ruling, Curd said.
While agreeing that the General
Assembly had failed to provide an
efficient system of schools, Leibson said the case did "not present
an 'actual' ... controversy" subject
to court jurisdiction.
Stephens repeatedly stated in the
majority opinion, however, that the
court had the power, and duty, to
decide whether the legislature had
complied with the constitutional
mandate.
The current system of financing
has "wide variations in financial
rdoufces and disposi tkiris thereof,
which result:in usequal edticational
ry-m r

•

*V'

opportunities throughout Kentucky," Stephens wrote.
"Even a total elimination of all
mismanagement and waste it local
school districts would not correct
the situation," the opinion says.
"Students in property-poor districts receive inadequate and inferior educational opportunities," Stephens concluded, noting that those
districts have a less varied curricula, lower student scores on achievements tests and higher studentteacher ratios.
While the majority opinion differs from Corns in not directing or
even suggesting specific solutions,
it does list nine "essential, and
minimal, characteristics" of an
efficient system of common
schools.
Those include that the schools be
free and available to all, provide
equal educational opportunities,
that the legislature provide enough
money to give each child an adequate education, and that the legislature monitor the schools to ensure
that they are operated "with no
waste, no duplication, no mismanagement, and with no political
influence."
Stephens said the high court

could not mandate a tax increase to
provide funds necessary for an
equitable system, and the opinion
makes no recommendation as to
how it should be done.
But Stephens did say the legislature "must provide adequate funding," and he cited a past case in
concluding, "The taxpayers of this
state must pay for the system, no
matter how large, even to the point
of being 'unexpectedly large or
even onerous.' "
The opinion also said that if
property taxes are used, the General Assembly mus see that all property is assessed at 100 percent of
its market value and that, "because
of the great disparities in local tax
efforts, the tax rates must be
uniform."
In the lower court ruling, Corns
had directed state officials to report
back to him on compliance with his
order. Stephens overturned Corns
on this point, stating that it violated
the state constitution's section on
separation of powers.
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Trevathan...
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Beijing...

the north end with guns pointing in and ordered his ouster.
tal barricaded major roads and rail(Cont'd from page 1)
all directions. An additional 20
Another government announce- ways in anticip
(Cont'd from page 1)
(Cont'd from page I)
ation of military
that's what we got today," Beasley
years of service in the library proIn Washington, the State Depart- tanks and armored personnel car- ment said soldiers were authorized assaults.
to "forcibly dispose of, on the
said. "None of us can guess what it fession, I am convinced
Roland Dumas, the French forethat no ment urged all Americans to leave riers were at the south end of the
will become."
other library and community can be China at once, calling the situation square. There were no signs of spot" anyone who resisted arrest. ign minister, declared in Paris that
The center will offer four-year, regared as worthier than
Several citizens were reported China was "on
"volatile, uncertain and increasing- anti-aircraft weapons.
ours.
the verge of civil
MSU degrees in business, educaThe
situati
on
in
the
provin
ces killed Wednesday.
"I shall always remember the ly dangerous." It ordered the evawar" and the French Embassy staff
tion, liberal arts and sciences and
In the provinces, crowds protest- would be
many opportunities and kindness cuation of 258 diplomatic was deteriorating. Increasingly vioreduced "to the indisnursing. Courses, however, will be
lent demonstrations protested the ing the army's invasion of the capi- pensable
you have shown me. These years dependents.
minimum."
subject to need and the ability to
weekend military invasion of
have been both pleasant and proThe United States chartered
fund, both of which to be deterductive ones, nevertheless, I feel commercial planes to supplement Beijing.
mined by the university.
State television broadcast a statethat I will be doing an injustice to regular U.S. airline departures from
Until a suitable building for the
ment
from the Communist Party
my family and to myself to China, and officials organized
center could be acquired, courses continue.
that
any
members found to have
transportation to help U.S. citizens
would be offered through Paducah
"plotted, organized and led the
"On behalf of the trustees, get to airports, department spokes- rebellion" would be expelled and
Community College.
woman Margaret Tutwiler said.
library
punished severely.
Murray State currently operates
staff and community, we
At Tianarunen Thursday morn/V•v•
The warning mentioned no
N•sv
a "2 + 2" program through PCC offer our deep appreciation to Maring, about 10,000 troops stood in
names, but conservative party leadwhich allows students to build garet for her years of dedicated serformation, did drills or jogged
sA.OV
WV*
ers who ordered the crackdown
upon two-year, PCC degrees vice in making this library one of
OW
W.
around the 100-acre square.
were said to have singled out party
through junior- and senior-level the state's best. We will miss MarNies":"WW
WOW
About
40
tanks were lined up on chief Zhao Ziyang as the instiga
%/%0Sesese,
courses. The 2 + 2 program has garet and her library contacts in the
tor
experienced substantial growth state and nation. We wish her
since it began in 1986, according to well," Walt Apperson, the trustee
university officials, and will con- chairman, said.
tinue until the model center is
In other personel changes, Chairestablished.
man Apperson stepped down from
Good
The regents as a group agreed
r
641 South
Noighbor
-COUPONwith the concept of the center but that position, effective for the July
—COUPONMurray
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g.
He
nomina
Chevy
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Bobby
several indicated that funding for
753-2017
Martin
to
succee
Keep
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The G rent GM Feeltni• it.
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Genown GM I.r"
•
the plan was a concern.
"I agree with authorizing the Apperson will remain on the board
as vice chairman. Frank Doran
center," according to regent and
I With cheese plus 2 toppings I I With
cheese plus 2 toppings •
remains as treasurer and Elsie
of your choice I I
chairman-elect Kerry Harvey, "but Parker will remain secretary.
of your choice I
***********
we can't write them a blank
4#,„,4001.-7
0.4to
=err
In other business, the board
1986 Pontiac Parislenne
check."
approv
ed a proposed budget for
Green, loaded
Beasley told the board that if the
1989-90 and adopted the finanicial
center could not be sufficiently
$8,500
reports for April and for May. The
funded by the state, Paducah "will
***********
board also agreed to leave the prerespond with some type of finansent
salary
structure intact for the
cial aid." He did not elaborate.
time being, until a new library
c Murray State Prftident Dr. Kala
Sun-Thur. II NI till 111'N1
director is appointed.
Fri. & Sat. II NNI till I NNI
M. Stroup told the board additional
Deli eries 41'NI till (inking
state grants for "out-of-center education" would be available soon
and the university would be wise to
begin action on the center as soon
as possible.
Join Us in an International Celebration
Funding requests for the center
will be included in the university's
Enjoy the Van Cliburn International Piano Competition on "Victory at the Keyboard-. Sunday
afternoons on your Fine Arts radio station Made possible by Mobil Corporation and Tandy
budget proposal to be considered
Corporation/Radio Shack. Check local listings
by the board June 27.
ADVS ON OF TANDY CORPORATION
Beasley said if Murray State
would not or could not deliver the
center, other schools would be
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Group...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Each of the regents were charged
with forming a list of committee
candidates from each of the other
groups for consideration by the
board June 27.
Board chairman Robert Carter
said he hoped the committee's
selection process will convince
onlookers of the university's desire
to conduct a fair and equal presidential search without suspicion of
undue influence.
"You keep hearing 'local influence, local influence, state influence' (concerning the president's
job)," Carter said. "We didn't want
anybody in there (among the committee) that would leave that
impression."
Carter said the board considered
the committee issue in executive
session because "some names
might have come up" but added no
name was to be automatically
4icluded or excluded for consideration for the committee.
Carter said the board had no
intention of deciding the screening
committee members at the meeting
Wednesday, claiming the board
will have to "move cautiously."
"I don't like to come into a
meeting and say 'let's build a
house,— Carter said. "I would
much rather be given a blue-print
to work from. That's what we did
today."
Neither Carter nor Harvey was
sure what role Murray president
Dr. Kala Stroup would play with
the screening committee once it is
formed.
"Clearly that's a relationship that
will have to be worked out,"
Harvey said.
The board denied a contract
renewal for Stroup May 2 by an
8-2 vote. Her contract expires in
June, 1990.

Accident reported
An accident on U.S. 121 South
early this morning sent a Murray
woman to the hospital, Calloway
County Sheriff J.D. Williams said
Jamie L. Deines, 18, was traveling south on 121 when she lost
control of her vehicle and ran off
the road on the right side, came
back across the road, flipd over
and landed in Keith Wicker's yard
Deines was admitted to Murray Calloway County Hospital with
neck injuries, Williams said.
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PERSPECTIVE
Letter To The Editor
American flag deserves respect

Z47'.

iT

Dear Editor:
American history is rife with
attempts to take our flag away from
us, to tear it down and trample it in
the dirt, and with it our morals and
values.
Though attempts were made,
none succeeded. Our flag stood
tall, continuing its majestic wave
for liberty' and justice for all. This
proudly waving flag, "Old Glory",
symbolizes all that America means
to us. In 1989, the National Fraternal Congress of America again
asks all who believe in what our
flag stands for to honor her in a
special way.
We ask that this special observance take place on Flag Day, June
14, 1989, which is the highlight of
Fraternal Week. This last is a
week-long celebration of the more
than 100 fratcmals that make up
the National Fraternal Congress of
America. It takes place from June
8-14th and is a week our fraternal
organizations set aside to put special emphasis on patriotic, charitable, educational and religious
works for the good of all.
As the number one presenter of
American Flags, Woodmen of the
World Fratcmalists will be prestating American Flags to many organizations. Please, display our flag
prominently and proudly. It has
flown high for us since the very,'
beginning of our great nation, seeing u through wars, turmoil,
threats to liberty and freedom.
This very special day, Flag Day',
is our way of celebrating the adoption of that first flag on June 14,
1777: This celebration comes at a
very timely moment in our history:

the continuing commemoration of
the bicentennial of the U.S.
Constitution.
Yes, we bagan this celebration in
1987 as we marked the 200th
anniversary of the ratification of
the U.S. Constitution. But this is an
ongoing celebration, one that in
1989 observes the election of the
first president and the ratification
by the Constitutional Convention
of the Bill of Rights which was
then sent to the states for their
approval. The celebration will culminate in 1991 as we observe the
200th anniversary of the ratification of the Bill of Rights, thus
guaranteeing our most basic
freedom.
And all through these times, the
good times and the hard times, our
flag has continued to call out to all
that this great country is the land of
the free and the home of the brave.
So long as she stands tall, we will
remain the greatest country on
earth.
By honoring our flag, we are
showing our children and the rest
of the world that the principles our
flag represents are worth preserving for future generations. By honoring our flag we proclaim our
belief in America and the republic
for which it stands.
Join us, on June 14th, and pay
special honor to Old Glory, Long
may she wave!
A Proud American, and a
Fraternalist
Mark L. Anderson,
Fraternal Coordinator
Woodmen of the World
P.O.Box 1808
Murray, Kentucky 42071
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Do you believe in magic?
r
Main

When I went away on vacation
two weeks ago, it was early summer. When I came home — not
surprisingly — the season was in
full swing.
I knew something besides the
weather was different when we
pulled into the driveway Sunday
afternoon, but I couldn't figure out
exactly what it was. The grass
looked a little greener, the flowers
a bit more lush than they had when
we left, Still, something else was
going on, something I didn't identify until later. Then I realized it
was a vague hum, the sound I imagine sailors hear when they are
undersea in a submarine.

e111111111111101h,

19M and, thirteen years later, we
see student demonstrations for
democracy and hear of the possibility of civil war.
The Israeli raid on Entebbe freed
hijacked hostages in 1976. The
plight of hostages endures today,
exacerbated by the situation in
Lebanon and the recent death of
Iran's Ayatollah.

Street
By
Constance
Alexander

bicentennial, and the year of the
first presidential election since
Watergate. Gerald Ford was President, and Jimmy Carter was vying
for the Democratic party's
nomination.
The school busing controversy
had heated up, and there were also
A newspaper article explained angry debates about government
the phenomenon. The invisible regulation of business. There was
mob was magicicada septendecim, pressure to break up the oil compamore commonly known as the nies, and there was growing con13-year cicada.
troversy over capital punishment
So what's all the noise about? and gun control.
The cicadas are hatching, mating,
Perhaps the cicadas who burand laying eggs, that's what. The rowed that summer haven't really
hatching phase will last until some- missed much in their thirteen years
time in July. Then the newly of natural exile.
sprung nymphs will drop to the
What was detente in 1976 has
ground and burrow until they find been replaced by Glasnost in '89.
roots to nurture them for the next U.S. control of the Panama Canal
thirteen years.
has given way to Manuel Noriep
The last time these cicadas and the recent elections in that
appeared it was the year of the country. Mao Tse-Tung died in

In spring of the year 2002, this
year's brood of cicadas will reverse
their burrowing process to ascend
until they are about an inch below
the surface. Guided by an instinctive sense of timing, they will be
alerted by an invisible signal to
leave the earth and head for the
nearest upright object, most likely
a tree. (I imagine this whole process to be something like an air
raid drill — some of you will
remember what I mean. The "All
Clear" will set then -year cicadas
in motion.)
Then the nymphs will attach
themselves to the object of choice
and split their skin down the
middle. As if shedding a wet suit,
they discard the past and emerge as
winged adults. At first they are soft
and white, like viscous ghosts. As
they mature, the outer coating
hardens and darkens.
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The other day I had my first
close-up view of a magicicada septendecim when one of the creatures
settled on the windshield of my
parked car. The eyes were shiny
red, as if coated with a layer of
Revlon's most slick, vermilion nail
polish. The body was black and
husk-like. The wings were gauzy
bronze and shiny. So this was one
of the furious rabble that was commandeering the trees around my
house. I was surprised. To me, the
cicada looked like it belonged in a
disco, shimmering under a throb
of strobe lights.
Instead, mating occurs outside,
and the eggs are laid for the next
brood. Systematic in their efforts,
females lay eggs in rows in pockets
that they cut in small branches and
twigs of trees. Each female will
make from 5 to 20 of these pockets, laying 24 to 28 eggs in two
rows in each pocket.
Thirteen years from now, when
they emerge, I will be 55 years old.
Perhaps I will finally have published a book by then. Or maybe
I'll be a step-grandmother.
Whatever the outcome, I will be
following a natural cycle, propelled
by instiect and driven by an inner
voice. I guess we're not so different from cicadas after all.
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U.S. SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

001
Mitch McConnell
LEGISLATION WILL HELP SPUR GROWTH
IN KENTUCKY'S RURAL AREAS
One of the greatest problems facing Kentucky is the crisis in
our rural areas. The continuing slump in coal production combined
with decreases in certain sectors of the agricultural industry have
combined to throw rural areas into economic stagnation. Today, we
see too many of our children, relatives and friends leaving family
farms and small towns and moving to cities in search of work. If
Kentucky is to grow and prosper, I believe we must make a concentrated effort to invest in the development of rural areas. To accomplish this goal, I have introduced a major piece of legislation
that will stimulate growth and expand America's rural industrial
base.
This bill, titled the Rural Development Partnership Act of 1989,
will refocus and combine the efforts of the federal government to
act as a catalyst for rural growth and development. The legislation
takes a broad-brush approach by including 17 sections that cover
all aspects of the rural-development equation.
Included in the bill are provisions that range from banking and
education, to the improved collection of data on rural areas that can
be used to track the progress of development policies. Other sections of the legislation will:
Help banks substantially increase their investments
in new or expanding businesses in rural areas by
providing seed money to local development funds;
Set up a rural economic development board within
the Rural Electrification Administration to promote new industries through business incubators
and the dissemination of technical information;
* Provide better health care for rural residents by
improving telecommunications lines between
hospitals;
Provide programs to help rural schools improve
their curriculum; and
• Improve the coordination of agencies that handle
rural development efforts within the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

•

One of the keys to unlocking the potential of our rural areas
lies in helping communities build and maintain their infrastructure.
This means providing good roads and the necessary water and sewer
lines that industries will need to grow and expand.
The Rural Partnerships Act has broad bipartisan support.
Over
38 of my colleagues have cosponsored this bill and hearings
in the
Agriculture Committee will be coming up within the next thirty
days.
Passage of this legislation could not come at a more critical
time.
Rural Americans have always been the bedrock strength of our
country. The faster Congress acts on this legislation, the quicker
we can
provide local and state officials with the policy tools they need
to
help these areas reach their full potential.
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Today In History
Today is Thursday, June 8, the 159th day of 1989. There are 206 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
In A.D. 632, the prophet Mohammed died. Mohammed's teachings,
recorded in the Koran, forged a new religion, Islam. By the time of
Mohammed's death, nearly all of the Arabian peninsula accepted his religious and secular leadership.
On this date:
In 1869, Chicago inventor Ives W. McGaffey received a patent for a
vacuum cleaner.
In 1876, author George Sand died in Nohant, France.
In 1905, President Theodore Roosevelt offered to act as a mediator in
the Russo-Japanese War.
In 1915, Secretary of State William Jennings Bryan resigned in a disagreement over U.S. handling of the sinking of the Lusitania.
In 1953, the Supreme Court ruled that restaurants in the District of Columbia could not refuse to serve blacks.
In 1953, tornadoes in Michigan and Ohio claimed more than 110 lives.
In 1.966, a merger was announced between the National and American
football leagues, to take effect in 1970.
In 1967, 34 U.S. servicemen were killed when Israeli forces raided the
Liberty, a Navy ship stationed in the Mediterranean at the time of the
Six-Day War. Israel called the attack a tragic mistake.
In 1968, Senator Robert F. Kennedy, slain June fifth, was buried in
Arlington National Cemetery, following a requiem Mass at St. Patrick's
Cathedral in New York.
In 1968, authorities announced the capture in London of James Earl
Ray, suspected of the assassination of civil rights leader Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr.
In 1978, a jury in Clark County, Nev., ruled that the so-called "Mormon will," purportedly written by the late billionaire Howard Hughes,
was a forgery.
In 1982, President Reagan became the first American chief executive to
address a joint session of the British Parliament. In his speech, Reagan
called for a "crusade for freedom" against communism.
In 1986, former United Nations Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim,
accused of hiding a Nazi past, won election to a six-year term as president
of Austria.
Ten years ago: Up to 7,000 Cambodian refugees reportedly had been
forced back to their homeland by Thailand's army.
Five years ago: Tornadoes raked through the Plains and the upper Midwest, killing at least 16 people and injuring hundreds.
One year ago: The judge in the Iran-Contra conspiracy case ruled that
Oliver North, John Poindexter, Richard Secord and Albert Hakim must be
tried separately.
Today's birthdays: Supreme Court Justice Byton White is 72. President
Suharto of Indonesia is 68. Actress Alexis Smith is 68. Singer Nancy
Sinatra is 49. Musician Boz Scaggs is 45. Singer Bonnie Tyler is 36.
Thought for today: "All great truths begin as blasphemies." — Irish
playwright George Bernard Shaw (1856-1950).
By flee Associated Preu

Ten years ago
Brent Boston of Murray High
School and Matthew White and
Christopher Andrew Taylor of Calloway County High School
attended Boys State held at Eastern
Kentucky University, Richmond.
Jean Elkins, Janice McClard,
Madelle Talent and Bobbie Waters
are new officers of Murray Business and Professional Women's
Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Corwin
will be married for 65 years on
June 10.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Garrie L. Green, June
2.
Twenty years ago
Nat Ryan Hughes of Murray has
been elected as district governor at
a meeting of Rotary International
held at Honolulu, Hawaii.
Brenda Richardson and Suzanne
Jones will be co-drum majors of
Murray High School Marching
Band for the coming year. Majorettes will be Linda Boyd, Conic
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Lowry, Nancy Jones, Nancy Diuguid, Marilyn Simons, Cindy Parker and Debbie Lee.
Ernest Wayne Williams of Murray High School and Ralph A. Tesseneer of Murray University
School are pictured accepting $500
scholarships from Max B. Hurt.
outgoing president of Murray State
University Alumni Association.
Timothy Wayne Morgan of Calloway County High School, not pictured, also received a scholarship.
Thirty years ago
Robbie Salmon, Max W. Cook
and Kathryn LaRue Saunders, all
of Murray, received Master's
degrees from George Peabody College, Nashville, Tenn., on May 29.
Army Pvt. David E. Gray is
serving with 46th Chemical Company at Dugway Proving Ground,
Utah.
Births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Franklin Wyatt, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Franklin Kirks and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Moore.
Charles R. Adams, Lubie B.
McDaniel and Anne T. Wood have
been selected to attend Summer
Science Institute at Murray State
College this summer.
Forty years ago
Basketball players and coaches
and sports writers here for the
North-South Cage Classic at Carr
Health Building, Murray State College, on June 11, were honored at a
picnic and boat ride at Kentucky
Lake yesterday.
Work on improvement of city
streets in Murray is now in progress, according to Paul Gholson,
executive secretary of Murray
Chamber of Commerce.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred .G. Thomas, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Vinson, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Laverne Morris, June 5.
Erl Sensing, publicity director
for Murray State College, said 953
students are enrolled for the summer term.
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Farris and Daniel wedding is planned Boyd and Scott vows are
solemnized

Mr. and Mrs. L.D. Farris of Rt.
3, Murray, announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Debra Lynn, to
Michael Lee Daniel, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Robert E. Daniel, 1511 Martin
Chapel Rd., Murray.
Miss Farris is the granddaughter
of Mrs. Aubema Perkins and the
late John Harvey Perkins and of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Farris.
Mr. Daniel is the son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. W.G. Daniel and of
Mrs. Claude F. Wallace Sr. and the
late Mr. Wallace.
The bride -elect, a 1982 graduate
of Calloway County High School,
will be a December 1989 graduate
of Murray State University with a
bachelor's degree in business education. She is currently employed
at JCPenney.
The groom-elect, a 1983 graduate of Murray High School, graduated Cum Laude with a bachelor's degree in psychology from
Murray State University in 1988.
He will receive his master's degree
in business administration in
December 1989. He is currently
employed at Pagliai's.
The wedding will be Saturday,
Aug. 12, at 6:30 p.m. at Memorial
Baptist Church.
Only out-to-town invitations will
be sent. All friends and relatives
are invited to attend.

Miss Tina Rena Boyd and Shannon Scott were married Saturday,
May 27, at the Light House Baptist
Church, Princeton.
The Rev. Lonard Boyd officiated
at the double ring ceremony said at
2 p.m.
The bride is the daughter of
Ruby Oakley of Murray and
Deward Boyd of Princeton.
The groom is the son of the late
Clayton and Maxine Scott of
Michigan.
Miss Salena Donaldson, niece of
the bride, was the maid of honor.
Timmy Burkeen, cousin of the
groom, was best man.
A reception followed in the
social hall of the church.
Both the new Mr. and Mrs. Scott
are employed at Fisher-Price Toys.
They are now residing on Rt. 8,
Murray.

South Pleasant
Grove Club meets
at the Brown home
Clovis Brown opened her home
for the May meeting of South
Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club.
"Furniture Refinishing" was the
subject of the lesson presented by
Linda Workman, vice president,
who presided.
Mrs. Brown gave the devotion
on an important two letter word,
"If."
Also present were Brenda Erwin,
Estelle Gooch, Beauton Hart, Clovis Jones, Jane Key, Hilda Miller,
Imogene Paschall and Delyghte
Humphreys, the latter being cohostess.
The club will meet Wednesday,
June 14, at 1:30 p.m. at the home
of Imogene Paschall.

sr,

Debra Lynn Farris and
Michael Lee Daniel to marry

Dixon.
The club will meet Wednesday,
June 14, at 10 a.m. at Ellis Corn-

munity Center. Hattie Lee Galloway and Nova Lee Wendt will be
hostesses.

Club has luncheon meeting
Paris Road Homemakers Club
held a luncheon meeting on Tuesday, May 9, at Sirloin Stockade.
Faustine Walker, president, presented a lesson on "Planning A
Trip and Packing A Bag."
Each member answered the roll

call by naming trip she would like
to take.
Officers were elected for the
1989-90 club year. Nine members
were present.
The club will have a luncheon on
Tuesday, June 13, at Country
Crossroads, Hardin.

Suburban Club has meeting
The home of Pat Rogers was the
scene of a meeting of Surburban
Homemakers Club held Monday,
May 8, at 7 p.m. Annabelle Russell
was cohostess.
Mrs. Rogers presented a major
Lesson on "Selecting, Coordinating
and Packing A Suitcase." She
shared articles she had made to use
in traveling.
Sue Dunn, president, presided.

The officers were reelected for
1989-90 club year. Mrs. Dunn led
the recreation.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Rogers and Mrs. Russell.
Also present were Lillian Dunn,
Jo Farley, Betty Wilson and Wilma
Wilson.
The club will meet Monday,
June 12, at 7 p.m. at the home of
Mrs. Russell.

Karnavus home scene of meeting
Mrs. Gene Geurin presented a
lesson at a meeting of Dorothy
Moore Circle of First Presbyterian
Church Women held Monday, May
8, in the home of Mrs. George
Kamavus.
The lesson was from the text,
"Crisis in Opportunity," depicting
Elijah in his struggle to overcome
discouragement.
Mrs. Walter Baker presided over
the business session following the
devotion by Mrs. Charles Miller.
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Reports were made of the recent
meeting of West Kentucky Presbyterian Society held at Mayfield.
Mrs. Zeffie Woods reported that
the garments and supplies in the
local sewing quota had been
mailed.
Concern was noted over the illness and surgery of Mrs. Olin
Moore, a former president of the
group.
Refreshments of cherry pie and
ice cream were served by Ms.
Karnavus.

Ward speaks
at Pottertown
club meeting
Mike Ward, Commonwealth
Attorney, was the guest speaker at
a meeting of Pottertown Homemakers Club held on Wednesday, May
10, at Boston Tea Party, Holiday
Inn.
Ward talked about his duties and
to cases coming under his jurisdiction. He said "as prisons are overflowing, there is no place for drunk
drivers or felony crimes."
L,ottie Hurt presented a major
lesson on "Selecting, Coordinating
and Packing A Suitcase for
Travel."
The devotion on "If In Our
Lives" was given by Mary Gertzen.
Christine Collins, vice president,
presided in the absence of the president, Mary Hopson. Kay Carlson,
secretary, read the minutes and
called the roll.
Jean Pipher gave a report on the
workshop on "Pillow Making" held
at Calloway Public Library.
The recreation was directed by
Anita Purvis. Group singing was
led by Lurene Cooper with Louise
Short as pianist.
Also present were Iva Alford,
Lavine Carter and Marion Fox.
The,club will have an outing at
Kenlake Lodge for the June 14th
meeting.
The next regular meeting will be
in September.
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HEATING & COOLING

HEADQUARTERS

Featuring

Kenmore
II Millions rely on Kenmore
for their heating and
cooling needs
• Our high efficiency
models could help
reduce your energy
costs
SEARS AuTHORizED iNsTALLATio%

WE SERVICE WHAT
WE SELL!

753-2310 Bel-Air Center

Gospel Meetingl
June 9-11 (Fri.-Sun.)

Almo Church of Christ
7:30 p.m. - Each Night
Speaker

Ed Davis
Minister, Williams Chapel

WIN $100 IN CASH

Banana pudding is
southern favorite
By NANCY BYAL, Better Homes
and Gardens Food Editor
Treat your sweet tooth to this
Southern favorite. It's an easy-tomake dessert kids of any age will
love. Be sure to use sweetened
condensed milk, not evaporated
milk.
Banana Pudding
11/2 cups milk
1/2 of a 14-ounce can (2-3rds
cup) sweetened condensed milk
1/2 cup margarine or butter
One 4-serving-size package regular vanilla pudding mix
36 vanilla wafers
5 ripe medium bananas, sliced
3 cups tiny marshmallows
In a saucepan combine milk,
sweetened condensed milk, margarine and pudding mix. Bring to boiling, stirring constantly. Reduce
heat. Cook and stir 4 to 5 minutes
or until thick. Line the bottom of a
2- or 2% -quart casserole with 12
of the vanilla wafers and one-third
of the bananas. Top with about 1
cup of the pudding. Repeat layers 2
more times. Sprinkle the marshmallows over the top. Bake in a
350-degree F oven 12 to 15
minutes or until marshmallows are
light brown. Serve warm. Makes 10
to 12 servings.
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CATFISH
BUFFET

$595
•
This Friday
5-8 p.m.
—All You Can Eat—
* Catfish Fillets
* Vegetables
* Salads

* Hushpuppies
* Baked Potato & fries
* White Beans

One of these things just doesn't belong here
"If you're hungry don't go to Bright's." That is the only hint you get for this contest. But
if
you've ever been to one of our stores you probably don't need hints anyway. Just circle
the item above that doesn't belong in our store and you could win $100 in cash. After you
circle your choice, fill in your name,address and phone number in the space provided.
Cut out the advertisement and bring it to one of our three stores. On June 17, at 4 P.M.,
each store will have a random drawing to decide the winners.
name

Addrels

re k-rhone

Boston Tea Patty - Holiday Inn
U.S. 641 South, Murray,. Ky.
753-0910
gRIqHT
'
S

Paducah

-
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Mr. and Mrs. Shannon Scott

Honchul presents lesson at club event
Members and guests of Harris
Grove Homemakers Club had
lunch at Pattie's at Grand Rivers
for its last meeting on Wednesday,
May 10.
Quava Honchul presented a lesson on "Selecting, Coordinating
and Packing A Suitcase."
The devotion on "IP' was given
by Katherine Ray.
Margaret Taylor, president, made
announcements. The minutes and
roll call were by gene Wrather.
The club voted to give $25 to
W.A.T.C.H. (work activities training center for the handicapped) and
to send a child to Food and Fun
Camp.
Five guests were Velma Paschall, Martha White, Anna Lou
Tarry, Nancy Jones and Edra

.‘„

Murray

•Sun 19

Union City

_
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Cothran and Babillis wedding planned
FOR FRIDAY,JUNE 9, 1989 ...
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Travel should prove to be a delight
now. Good news comes via phone or
letter. New directions careerwise are
favored, but refrain from mixing
business and pleasure today.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
You'll meet with an important
financial opportunity today. Try to be
less picky in dealings with a family
member. Evening hours favor going
out to some place grand. Romance is
likely
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Expect a delay about a loan or
investment matter. Shopping for the
home is favored now. Good news

comes from a partner. Tonight you'll
enjoy having company over.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 2.2)
Plfi
You could become involved in a
worthwhile cause today. Though
you're charming and personable
today, a small disagreement still
could arise with a friend.
LEO
(July 2'3 to Aug.22)
A new financial opportunity comes
today, but care is needed in talks with
higher-ups. Socially, your star is on
the rise. Recognition comes in connection with a group activity.
VDWO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
It's a day of achievement and
prestige for you on the job. You'll get

a new approach on how to handle a
delicate situation with a child.
Tonight brings you a social success.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Zet
It could be the trip of a lifetime
that's in the works for you now. some
of you will meet with a publishing
success or honors through school.
Tonight brings an inner joy.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
A financial windfall could come
your way now or perhaps an investment pays off. An unexpected opportunity comes to you in business
today. After dark, social life is a plus.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
It's a happy day for you where
heart interests are concerned. Be
tactful now in your dealings with a
co-worker. Business and pleasure
combine to your advantage tonight.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
You'll meet with a work opportunity now that you'll truly enjoy. You're
right to be cautious about assuming
extra financial obligations. Tonight is
a time of merriment.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll receive a special social
invitation now. Don't make a mountain out of a molehill on a small
domestic concern. You'll be getting
together socially with people from
work.
PISCES
Nedtir
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
You'll have luck with property
matters today. A nice gift could come
from a parent. Tonight you'll attract
romance and you should make plans
to look your best!
YOU BORN TODAY have a natural
interest in public service and are
happiest in a leadership position. You
like to lay down the law and dislike
being told what to do.

tie

A

Summer Clearance

A

STOREWIDE
Fri.-Sat.-Mon.
10:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.

401r50% off
Santa's Attic

West Side Court Square

753-0435

Roy Cothran and Jane Cothran
of Murray announce the engagement and forthcoming marriage of
their daughter, Julia Lynne
Cothran, to Eric Robert Babillis,
son of Robert Babillis and Joyce
Babillis of Mount Vernon, Ind.
Miss Cothran is the granddaughter of Mrs. Myrtle Rickman Cooper
of Murray and the late Julius Cooper, and of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Cothran of Benton. She is the
great-granddaughter of Mrs. Lucy
Rickman of Murray.
MI. Babillis is [tit grandson of
Mrs. Edith Halstead and William
Parker of Albany, N.Y., and of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Babillis of Pittsfield, Mass.
A 1983 graduate of Calloway
County High School, the brideelect holds a bachelor's degree in
education from Murray State University. She is presently working
on a Master's degree in elementary
education from MSU. She is
employed as a fourth grade teacher
in Henderson County, Ky.
The groom-elect is a 1983 graduate of Mount Vernon High School
and holds a bachelor's degree in
geology and geography from Murray State University. He is a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon social
fraternity. He is presently attending
the University of Evansville where
he is seeking a Master's in Business Administration. He is employed by Mid-American Plastics of
Mount Vernon where he is Quality
Control Manager.
. The wedding will be Sunday,
Aug. 6, at 4 p.m. at South Pleasant

Anna C
Society
Conrad
Not vis,

Julia Lynne Co-thran and
Eric Robert Babillis to marry
Grove United Methodist Church.
All friends and relatives are

invited to attend. Only out-of-town
invitations will be sent.

Co-wonl
are, fro'
Janice '

Recipe for kids
to treat fathers

K1x

98111OUR CAMISIAN
BEAUTY VOWS.MB MIMr1
S13.501161111NOMMN PURCHASE
WS a pampered vocation for your
ips, eyes, skin and hair. Includes:
Ultra lip Protector with SPF
Spirit44 Pink Satin Eyeshadow,
moisture-balancing 'viva Day
Creme arid Extra Retie Shampoo
with protein. One per customer----.
,while Bonus lasts..

COSMETIC STUDIOS

NEW YORK (AP) — Treat Dad
to dinner on Father's Day — and
let the kids lend a hand! A microwave makes it easy, and the cheese
and broccoli make it tasty.
The following recipe has been
developed exclusively for the
Associated Press by Mueller's
pasta.
More Than Macaroni
and Cheese
2 tablespoons corn oil margarine
1/4 of a medium red pepper,
chopped
3 green onions, sliced
2 cups low-fat milk, divided
1 teaspoon Dijon mustard
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon hot pepper sauce
3 tablespoons cornstarch
7 ounces Mueller's pasta curls or
sea shells, cooked and drained
One 10-ounce package frozen
chopped broccoli, thawed and
drained
2 cups (8 ounces) shredded
Cheddar checse
1 cup diced cooked ham
In a 2-quart microwave-safe
bowl or casserole, cook margarine,
red pepper, onions, 11/4 cups of
the milk, mustard, salt and hot pepper sauce on high (100 percent
power) for 4 minutes. Using fork
or wire whisk, stir in remaining
milk and 3 tablespoons cornstarch
until well blended. Cook on high
for 4 minutes, stirring twice.
Stir in pasta, broccoli, cheese
and ham. Cook on high 4 minutes
or until heated through. Remove
from microwave and stir. Makes 4
servings.

To
By JO

Murray L.

MISS PURCHASE DISTRICT FAIR —
Anne Haynie (center), 21, was crowned the
1989 Miss Purchase District Fair Saturday
night at Mayfield Middle School. Miss Haynie,
who had won four other beauty pageants, is a
Benton native. She won the title over six other
contestants. Shown here are (from left) Tiffany
Beadles, fourth runner—up; Kim Higgins, third
runner—up; Miss Haynie; Alex Space, first

runner-up and Betsy Yandell, second runnerup. The pageant was sponsored by the
Mayfield-Graves County Jaycees. The
Purchase District Fair gets underway this
(Monday) evening at the fairgrounds oft
Housman Street. Tonight's feature attraction is
a gospel singing at the Julian Carroll Building,
beginning at 7 o'clock.
Mayfield Messenger photo by Barry Reeves

'Say No to Drugs' seen
on many milk cartons

Wednesday was one of the most significant days of the
century for astrologers and occult calculators.
Numerically, June 7, 1989, translates as 6-7-89. Twice
Wednesday — at 45 seconds past 1:23 — the time and date
could be written as 1:2145, 6-7-89. The sequence occurs on
only one day in a century.

FURNITURE MART

CARPET OUTLET

3 Piece Living Room
Suite

Stainmaster
Carpet

$69900

Asz,$699

Love Seat, Couch, Matching Chair

FATHER'S DAY SPECIAL
$15900
Recliners

sq. yd.

Vinyl
$299
'ling At

sq. yd.

"The same quality, service and products that you
have come to expect through the years."

GET'EM WHILE THEY'RE HOT!
Dirty Dancin'
Denim Shorts
One Rack Ladies Denim
Skirts, Jeans,
Jackets & Dresses
Crazy Harry
Jeans
Denim Skirts
Ladies'
Dresses, Slacks,
Skirts and Blouses
Children's and Juniors

Hwy. 641 South

753-2600

1008 Chestnut • 753-3314

20% off
6t4.

f/JIIrrr

40% off
30%-50% off
50% off
50% off

NOW RENTING
OVER 100 NINTENDOS
OVER 3,000 VIDEOS
STARTS FRIDAY

"Every Days A Sale Day at Jo-An's"

Family owned and operated, John and Myrtle Terry
Located inside old Uncle Jeffs Building

MAMARONECK, N. Y.(AP) —
More than 1.4 billion milk cartons
have carried a "Say No To Drugs"
message to Americans in the past
year.
The 10 different anti-drug comic
strips, developed by Archie Comic
Publications, are offered to local
dairies through the nation's milk
carton makers. The messages fit
carton sizes ranging from the half
pints sold in school lunchrooms
and airplanes to commercial half
gallon packages.

JO
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Payne-Henson vows to be said July 1

Anna (Tex) Todd is shown speaking at the banquet in her honor given by the Calloway County
Medical
Society and her co-workers. Pictured at head table, from left, Nadine Turner, Dr. James C. Hart,
Dr.
Conrad Jones, Dr. Dan Miller, Dr. Hal Houston, Marge Hatton, Dr. Charles Clark and Dr. H.S. Jackson.
Not visible are Dr. C.C. Lowry and Dr. John Quertermous.

The approaching marriage of
Miss Susan Kathleen Payne of
Knoxville, Tenn., and James Daniel
Henson of Atlanta, Ga., has been
announced.
Miss Payne is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Payne of
Knoxville.
Mr. Henson is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Darrell Henson of Tampa,
Fla.
The groom-elect is a graduate of
Murray State University where he
served as a cheerleader and as secretary of Student Government.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, July 1, at
7:30 p.m. at Cedar Springs Presbyterian Church, Knoxville.

Susan Kathleen Payne and
James Daniel Henson to marry

Cholesterol
tests in young
adults are used
Co-workers of Anna (Tex) Todd are shown presenting her with a gift at the banquet in her
honor.
are, from left, standing, Lisa Rudolph, Jill Asher, Nancy M. McClure, Carolyn Rice, Susan PhillipsThey
and
Janice Wallace.

Todd honored at retirement event
By JO BURKEEN
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer

It was a night that Anna (Tex)
Todd will never forgei To be honored by her peers, the Calloway
County Medical Society and her
coworkers at Murray -Calloway
County Hospital is an event of
most importance.
The occasion was to honor Todd
on her retirement after 40 years as
a nurse, a profession she started in
1949.
Dr. Dan Miller as master of ceremonies kept the evening of April
14 at Murray Country Club on a
"most entertaining and rewarding
time" for the honoree, her family,
her friends, and her coworkers.
Miller said "this was the first
time for the medical society to so
honor a nurse for years of service."
A distinguished panel of toasters
made comments and told about
special incidents about Mrs. Todd
during her career.
These were by Dr. Charles
Clark, Dr. James C. Hart, Marge
Hatton, operating room technician,
Dr. Hal Houston, Dr. H.S. Jackson,
Dr. Conrad Jones, Dr. C.C. Lowry,
Dr. John Quertermous, and Nadine
Turner, R.N., retired director of
nursing.
Each of the speakers praised
Todd for her work. Many of the
humorous incidents kept the audience of approximately 250 persons
laughing throughout the evening.
Mrs. Todd, wearing a beautiful
blue outfit, responded to the many
speakers giving special praise to
each of them.
The medical society, co-workers,
family and friends have donated
$13,000 to set up the Tex Todd
Scholarship for Nursing at Murray
State University.
This surprise announcement to
Mrs. Todd was made by Geneva
Cooper, assistant professor of nursing at Murray State University.
Persons may still send contributions to the fund to MSU Foundation, 500 Sparks Hall, Murray, Ky.
Each check should be marked for
Tex Todd Scholarship.
Dr. Richard Blalock, president of
Calloway County Medical Society,
remarked about his early days of
medical school when he was an
intern at the local hospital and how
Mrs. Todd was a source of help.
He presented her with a bouquet of
red roses.

4.

Anna (Tex) Todd talks with Nancy Reed, a co-worker, following the
special banquet on her retirement from Murray-Calloway County
Hospital held at Murray Country Club.
Mrs. Todd was also surprised
with a ticket for a cruise by the
family of Dr. Jackson at the
banquet.
The backdrop for the banquet
was designed by Marge Hatton.
Planning the special event were
Carolyn Rice, Jill Asher, Janice
Wallace, Susan Phillips, Nancy
McClure and Lisa Rudolph, present
and former co-workers of Mrs.
Todd.
Mrs. Todd graduated from St.
Joseph Hospital's School of Nursing in Louisville on Jan. 8, 1948,
and later did graduate work at Barnes Hospital, St. Louis, Mo. A
native of Kuttawa, she started work
at Murray Hospital in August 1949.
Her husband was the late Dewey
Todd who drowned in a 1976 boating accident.
Their four children are Sammy
Todd and wife, Dawn; Tina Sexton
and husband, Steve; and Mimi
Etheridge and husband, Bobby, all
of Calloway County; and Mina
Todd, Owensboro.
Mrs. Todd's grandchildren are
Clint Todd, Audra Todd, Lora Sexton, Todd Sexton and Tara
Etheridge.
Editor's note: This story was
written by the writer after watching

Coming Soon

D

rusilla's

nev1•4111111••=,

a two-hour-video of the entire
evening, along with program and
pictures, provided by Susan Phillips and Jim Rice.

ATLANTA (AP) — Cholesterol
tests in adults as young as 20 can
be used to predict who is apt to
have dangerously high cholesterol
later in life, federal researchers
said.
Such tests could enable people to
change their diet or begin exercise
programs before serum cholesterol
levels get too high, said a study
issued Thursday by the Atlantabased Centers for Disease Control.
High cholesterol is a major factor in heart disease.
The researchers studied statistics
on how cholesterol levels change
over time, and developed a formula
for predicting what cholesterol
level a person with a given reading
at a given age would have years
later — assuming they make no
changes in their lifestyle. The data
can be used to predict the serum
cholesterol levels of adults age 20
to 57, the study found.
For example, a 30-year-old
woman with a cholesterol level of
155 can expect a level of 188 by
age 50 and the borderline high
level of 200 at age 56 if no exercise or diet improvements are
made.
A count of above 240 is considered high.
Researchers found that a man's
cholesterol count increases by
about two points a year from ages
20 to 30 and one point a year from
age 30 to 60, or an increase of 50
points over the 40 years, the report
said.
A woman's cholesterol level, on
the other hand, normally increases
by about 11/4 points a year from
age 20 to 40 and two points a year
from age 40 to 60 or 70 points over
the 40-year span.

Tennis pro collector of art works
PARIS (AP) — When tennis pro
Ivan Lendl isn't collecting Grand
Slam titles and trophies, he's busy
collecting the works of an artist of
the Belle Epoque famous for posters and packaging.
Taking time away from the
French Open tennis tournament, the
world's No. 1-ranked player toured
the Musee de la Publicitc, where
more than 100 works by Alphonse
Mucha from Lendl's personal collection are on display through July
17.
"The drawings are beautiful, but
the colors are fascinating, especial-

ly the red," said Lendl.
The show also features a glimpse
of Lendi relaxing at home. Every
wall of his 15-room Connecticut
mansion is decorated with a Mucha
poster, painting, calendar or package wrapping, even in the
bathrooms.
Like Lendl, Mucha was born in
Czechoslovakia. The graphic artist,
who died in 1939, is best known
for distinctive designs of sweetfaced girls with flowing tresses that
graced objects from cookie jars to
perfume atomizers.

DATEBOOK
Census workers' test Wednesday
Workers are needed to take the U.S. census this year. A multiple-choice
test lasting about 30 minutes will be given for prospective workers on
Wednesday, June 14, at 10:30 a.m. in Room 302 of Business Building,
Murray State University. Those persons hired will be required to have a
driver's license and car available. The pay will be $5.50 per hour with 22
cents per mile for car allowance. This will be from 6 to 9 weeks with 20
to 30 hours per week required. Persons may just come to the Business
Building on Wednesday. For more information call Rose Irvin,
1-561-3053.

Colson reunion will be Sunday
A reunion for all relatives and fricnds of the late P. Colson will be
Sunday, June 11, at Kenlake State Park Shelter No. 1. A potluck dinner
will be served about 1 p.m. For more information call 753-7497.

Henry reunion will be Saturday
Friends and relatives of Charlie Brown Henry and Mamie Frances Henry will have a reunion on Saturday, June 10, from 2to 4 p.m. at Hazel
Community Center. For more information call 436-5502 or 435-4567.

State soccer event here Saturday
Murray will host the 1989 Under 14 Girls State Soccer Tournamen
t on
Saturday and Sunday, June 10 and 11, at Bee Creek Soccedr
Complex,
located off North Fourth Street Extended. The first game will be
at 11
a.m. Saturday. Support your local team and the public is invited, a
soccer
spokesperson said.

Brooks Chapel plans homecoming
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church will have its annual homecoming on Sunday, June 11. The Rev. Eulas Greer, pastor, will speak at
11 a.m. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m., basket dinner at 12 noon and
gospel singing at 1:30 p.m. Persons unable to attend may send their donations for the upkeep of the cemetery to William Jones, Rt. 1, Dexter, Ky.
42036, or Eddie Ramsey, Rt. 1, Dexter, Ky. 42036.

Oak Grove church plans fish fry
An "Old Time" Fish Fry at Oak Grove Baptist_ Churcl1,--locatekl south of
Crossland, will be Saturday, June 10, at 6 p.m. Persons are requested to
dress in the 1800's styles. Each one should bring a dish to eat with the
fish. The pastor, the Rev. Dennis Norrell, invites all members and friends
to attend.

Hilltop church plans homecoming
Hilltop Baptist Church, located across from Old Salem Cemetery on
Old Salem Church Road, will have its annual homecoming on Sunday,
June 11, The Rev. Vester Moreland will be the guest speaker at the 11
a.m. service. The James Hardison Singers will be featured at the singing
at 2 p.m. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. and a basket dinner will be
served at 12 noon. The Rev. Richard West, pastor, invites the public,to
attend.

McKeithens to be at Calvary
The McKeithens, a musical group from Nashville, Tenn., will sing at
Calvary Temple, Highway 641 South, Murray, on Sunday, June 1 I , at 11
a.m. Their music style consists of a traditional praise and worship sound
with a southern gospel flavor. Most of the group's material is written by
Tim and Dixie McKeithen, the husband and wife, and founding members
of the group. They have recorded many songs including their last release
of "Lewt The Hallelujah's Roll." The public is urged to hear this group on
Sunday, a church spokesman said.

.
tclut,
‘*(TO SAY)
THANKS DAD
with a card or gift from

HOLLAND DRUGS
SPONSORED BY: First Christian Church
First Presbyterian Church
WHEN: June 12-16, 9 to 11:30 a.m.
WHERE: First Christian Church
111 N. 5th Street
WHO: ages 3 thru 6th grade

'Computerized Prescription Records
for Insurance and Taxes
•PCS - Mediment - BC-BC Paid State Aid
•15% Cash Discount *FREE Delivery
"Medical Claims Service

Downtown - Court Sq.
753-1462
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Coming community events are announced
Thursday, June 8
"Fools" will be presented at 8
p.m. at Playhouse in MurrayCalloway Park. For information
call 759-1752.
Murray-Calloway County La
Leche League will have a family
night potluck at 7 p.m. in Community Room, North Branch of
Peoples Bank.

Thursday, June 8
The Single Connection will meet
at 7 p.m. in third floor classroom,
Educational Building, First United
Methodist Church. For information
call Carol, 753-2596, Brenda,
753-2513, or Glen, 435-4143.
Krisy Whitfield will present her
Suzuki piano graduation recital at 7
p.m. in Recital Hall Annex, Price

Thursday, June 8
Doyle Fine Arts Building, Murray
State University.
Scotts Grove Baptist Church will
have Vacation Bible School at 6
p.m.
Kirksey Baptist Church will have
Vacation Bible School at 6 p.m.

Tilghman Beauregard Camp No.
1460 of Sons of Confederate Veterans will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Graves County Courthouse,
Mayfield.
Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in Education Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. at
Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church. For information call
753-8136, 489-2628 or 762-6297.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter
No. 50 Royal and Select Masters
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.

Count Gregor Yousekevitch (played by Scottie Rice, left) proposes
marriage to Sophia Zubritsky (Debbie Mott) — again. The scene will
be presented, along with all of Neil Simon's "Fools," at the Playhouse
in the Park in Murray. "Fools" runs June 8-11 and 15-18 at 8 p.m.
each evening. Owen's Deli will cater a picnic dinner on the Playhouse
deck at 7 p.m. The show is sponsored by the Business Committee for
the Arts. For more information, or to make reservations, call the theater box office at (502) 759-1752.

Terri Elliott
bride-elect of
Sean Burkey
has selected
her decorative
accessories from
Pier I

%
• I?
Op
Aptace-ThDiscover
Bel

Air Center

Terri & Sean will be married August 19, 1989.
•

Pre-Owned Car Sale
3
month ..or 3,000 mile warranty
on selected vehicles.

"We Sell The Best, Wholesale The Rest"
We will furnish the previous owner's name and phone
number for your convenience.

USED
1978 Ford LTD Wagon
1983 Olds Ninety Eight Brougham
1984 Cadillac Seville
1984 Cadillac Fleetwood Brougham
1985 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
1985 Cadillac Eldorado
1985 Cadillac Eldorado
1985 Chevrolet Cavalier
1985 Buick Park Ave.
1985 Buick Century Limited
1986 Chevrolet Chevette
1986 Olds Delta 88 Brougham
1987 Buick Skylark
1987 Mercury Topaz
1987 Buick Riviera
1987 Ford Truck
1987 Cadillac Sedan DeVIlle
1988 Pontiac Grand Am
1988 Pontiac 6000

$1,000.00
$7,000.00
$11,500.00
$8,900.00
$7,900.00
$10,900.00
$10,900.00
$4,500.00
$8,500.00
$6,500.00
$2,900.00
$9,700.00
$7,900.00
$7,400.00
$12,500.00
$9,800.00
$14,900.00
$9,500.00
$10,900.00

GM PROGRAM CARS

1988 Buick LeSabre (Lt. Blue)
1988 Cadillac Seville (Blue)
1988 Cadillac Seville (White)
1988 Pontiac Trans Am (Black)
1989 Pontiac Bonneville (Blue)
1989 Pontiac Grand AM (White)
1989 Pontiac Grand AM (2 Dr. Red)
1989 Pontiac Grand Am (4 Dr. Red)
1989 Pontiac Grand AM (4 Dr. Blue)
1989 Olds Delta 88 (White)
1989 Cadillac Sedan DeVIlle (Gray)
1989 Cadillac Seville (White)

$12,900.00
$20,500.00
$21,500.00
$16,500.00
$15,900.00
$10,900.00
$10,900.00
$10,900.00
$10,900.00
$12,500.00
$23,500.00
$24,500.00

PURDOM MOTORS, INC,
"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"
OLDSMOBILE-PONTIAC-CADIL1 AC-BUICK-CENTURY BOATS
300 Hwy. 121 Bypass
Murray
753-531

Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
"Fools" will be presented at 8
p.m. at Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park. For information call 759-1752.

Teen Bible College of First Baptist Church will be at 6:30 p.m. at
home of Dr. and Mrs. Greg
Earwood.

True love?

Friday, June 9
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.

Parents' Night Out will be from
6 to 10 p.m. at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church. Dropins
will be accepted.
United Way of Murray and Calloway County will have a general
board meeting at Pagliai's at 12
noon.
Twilight Golf for men and ladies
will be at 5:30 p.m. at Oaks Counuy Club.
Scotts Grove Baptist Church
Vacation Bible School will be at 6
p.m.
Oak Grove Baptist Church Vacation Bible School will be at 9 a.m.
Kirksey Baptist Church Vacation
Bible School will be at 6 p.m.
Cooperative Vacation Bible
School of St. Leo's Catholic
Church and St. John's Episcopal
Churches will be at 9 a.m. at St.
Leo's Parish Center.
First Baptist Church Vacation
Bible School will be at 9 a.m.
Teen Bible College of First Baptist Church will be at 6:30 p.m. at
home of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Adams
Jr.

Friday, June 9
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
5 p.m. to 12 midnight. For information call 753-TEEN.
Laryngectomee Support Group
will meet at 4 p.m. in private
dining room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.

DEAR DR. GOTT. What are steroids and what is it about them that
causes all the bad effects we've been
reading about lately? Is there anything good about them?
DEAR READER: Steroids are naturally occurring substances made in
the body. They help balance the
body's chemical reactions and, in the
proper quantity, are necessary for
health.
Supplemental steroids(by pill or injection) play an important role in
treating diseases. For example, steroids such as cortisone and prednisone reduce the body's immune response, our ability to produce an
inflammatory reaction. Therefore,
they are used for a variety of conditions characterized by excessive inflammation, including autoimmune
diseases (allergies to the patient's
own body), arthritis, colitis, asthma
and so forth.
Despite their proven benefits, these
drugs cause unwanted side effects
when used in large doses or for extended periods. These effects include
cataracts, diabetes, osteoporosis,
mental changes, _alteration of facial
characteristics, bruising and susceptibility to infection, to mention a few.
Therefore, cortisone (and similar
drugs)should be used only under close
medical supervision and as specific
therapy for certain diseases.
Other types of steroids affect the
body in different ways. For instance,

The Showdown Band will, play
from 7 to 10 p.m. in parking lot of
Four Seasons Restaurant at Hardin.

Wrather West Kentucky Museum
at Murray State University will be
open from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.

Jackson Purchase Historical Society will meet at 12 noon at Majestic Steak House, Draffenville.

Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Stargazing at
8:30 p.m. at .Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. at Homeplace-1850;
Third Annual Musicfest/Flea Market at Piney Campground; Turtles of
LBL at 2:30 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center.

Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
5 p.m. to 12 midnight. For information call 753-TEEN.

Saturday, June 10
Murray-Calloway County Swim
Team will have a swim-a-thon at 9
a.m. at pool at Murray-Calloway
County Park.
"Old Time" Fish Fry will be at 6
p.m. at Oak Grove Baptist Church.
Murray host the 1989 Under 14
Girls State Soccer Tournament at
Bee Creek Soccer Complex. The
first game will be at 11 a.m.
Reunion of friends and relatives

Sibling Class (free) will be at 10
a.m. in Education Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Sports Medicine Symposium will
be from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in Barkley
Room of Curris Center, Murray
State University. For information
call Kathie Pierce, 753-5131, ext.
144.
Dance will be from 8 p.m. to 12
midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
at Murray State University will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

National Scouting Museum will
be
open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
ally mature. This activity is normal
and does not ordinarily indicate that information call 762-3383.

they promote muscle growth, alter
sexual characteristics or cause positive nitrogen balance, as a way to en- such children are gay: rather, it is
hance the buildup of tissues. These temporary behavior that is soon outEvents in Land Between the
consequences help particular disease grown by heterosexuals. I would not Lakes will
include Jenny Ridge
states, if the drugs are administered label it "wrong." You ddliot have to
3-D Animal Shoot at 9 a.m. at
by trained medical personnel.
feel "dirty." You may be, as my mothMany of the problems you have er used to point out, going through a Field Archery Range; Log Building
Workshop from 10 a.m. to 4
read about, such as the illicit use of "stage."
steroids by athletes, stem from the
p.m.and Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m.
self-administration of potent, muscleOf course, some homosexuals dis- and 1:30 p.m. at Homeplace-1850:building compounds by people who cover at an early age that they prefer Wagon Rides at
1:30 and 2:30 p.m.
are not versed in their use. Such peo- sexual behavior with members of the
and
Drying
Fruits
and Vegetables
ple take steroids for cosmetic — not same sex. However, to my knowledge,
medical — reasons or to increase ath- most experts would agree that the ac- at 3 p.m. at Empire Farm; Fly
letic performance. The practice is un- tivity you describe is usually experi- Tying Demonstration from 2 to 4
healthful. Like cortisone, these drugs mental and common to 12-year-olds. p.m. and Visit with the Eagles at
have side-effects, including disrup- Don't worry about it. To give you 2:30 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
tion of growth patterns in adoles- more information. I am sending you a Center; Third Annual
Musicfest/
cents, liver inflammation, personality free copy of my Health Report
Flea
Market
at
Piney
Campgrou
nd.
changes and (possibly) premature "Where to Find Sex Information."
heart disease. Difficulties arise be- Other readers who would like a copy
cause the steroids are being used im- should send $1.25 with their name and
properly, for the wrong reasons.
address to P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland,
To sum up, all steroids are power- OH 44101-3369. Be sure to mention
ful alterers of body chemistry. They the title.
01989 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
are not harmless. However, they have
valuable medical benefits when used
appropriately.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am 12 and have
DR. GOTT
a friend the same age. I know it's
wrong, but three or four times we've
played with each other's privates, if
you know what I mean. I feel dirty afterward, but always want to do it
PETER
again. Are we normal or does this
GOTT, M.D.
mean we are gay?
NEW YORK (AP) — Jayne
DEAR READER: Boys and girls
Meadows was a rising Hollywood
your age often experience a period of
star until she married Steve Allen
sexual exploration before they sexu-

Jayne Meadows
talks about her
life and career

READ THE
CLASSIFIEDS
YARD SALE
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

OLD FASHION
TENT REVIVAL

8 a.m. till ?
1602 Parklane
Items include an exercise bike, toys, wicker
chair, filing cabinet, miscellaneous and many
children's clothes.

PC

"Fools" will be presented at 8
p.m. at Playhouse in the Park with
dinner at 7 p.m. For information
call 759-1752.

Friendship Night by Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will be at 6:30 p.m. at
lodge hall. A potluck supper will
be served.

Pros and cons of steroid treatment
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

Saturday, June 10
of Charlie Brown Henry and
Mamie Frances Henry will be from
2 to 4 p.m. at Hazel Community
Center. For information call
436-5502 or 435-4567.

in 1954, but she doesn't blame him
for her lost career.
Her husband still feels guilty,
but she says in the June issue of
Lear's magazine: "He's not to
blame. My anger is really directed
at me. I allowed it all to happen. I
say to myself, 'How could you
have been so trusting? So naive?
So stupid?'"
She says their marriage was
strengthened when they did "The
Steve Allen Show" together in the
early 1960s, although she says
Allen became involved with a singer on the show.
They went into therapy together,
and Meadows says, "The whole
experience brought us closer. ... I
took off the rose-colored glasses."
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JUNE llth-16th
Sunday night: 6:00 p.m.
Monday-Friday night: 7:30 p.m.
Dr. Lynn Mayall, Speaker
Clayton Spivey, Music Director
Special Music Nightly
by Jerry Trammel, formerly
with the Florida Boys
from 7:00 p.m.-7:30 p.m.

Nursery Available

All Designer

Waverly & Schumacher
Wallcoverings

Transportation Provided

30%.

EASTWOOD
BAPTIST CHURCH

Terry's Decorating

Hwy. 94 East

Southside Shopping Center

753-1834

*Sermon Tapes Alienable - 753-0221

753-3321
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WRITERS'
POTPOURRI
GladysJarrett,
Director

The Call
By Marie Jarrett
Won't you follow closer
The little bird seemed to say
Follow me onward gently
Let me lead the way
I hesitated at the river bank
The bird called me on
I'll lead you across the narrow

I did not fear the river but a
Won't you follow me calmly
Trust me to lead you to a far
land
I stubbed my toe and fell in the
sand
I lay in warmth, heard his
reprimand
Then the little bird sang a call
"G
G
when ou fall."

Triplets
By Shelby S. Gibson
They thought I slept, and having
slept, dreamed
Of hideous demons and torments
of limbs,
Of beheaded knights and eviscerated maidens;
I didn't slumber - awake I
viewed the carnage.
They though I journeyed alone to
this haven
Of miraculous healings and
wholenesses of minds
They could not know that three
came with me
And screamed silently of danger
and an envy of death.
So placated and unguardful they
turned from me,
Their watchfulness lulled by
conformity,
Until, in my sleep, and alone, I
murdered me
And no one heard the applause
of my audience of three.

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682
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lovers.
Dewberries retrieved, scratching
my knuckle;
Wade dew -drenched patches of
honeysuckle.
Merrily walk to Clayton Creek,
fishing,

A beautiful time for whistling
and wishing.

MPE FIGHTING FOR
KAN? LIFE

We Accept Food Stamps
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

Chicken of the Sea, oil or water packed

Tuna

Crisco, vegetable or corn

501

59C

•

189
LIcen Brown. sd.:eeze

Mustard

Chemin Bathroom
Prairie Farm

e. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 roll pkg.

$

...
oz.99° Orange Juice
1%

2c

Delmonte Tomato

& Dr, Pepper

12 pk cans$29

Bounty Paper

Ketchu

1
"

Minute Maid

Hidden Valley Ranch Original

Vlasic Hamburger

Dill Chips..... . .
Delmonte, crushed or chun , syrup pac

Kool•A d

Pineapple
Glass Works

Royal Oak

Charcoal
Spaghetti.......................701

•

ffes':sta

carom

'ara
100

w ,,:ns

Chili. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15„.59°

4fi

Slacking Contest

Let Go and Let God
By Wilma J. Sanders
When you are choosing
a mate for your life,
If you would have years
without bickering and strife
Your choice is important
the most crucial you'll make
So care must be taken
with each step you shall take.
If you are a Christian
your first step is prayer
Our Heavenly Father
will meet with you there.
His help is important
for so many reasons
Because He does more
than control all the seasons.
He created the earth
and all creatures there-in
The last He created
were women and men.
He gave them free wills
yes, freedom of choice,
So we must ourselves
choose to seek out His voice
For He knows the future
He'll guide from above
If we'll only ask Him
and trust in His love.
Spring Set Back
By Charlie E. York
When buds swell-pregnant with new life.,
Bringing an end-to winter's strife.
Then Old Man Winter-pulls a dastardly trick.
Returning with ice-making the merry heart sick;
Stopping the buds-while still in their prime.
Bringing back winter-for just a short time..
Killing the buds-so pleasing to the eye.
Like a still born infant-too young to die;
Yet tomorrow will bring-again the sun.
To repair the damage-winter has done.
Blossoms will come-fit for a King.
For winter must yield-to the beautiful spring.

June
By Franklin A. McCallum
Quail face away, their heads held
high;
Sending Bobwhite calls to blue,
June sky.
Run with vigor to briar bush
Covers.
A nesting place for two destined

Deli Hot line
753-7811

Writers' Potpourri will be Saturday, June 10, at 9:30 a.m. at Calloway Public Library. All interested
writers are invited to attend.
Gladys Jarrett, director, has
released some poems written by
participants of the potpourri as
follows:
Papa's Parable
By Franklin A. McCallum
Papa was hoeing, though the
weeds were few,
All the plants in the garden were
wet with dew.
Papa looked tired, and his face
looked lean,
I said, "Papa, stop and rest,
there's no grass to be seen."
Papa looked at me with sweat on
his brow,
He said, "The time to stop weeds
is now.
If I wait until they get tall and
thick,
I could hardly get them out with
shovel and pick,"
He said, "It's easier to keep
weeds out, you see,
Than to dig them out, when
you've just let them be."
Keeping weeds out of life, we
can grow and be free,
That's why Papa's garden wisdom is a parable to me.

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Win a supply of
Mt. Dew for a year.

BEST MEATS IN TOWN

T-Bone Steak
$399 T i
Produce
4100

Golden Ripe

Bananas........_................. ...........

Country Style

69
S al

Spare Ribs

Owen's Best Store Made

Georgia

Owens Best Sliced, 3-4 lb pkg.

Peaches.................. ........................... ........Lb.59c

Ares Best Store Made

Slab Bacon.

Macaroni Salad

Red Ripe

kCy sS

Tomatoes..........

Farm

Sausage

...........

Yellow

30199'

Onions

'1"

Washington Red Delicious

Apples........ ............

.............Lb.

Pt.$119

Eckrich All Meat

Lb

..........

$239

S

Smoked Ham

Owen's Best Smoked
LbS"
1

Fancy Bell

Peppers .............................................. .....

$1Z59
Lb. V

Chicken Salad_

Pork Loin
LC .
End Roast

Baby Swiss

1"

Cheese.
Owen's Best Corned or Peppered

Beef_....

$459
.................Lb.
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Brown, Bain hold off charge to win Hart

Actions &
Reactions

By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Writer

Major League Baseball
For the first time in major league history, a game was played
indoors and outdoors in the same stadium on Wednesday night,
but not before some fans and home plate umpire Rich Garcia
got soaked.
With dark clouds and thunder in the distance threatening rain,
the Toronto SkyDome's retractable roof began closing in
the
fifth inning of the game between the Milwaukee Brewers
and
Blue Jays.
The closing operation began at 8:48 EDT and ended at 9:22
— too late to prevent a brief stoppage in play. When the roof
is working perfectly, the procedure is scheduled to take
20
minutes. But SkyDome officials are still working out some
kinks.

Local Sports
The Murray-Calloway County Swim Team will kick off its
1989 summer season with a Swim-a-thon at the city pool Saturday morning at nine.
Melanie Stockham, president of the team, said the swimmers
will be "canvassing the community" for money pledges which
provide operating funds for the team. Swimmers earn amounts
based on the number of laps they swim in the yearly event,
hich assures the continued operation of the team.
A team pot-luck picnic will be held in conjunction with the
Swim-a-thon beginning at 11:15 at the park. Parents of team
members are encouraged to join their children during this gettogether.
The Murray-Calloway County swimmers posted an 11-2 record
last year. a mark "we are looking to duplicate or better" this
year. Stockham says. New swimmers are always welcome; practice sessions are held daily in the pool from 8-10 a.m. Coaches
are John Moorman and Sue Trimble.

Flight and contest winners at the George Hart Memorial at
the Murray Country Club on Wednesday
included: Joanna Gibbs, Burlene Brewer, Jessie Meurn, Toni Hopso
n, Wanda Brown, Mary Bain, Tillie
Talmage, Marilyn Hopson, Peggy Shoemaker, and Freda Steely
.
Hart Memorial
Flight Leaders
Championship Flight
Wanda Brown and Mary Bain.
Mary Jane and Patsy Park.
Joanna Gibbs and Dana Stonecipher.
Betty Lowry and Mary Anderson.
First Flight
Tillie Talmage and Marilyn Hopson.
Della Miller and Carol Edwards.
Lula Bingham and Sandra Van Dyke.

Anna Adams and Frances Hulse.
Second Flight
Toni Fropson and Jessie Meurn.
lnus Orr and Betty Stewart.
Jennifer Crouse and Jeannie Morgan.
Lynda Sandusky and Margaret Schmidt.
Third Flight
Peggy Shoemaker and Freda Steely.
Joanne Honefanger and Cheryl Darnell.
Chris Umbach and Ella LaVallie.
Suzanne Oakley and Sue Outland.

The competition was fierce Wednesday afternoon in the George
Hart Memorial at the Murray
Country Club, as club golf chairs
Ethlene McCallon and Tonja Fike
were up to their knees in knotted
scorecards.
Three of the four flights featured
playoffs, and, in the championship
flight, seven birdies on the back
nine by Mary Jane Park and Patsy
Park weren't enough to knock off
Wanda Brown and Mary Bain, who
won the event with a 65, shooting a
31 on the back nine.
The Park duo finished second
with a 66, despite carding a sizzling 30 on the back nine. Joanna
Gibbs and Dana Stonecipher edged
Betty Lowry and Mary Anderson in
a countback for third, as both pairs
had a 71 but Gibbs and Stonecipher
had an eagle three on the 16th hole.
Six players tied with 78 for the
win in the first flight, and had to
go through playoffs to settle the
top four spots, with Tillie Talmage
and Marilyn Hopson coming out on
top. Three more were tied at 82 for
the second flight title, where Toni
Hopson and Jessie Meurn were [tic
winners.
The third flight had a log jam of
five golfers, as Peggy Shoemaker
and Freda Steeley won the playoff
after firing an 86 in regulation
play.
Gibbs won the long-distance
driving contest, while Burlene Brewer won the closest-to-the-pin.
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Kentucky/NCAA Investigation
UK Basketball
Point guard Sean Sutton has announced that he
will transfer
to another school in the wake of recent NCAA
sanctions against
the University of Kentucky.
Sutton, who averaged 5.9 points and 4.7 assists
per game last
season, did not indicate Wednesday where he
would relocate.
The 6-foot-1 Sutton has said he is interested in
Purdue and
Arizona State, where coaches say the attraction is
mutual.
Kentucky Athletics Director C.M. Newton said the
school
would release Sutton from his commitment to
the university.
Sutton will be eligible to play immediately with
two full years
of eligibility remaining.
Sutton, son of former Coach Eddie Sutton, who
resigned
under pressure in March, said it was the most
difficult decision
he had ever made.
Sutton is the second player to announce his intenti
on to transfer. following center LeRon Ellis, who also
has not decided
where to go. Ellis, who led the Wildcats with
a I6-point average last season. has visited St. John's and Syracu
se.
Sutton's departure leaves Kentucky with
10
player
s on its roster. Forwards Derrick Miller and Chris
Mills are also contemplating transfers.

College World Series
Fortita State bullpen ace Ricky Kimball thought a
rain delay
w as just what the top-seeded Seminoles needed to
break Wichita
State's momentum with the score tied and the bases
loaded in
the eighth inning. He was wrong.
After a delay of nearly an hour, however, the
Shockers' Eric
Wedge blooped a two-run single to center to break
the tie and
Florida State's 12-game winning streak as Wichit
a State kept its
national title hopes alive with a 7-4 victory in the
College
World Series in Omaha, Nebraska.
Wedge, a catcher drafted by the Boston Red Sox,
had four
RBIs to force a rematch Friday between the Semino
les, 54-17,
and fourth -seeded Shockers, 66-16. The winner of
that game will
play for the NCAA title on Saturday against Texas
or Louisiana
State.
Florida State had beaten Wichita State 4-2 in the
Series opener on Sunday and another victory would have guaran
teed the
Seminoles a spot in the title game.
Texas will advance to the championship game with
a victory
tonight over Louisiana State. If LSU wins, the two
will play
again Friday to determine who plays Saturday.

Hockey Awards
Wayne Gretzky of the Los Angeles Kings was named the
National Hockey League's most valuable player Wednesday night,
winning the Hart Trophy for a record ninth time.
Gretzky became the first player in NHL history to win the
same award nine times. Bobby On won the Norris Trophy as
best defenseman eight times.

Pitino agrees to 13 firing causes
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky's contract
with new basketball coach Rick Pitino lists 13 possible causes for dismissal, making it far more explicit
than the job agreement for his predecessor, Eddie
Sutton.
Sutton's contract stated that: "The coach agrees to
conduct the basketball program'in accordance with
the regulations of the National Collegiate Athletic
Association and die - regulations of the Southeastern
Conference.
-Violation of said regulations shall be cause for
termination of this contract by the association."
Details of Pitino's contract were reported in Wednesday's editions of The Lexington Herald-Leader,
which obtained a copy under the state's Open
Records Act.
Most of the causes for firing relate to a recently
completed NCAA investigation of the UK basketball
program that resulted in a three-year probation and a
two-year ban on tournament play.
Among them are:
*Major violations of NCAA or SEC regulations.
*Failure to follow athletics department or university policies.
*Acts of intentional misconduct, including a significant violation of university rules or NCAA rules.
Pitino also would be held responsible if he had
knowledge of a violation by an assistant coach, ath-

letc or booster.
*Refusal to cooperate with the university, the
NCAA or the SEC in an investigation.
'Knowing involvement in academic fraud of a
prospective student-athlete.
*Knowing involvement in offering or providing a
prospective or enrolled student-athlete an improper
inducement or extra benefit.
*Providing information to individuals involved
with organized gambling, or soliciting or accepting a
bet on any intercollegiate team or contest.
*Failure to report orally, on at least an annual
basis, the sources and amounts of all athletically
related income and benefits from sources outside the
Laker head coach Craig Morris
university.
is expected to be named to
Should Pitino be fired for any reason, he would be
the
paid one year's salary, unless there was less than one Murray State staff.
year left on his contract.
The same was true of Sutton's contract. Sutton resigned in March amid the NCAA investigation after
four years at the helm of Kentucky.
UK Athletics Director C.M. Newton would not say
whether these causes for firing were more detailed
than the standard coach's contract.
"I don't know what -a- standard contracils.,"-11e
said. "You're asking me to generalize. Let's not get

Calloway's
Morris tops
list of MSU
candidates

LAS VEGAS (AP) — Thomas
Hearns dreams of the day he can
rid himself of his own personal
nightmare.
He gets his chance Monday night
in a long-awaited rematch with
Sugar Ray Leonard.
"It's been a definite nightmare,
over and over again," Hearns said
Wednesday. "Eight years I have
lived with the pain of this little
monster following me around. This
pain has to stop."
For Hearns, the fight is far more
than a chance to pick up $11 million and the World Boxing Council
168-pound title.
It's a chance to avenge his Sept.
16, 1981 defeat to Leonard, who
stopped Hearns in the 14th round
of a welterweight title fight that
Hearns was leading on the cards of
all three ringside judges.

NC

It also may be his last opportunity to finally win a big fight, a stigma that has marred an otherwise
successful career that has seen him
win pieces of five world titles and
millions of dollars in purses.
"I jumped for joy when I heard
we got this fight," said Hearns,
who campaigned for the rematch
for years. "Talk about somebody
who was happy."
The 30-year-old Hearns is a 3-1
underdog in Monday's scheduled
12-round fight, which is officially
for the 168-pound title but will
likely be fought with both fighters
at 164 pounds or less.
Most think Hearns' chin is suspect, and his legs are gone. Even
the vaunted right hand that terrorized opponents most of his career
appears less of a punch than it was
in his prime.

There's No Place Like

MURRAY NISSAN
CHRYSLER DODGE

PLATE LUNCHES

HOMEPLACE

Very Nice,

Murray Lodger & Times Sports Writer

Hearns fighting to end nightmare
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Hearns was knocked out in a
shocking third-round upset by Iran
Barkley last June and was knocked
down by James Kinchen in his last
fight in November. He would have
lost that bout had he not held on to
Kinchen and referee Mills Lane for
some 30 seconds.
But if sheer and total determination has anything to do with it,
Hearns has to be given a chance to
win this fight.
"Ray knows about payback and
he knows how bad I want this,"
Hearns said. "I'm not going to be
the one backing up, I'm coming
forward. I'm going to give this all
I've got." '
The pain of his loss to Leonard
is magnified in Hearns' mind by
the fact he was winning the fight
rather handily on points when Leonard turned the bout around with a
huge right hand in the 13th round,
knocked Hearns down, then finished him in the 14th to hand
Hearns his first professional loss.
"I had the fight won but I
decided to relax and try to tick off
the clock, try to buy time," Hearns
recalled. "Ray sensed that and
took advantage of the
opportunity."

co
8 oz. Rib-Eye
Steak
'Includes choice of potato
tossed salad and Texas toast

'495

All You Can Eat
Boneless Fish or
Catfish Steaks

9'
0

CONCRETE

'495

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT

1909 Coldwater Rd.
759-1864
Hours: Mon.-Sat. S am.-I p.m.; Sun. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.

ISVAWV38111 - HOIMOVVS - 0-8-111/8 • C100AIGS

Federal Materials Co.
C.C. Lowry Rd., Murray
753-3355

Calloway County Laker basketball coach Craig Morris is expected
to be named associate basketball
coach at Murray State tomorrow.
Morris said earlier in the week
that he was a candidate, but Racer
basketball coach Steve Newton
refused to confirm or deny this
morning reports that Morris would
be named to the post.
Newton did confirm that Morris
was a candidate. Attempts to reach
Morris this morning were
unsuccessful.
Morris has just completed his
second season as head coach at
Calloway, where he has compiled a
two-year mark of 21-32, including
a berth in the First Region tournament this season.
Morris came to Calloway County
from his alma mater, Morehead
State, where he was an assistant
coach under Wayne Martin.
A native of DcGraff, Ohio, Morris played basketball at Indiana
University under Bob Knight for
two seasons, where he was a member of two Big Ten championship
teams and a Final Four participant.
He transferred to Morehead in
1974 and was co-captain for the
Eagle teams in 1976 and 1977,
winning all-academic Ohio Valley
Conference honors.
Following graduation, Morris
worked under current Austin Peay
coach Lake Kelly at George Rogers
Clark High School in Winchester,
Ky., before joining the Morehead
.1
staff full-time in 1984.
Morris will replace Mark Bern- ,
,
sen on the Racer staff. Bernsen left
Murray State in April to join the y
staff at Southwest Missouri.
Morris' departure from Calloway
will leave another vacancy in the
Laker athletic program, which is
also losing athletic director Jim
Jury, who is leaving to complete
his education.
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At the ballpark

SCOREBOARD

Brunansky reacquaints with Langston with homer
MONTREAL
(AP) — Mark Langston might have an edge over most
National League batters because they have never seen him. But Tom
Brunansky has faced the former American League All-Star pitcher, and
it
helped.
Brunansky homered and drove in throe runs Wednesday night as the
Louis Cardinals defeated Langston and the Montreal Expos 5-2. St.
A crowd of 30,214, the largest in Montreal since opening day, turned
out to see Langston in his home debut. Brunansky, however, was the star
of the game.
"I guess because I've played against him before in the American
League, I had a bit of an advantage against the other guys on my team,
"
said Brunansky, who spent several seasons with Minnesota when
Langston was with Seattle.
"But that's if you want to call it an advantage," Brunansky said. "The
guy is a very tough pitcher. It seems like he either strikes me out or I
hit a
home run, but usually, he strikes me out."
Langston, 1-1, pitched seven innings and gave up four runs on seven
hits. He struck out eight and walked five.
"1 know the people came out to see a well-pitched game, but I didn't

give it to them," said Langston, who threw
Ken Hill, 3-4, won for the first time in seven 130 pitches.
starts since May 4. He
gave up six hits in 5 1-3 innings and Ken
Dayley got his third save.
"That's the way this game goes," Hill said. "I
struggled out there,but
the guys really picked me up, especially the
bullpe
John Costello pitched 2 2-3 innings of one n. They were great."
-hit ball before Daylei
relieved.
The Cardinals took a 3-2 lead with two runs in
Coleman led off with a double, stole third and the fifth inning. Vince
scored on Ozzie Smith's
groundout. One out later, Brunansky hit his
sevent
h home run of the
season.
Smith doubled in the seventh and later scored on
Brunansky's sacrifice
Brunansky added an RBI single in the ninth.
Tim Raines hit a two-run double in the Expos'
third. Langston reached
on Hill's error and Andres Galarraga walked before
Raines doubled with
two outs.
St. Louis scored in the fourth when Jose
drew two-out walks and Tony Pena hit anOquendo and Milt Thompson
RBI single off Galarraga's
glove at first base.
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insurance
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State Farm is Mere
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Major League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W I Pct
GB 110 Streak Horne Away
31 23 574
—
8-2 Lost 1 14-11 17.12
28 29 491
2-7.3 Won 1 13-11 15-18
26 28 441
5
4-6 Won 1 14-14 12.14
26 30 464
6
5-5 Won I 10-14 16-16
26 31 456
6'4
5-5 Lost 1 16-14 10.17
24 33 421
Itir, 2-5-5 Won 1 13-1611-17
23 34 404
9'/, 24-6 Lost 1 15-17 8.17
West Division
W L Pet
GB 110 Streak Home Away
38 20 655
—
2-7-3 Won 2 23- 9 15-11
36 20 643
1
2-6-4 Lost 1 21.12 15- 8
33 24 579
4/, 2-5-5 Won 1 20- 7 13-17
31 25 554
6
4-6 Lost 1 15-11 16-14
28
29 3
32
1 467
59
11
4-6 Lost 1
18-15 10-12
11.,
55 Lost 2 1,-14 15-17
21 37 362
17
3.7 Won 1
821 1 3 16
• t •
NATIONAL LEAGUE
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W
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32 24 571
—
6-4 Lost 1 16-12 16 12
31 27 534
2
2-7-3 Lost 1 16
11.-11 2
3 10
5.-20
15
29 26 527
21,
5-5 Won 1 17-10 12-16
26 28 481
5
3-7 Won 1 16-14 10-14
21 33 389
10
2-8 Lost 6
1/,LO
2C34
. 370
11
2 8 Won 2 '1 '6 9-16
West DI
W L Pa
GB 1.10 Stres
2k Horn.
8 127
Away
32 24 571
—
6-1 Won 1 113-13 14-11
33 25 569
—
2-9-1 won
33 25 569
—
2-6-4 Lost 1 16-10 17-15
30 30 5C0
4
4-6 Lost 2 1 3
5:131 1 7
31117
8
28 29 491
4'h
4-6 Won 1
24 34 414
9
2-4-6 Lost 1 15-17 9.17
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Fernando gets back in groove
Compiled From AP Reports
There were those who wondered
whether Fernando Valenzuela
would ever win another majorleague game.
Valenzuela put those doubts to
rest — at least for a day — with
his first victory in nearly a year as
the Los Angeles Dodgers held off
the Atlanta Braves 5-4 Wednesday
night.
"I waited for a long time. I just
want to do my job and hope to be
winning again," he said after first
victory since last June 14. "It took
a long time to win one game."
Valenzuela had lost a careerhigh eight straight decisions and
was winless in 19 starts. He was
not impressive this time but he won
in Atlanta, the same place he made
his big-league debut on Sept. 15,
1980.
Valenzuela gave up four runs on
nine hits in 6 1-3 innings. He
walked four and struck out two.
"I feel happy for the first win,
but I don't think tonight was one of
my best games this year," he said.
Valenzuela, 1-5 with a 4.37
earned run average, has struggled
most of the season. There was talk
that with his fastball barely at 80
mph, the one-time star of the Dodgers' staff might be through at age
28 — two years younger than current Los Angeles ace Orel

Hershiser.
"We're very, very happy that
Fernando finally got that first
win," Dodgers manager Tom
Lasorda said. "To get that win
under his belt really helped him a
lot."
Valenzuela improved to 18-7
lifetime against Atlanta. He has
won 119 games in the majors and
beaten the Braves more than anyone else.
Kirk Gibson's RBI double put
the Dodgers ahead 2-1 in the sixth.
In tne American League, the
Toronto Blue Jays' first victory
ever in the SkyDome was an open
and shut case (see Actions & Reactions, page 10A).
By the end of the game, the Blue
Jays had a 4-2 victory over Milwaukee led by Ernie Whitt's three
hits and three RBIs.
Elsewhere in the American
League it was Oakland 3, Minnesota 2; Kansas City 9, Seattle 6; Boston 6, Detroit 1; Chicago 6, Texas
4; and Cleveland 1, California 0.
Baltimore at New York was rained
out.
In other National League games,
St. Louis beat Montreal 5-2 (see
related story), Cincinnati routed
San Francisco 12-5, Philadelphia
defeated Pittsburgh 7-5, Houston
edged San Diego 3-2 and New
York downed Chicago 10-5.

Jane Rogers
753-9627
201 S. 6th, St.

Montreat
New York
Si Louis
PirtsoLrgh
Pi aCet,h,a
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2-denotes first game was a win
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Wednesday's Games
Oakland 3 Mnnesota 2
Baltimore at New York ppd rain
Kansas City 9 Seattle 6
Boston 6, Detroit 1
Toronto 4, MIvraukee 2
Chicago 6 Texas 4
Clevela,d • California 0

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Wednesday's Games
New York 10, Chicago 5
Si Louis 5, Montreal 2
Cincinnati 12 San trarpssa 5
erePhi,ladelphia 7. Pittsburgh 5
Los Angeles 5 Atlanta 4
Houston 3 San Diego 2
Thursday's Games
San Francisco (Cook 0-0) at Cinannat OD Jackson
4.8) 1115 pm
St Louis (Terry 4-5) at Montreal (K Gross 631. 4
m
Pittsburgh (Wak 5-4) at Phi)adelpha (McWilkams
2-6). 6 35 p tn
New York (Darting 4-41 at Chicago (Bieleck 4-2).
7 05 p m
San Diego (Show 6-6) at Houston (Knepper 3-6).
7 35 p m
Only games scheduled
Friday's QUM,
St LOUIS at Chicago 120 p m
Philadelpha at Montreal, 6 35 pm
New York at Pittsburgh, 6 35 p m
Atlanta at Houston 735 pm.
Cinannati at Los Angeles. 9 35 p m
San Diego at San Franasco, 9 35 p m

Thursday's Games
3-5) at New York (Parker 2-1),
6 30 p m
tAhvaukee (Krueger 2-0) at Baltimore (Holton
2-4).
635 pm
Chicago (rUng 4.7) at Texas (Ryan 6-3).
7 35 p.m
Only games scheduled
Fnday's Games
Boston at New York, 6-30 pm.
Seanle at Cleveland. 635 p.m.
Detroit at Toronto 6 35 p.m.
kiMaukee at Baltimore, 705
p.m.
Chicago at Mnnesota. 7:05 pm.
Calfornea at Kansas City, 7:35
p.m.
Oakland at Texas. 735 p.m.

NBA Finals
Tuesday, Juno 13
Detroit at L A Lakers 8 p rrr
Thursday, June 15
Detroit at L A Lakers, 8 pm ii necessary
Sunday, June 18
L A Lakers at Detroit 2 30 p rn it necessary
Tuesday, June 20
LA Lake's at Detroit 8 pm
if necessary

THE FINALS
Detroit vs. L.A. Laker.
Tuesday, June 6
Detroit 109 L A Lakers 97 Detroit leads senes 1-0
Thursday, June 8
A Lakers at Detroit. 8 p m
Sunday, June 11
9',001
A Lakers 230 pm

Fernando Valenzuela picked up his first win in his last 19
starts with
a 5-4 win over Atlanta on Wednesday evening.

Jane Rogers Insurance
201 South 6th Street

753-9627

Local youth leagues

Little League race begins to tighten up
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

The battle for the league lead in
Little League baseball became a
three-way tangle Wednesday night
when the Fraternal Order of Police
knocked off league-leading
Hawaiian Tropic 9-3 and Thornton
Heafing and Air followed with a
20-1 clubbing of Pagliai's.
Hawaiian Tropic, Thornton and
Hutson Company now share a
piece of the league with 6-2
records.
Travis Anderson and Mark Kendall shared pitching duties for
FOP., holding Hawaiian Tropic to
three hits while collecting two hits
each. Jason Rouse was 3-for-3 for
F.O.P., with Rouse and Anderson
each hitting a triple.
-, Ted Booth had two of H-T's
Hits, both doubles.
In the nightcap, Ryan Vanover
had two doubles and a single for
Thornton while Robert Weatherly
homered, Preston Weatherly tripled
and Rob Carpenter had two hits.
Vanover and Preston Weatherly
held Pagliai's to two hits, by Shane
Schroader and Aaron Swain, while
Thornton batters were taking
advantage of 13 bases on balls.
PARK LEAGUE
Fike Enterprise crushed Don
Henry State Farm 39-0, Clinic
Pharmacy downed the Moose
Lodge 10-8 and the Moose Lodge
claimed a 15-3 win over Hodge
Tax Service.
Clint Myatt, Larry Stubblefield
and Andrew McClure each had five
hits for Fike, with Myatt hitting
two triples and Stubblefield and
McClure a double each.
Matthew Shelby and Shane
Smith had four hits each, with
Smith getting two triples and Shelby one; Kyle Dillman and Brian
Dawes added three hits each.
T.J. Fike homered and tripled,
Jay McGhee had two doubles, and
Derrick Wilkerson and Michael
Downey each hit a double for Fike.
Don Henry State Farm stats were
not reported.
In Clinic Pharmacy's 10-8 win,
Chris Baurer and Steven Compton
doubled and Neil Key, Robbie
Hathcock, Micah Morris, David
Wallin and Jamie McClure each
had two hits.
Micah Cathey homercd for the
Moose Lodge, with Justin Garland
and Elijah Orr doubling and
Michael Dees and Markise Foster

adding two pits each.
In the Moose Lodge's 15-3 win,
Foster and Brentley Bennett had
four hits each while Bill Hornbuckle added three. Michael Reed
doubled and tripled, Justin Garland
and Dustin Hopkins doubled and
Micah Cathey homered.
Chris Jones tripled for Hodge
Tax, Alex Williams and Jeremy
Smith doubled and Aaron Carroll
had two hits.
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
J.H. Churchill posted a 14-12
win over the Rotary Club and Storey's Food Giant claimed a 19-2
triumph over Dennison-Hunt.
Bryan Davis picked up the win
for Churchill as Markenny Foster
and Buzz Paul collected three hits
each, with Foster doubling. Bruce
Parker and Eric Hart each had two
hits, with Hart doubling.

For Rotary, David Cavitt and
Drew Wooldridge doubled.
Trent Wilson pitched no-hit ball
for three innings and added a triple
and double for Storey's Food
Giant, while Drew Holton added a
triple. Bryan Dennison picked up
Dennison-Hunt's only hit of the
game.
MIDDLE DIVISION SOFTBALL
People's Bank edged Martha's
Restaurant 12-11 as Carrie Watkins
homered and doubled for the winners and Stephanie Holland went
3-for-3. Amberly Vance added two
doubles and Lena Sewell also
doubled.
For Martha's, Shannon Williams
had a home run and triple, Nikki
Satterwhite had two doubles,
Chrissy Stubblefield and Amy Alexander tripled and Jennifer Couzan
doubled.

Senior Babe Ruth wins 'opener'
The Murray-Calloway County
Senior Babe Ruth team got off to a
good start, but the start doesn't
count.
In an "unofficial" game with
Carlisle County Wednesday night,
MCC blasted the over-matched
Carlisle foes, 24-0.
While the Murray-Calloway
County team was loaded with stars
from Murray High and Calloway
County varsity baseball teams, Car-

lisle was loaded with
14-and
15-year-olds. Murray-Calloway
scored 14 runs in the first inning,
batting around twice.
The Murray-Calloway team will
face some tougher competition on
Sunday, when they host Hopkinsville at Reagan Field at 2 p.m.
Murray High ace Bruce Thurmond
and Calloway County ace Greg
Lassiter are expected to take the
mound for MCC.

PRE-VACATION
CHECK-UP
:
.:-.
, .---,-..,-•.
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•New oil (up to 5 qts. cars/
6 qts. trucks)
• New Mopar oil filter
•Check fluid levels

•Check battery
•Special or additional oil
slightly higher

.„,„_...

Price includes
•Inspection of hoses and
belts
•New Mope anti-freeze
•System pressure testing

•Complete cooling system
flush
(Chemical flush. V-8
engines and additional
parts and labor extra i
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753-5341
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Electric Dryer

209 S. 3rd ST.

COOLING SYSTEM SERVICE

OIL AND FILTER CHANGE

TAPPIL

STEELE•ALLBRITTEN

,6-.—.....-• " f
..1.

'

AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE

'Large Capacity
'Auto Dry Cycle
'Timed Dry Cycle
.4 Temperature Settings
•Aqomatic Cool Down
'Extended Cool Down
'Cycle End Signal
'Removable Lint Filter
'Convenient 1802 Door Swing

II
...„... 0.1,,,

10% DISCOUNT
ON ALL REPAIRS OVER $25
Includes parts and labor Not applicable to any other special
or discount nor to previous repair work or body shop repairs
,.

Price includes inspection of air conditioner components,
testing of system performance and up to one pound of
refrigerant if needed

_

Cain's AMC/Jeep, Inc.
1400 North 641
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-6448
Mon-Tue-Wed-Thu-Fri — Open: 7:30 a.m. Close: 5:00 p.m.
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Pitino agrees to 13 firing causes
(Coat'd from page 10A)
ments on his current home until he
to speculating what other people can sell it.
have. I don't know."
The memorandum also states
Fkino's seven-year deal with the that, from years four through seven
university calls for a base salary of of the agreement, the university
$105,000 a year for the former guarantees that Pitino will receive
coach of the New York Knicks. at least the same amount of televiPitino also would be eligible for sion, radio and commercial
yearly raises.
endorsement revenue as he receives
Pitino is expected to make as the first year.
much as $750,000 a year in outside
Other differences between the
income from such sources as radio two contracts include:
and television shows, athletic
•UK will provide automobiles
equipment contracts, basketball for Pitino's official and personal
camps and commercial endorse- use.
ments. Those figures were not
•UK will reimburse Pitino for
included in the contract.
the travel, meals and lodging
The contract Sutton signed April expenses of his wife, Joanne, when
2, 1985, was four pages long and she is attending athletic events or
called for a base salary of $75,000 official functions.
a year over five years, plus period•Pitino will receive eight footic increases.
ball tickets and 20 basketball tickPitino's
ntract is nine pages ets for each game. Sutton conlong, and a one-page attached trolled 64 basketball tickets.
"memorandum of record" is
Like Sutton, Pitino will receive a
attached.
--bonus of one month's base salary if
The memorandum says the uni- UK wins the Southeastern Conferversity will pay Pitino $6,000 a ence tournament or qualifies for the
month, up to nine months, to reim- NCAA Tournament.
burse him for the mortgage payPitino is required to designate an

exclusive agent to act for him in all
matters relating to his participation
in radio and television programs,
plus commercial endorsements or
promotions. The agent is subject to
approval by the university and
must keep records of all income
incurred from these "professional
activities." Those records shall be
available to the university on
demand.
Pitino's shoe contract will be
"subject to the review and approval" of Newton.
No such provisions were listed
in Sutton's contract.
Also, as stated in the contract,
Pitino can conduct one or more
basketball camps at UK and retain
the net income after payment of
appropriate expenses incurred by
the university.
Pitino also is permitted to participate in decisions concerning the
basketball schedule, means of
travel, hotel and food accommodations, and size and content of the Rick Pitino agreed to 13 potential causes of dismissal when he signed his contract to become the new head
traveling squad and party. The final coach at the University of Kentucky. Most of the causes relate to the recently-concluded NCAA investigadecision on these matters, however, tion of the Wildcat program which resulted in the resignation of-the school's entire coaching staff and
decimation of the roster of players.
would rest with. Newton.
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Kentucky high school champions face charges of illegal recruiting
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Pleasure Ridge Park High School, the
1989 Kentucky boys' basketball
champion, has a week to respond to
KHSAA allegations that it violated
state regulations by recroittng students for athletic purposes.

At that point, Kentucky High
School Athletic Association Commissioner Tom Mills said he will
review the responses and "set the
penalties.';
Mills said Wednesday that he
presented the written results of the

association's four-month investigation of PRP's basketball program
to Jefferson County Superintendent
Donald Ingwerson and PRP principal Charles W. Miller on Tuesday.
Although Mills wduld not comment on the possible penalties, they

could range from probation to suspension of PRP coaches, players or
the basketball program.
Mills declined to discuss the
association's report in detail.
The KHSAA has determined,
however, that in three instances

basketball coaches at PRP violated
state regulations by recruiting students for athletic purposes.
!KHSAA investigators interviewed at Least four students
allegedly recruited by PRP since
1985, the students or their parents

said. None of the four attends PRP
or played basketball there this past
season.
PRP head basketball coach Dale
Ivhbrey said Wednesday that he
hasn't been apprised of the KHSAA's findings.

Pistons hope Magic
doesn't push button
AUBURN HILLS, Mich. (AP)
— In times of trouble, the Los
Angeles Lakers turn to Magic
Johnson.
It's that time again.
The Lakers lost one of their top
scorers, then lost their intensity and
the first game of the NBA Finals to
the Detroit Pistons.
With starting guard Byron Scott
sidelined at least through tonight's
second game of the best-of-7
series. Johnson, who took just 12
shots in Tuesday night's 109-97
loss, must pick up the slack.
"I have to do more and be more
assertive," he said. "I have to take
more than 12 shots. I have to step
up.''
That prospect scares -Detroit
guard Isiah Thomas, who led all
scorers with 24 points in the opening game.
Some people have a nuclear
bomb, but they don't have a guy in
control who will push the button,"
he said. "These guys have a guy in
control who will push the button.
That's not good for Detroit."
Los Angeles coach Pat Riley
said he expects "MVP play"
tonight from Johnson, the NBA's
most valuable player.
"He knows we need more from
him now, more leadership and
more strength," said Riley, who
also needs better play from others.
James Worthy made just six of
18 shots and scored 17 points,
tying Johnson for team scoring
honors in Game I. Kareem AbdulJabbar had eight points and played
only 14 minutes. Miehael Cooper,
who started for Scott, finished with
three points.
"We have to play as a team
more now than ever and not get
into ourselves," Riley said. Johnson "definitely has to give us
more, as does James, but we really
have to play better as a unit in all
facets of our game, period."
On Tuesday night, Detroit went
ahead for good at 20-18, led 55-48
at halftime and by 20 points late in
the third quarter. The margin
ranged from 13 to 21 points after
that.

"Their intensity level will definitely be better in Game 2,"
Detroit's Bill Laimbeer said. "I'
don't think they knew what to
expect from us after their (eightday) layoff- following the Western
Conference Finals. "Game sharpness and game intensity (are) very
hard to maintain during any kind of
layoff."
The Pistons also beat the Lakers
by 12 points in the opener of last
year's title series. But Los Angeles
won the second game the same
margin and went on to take the
series 4-3.
The situation is much different
this year as the Lakers seek their
third consecutive title.
The Pistons, who hadn't been in
the Finals since they moved to
Detroit in 1958, now have that
experience.
The Lakers don't have Scott,
their most dependable outside
shooter who had 24 points in Game
2 last year.
He suffered a partial tear in his
left hamstring during Monday's
practice. His status will be reevaluated before Sunday's third
game in Los Angeles, but he said
Wednesday the injury would have
sidelined him for at least three
weeks if it occurred during the regular season.
"Byron has always been the one
player that most of the opposition
stays home on and opens up areas
for other players," Riley said. "So
the shots are now not going to be
there as they were before."
The Pistons aren't getting carried
away with their opening victory as
they did last season.
"We were so happy to win (last
year) we ran off court cheering,"
Detroit forward John Salley said.
"Then we got in the locker room
and we were cheering and everybody said, 'Cool off, cool off, be
quiet, there are cameras in here.'
"Then the next day in practice
we're all be-bopping and so happy
that we won and they came out and
just destroyed us in Game 2," he
added. "We're more mature this
year."
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Chicken, ham, potato salad, slaw, rolls, dessert,
tea. A schoolmaster, a doctor, his wife, their daughter, a count, and various townspeople. The Ukraine.
And a curse. What do all these have in common?
Neil Simon's comic fable "Fools" and picnic dinner at Murray's Playhouse in the Park, that's what.
And it's the season opener.
"You know, we've never done this before," says
Executive Director Liz Bussey. "It's something completely new at the Playhouse."
And that means that area residents will have the
opportunity to be the first to attend a summer dinner
theater at the Playhouse when the show opens
tonight.
Patrons will have a unique travel experience: a visit to the tiny village of Kulyenchikov, somewhere in
the Ukraine, via the magic of Pat Skinner's set. They
will enjoy a picnic catered by Owen's deli from the
"kafeteria" in downtown Kulyenchikov, followed by

dessert from the town's confectionery. Seating
begins at seven.
Then, without having to leave their seats, those
same patrons will attend 90 minutes of outrageous
fun as the townspeople go about the business of lifting the curse laid on their hamlet. Of course, the
count in charge of the curse is not exactly enthralled
with the idea. But that's giving away the plot.
So, to see the marvelous misadventures of the
Kulyenchikovites, make reservations now to make a
trip to the Ukraine. All departures are from the Playhouse in the Park. Tickets are only $10 for adults, $9
for senior citizens, $8 for students, and $15 for children under twelve. Or, to see the show without the
picnic dinner, tickets cost $5 for adults, $3, for students, and $4 for senior citizens. The play is sponsored by the Business Committee for the Arts. And
bring along your Russian-English dictionary.
Make reservations at the Playhouse in the Park by
calling (502) 759-1752 today.

MSU's Scott a competition finalist
Dr. Richard Scott, associate professor of piano in the Department
of Music at Murray State University, was a finalist in the recent second annual National Beethoven
Sonata Competition in Memphis.
He was among 12 finalists chosen from 53 entrants from 24 states
in the public competition sponsored
by the Beethoven Club of Memphis
at Memphis State University.
Finalists were required to perform
a complete Beethoven sonata from
memory for adjudicator Stefan
Bardas.
Winner of the event was Carol
Leone of Lewisville, Texas. Other
finalists were from Texas, Missouri, Indiana, New York, North Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee and

West Virginia.
Scott, who joined the faculty at
Murray State in 1983, was recently
selected for the faculty of the 1989
Kentucky Governor's School for
the Arts at Ballarrnine College in
Louisville, a three-week summer
residency program for artistically
gifted students from across
Kentucky.
He earned degrees in piano performance at the University of the
Pacific in Stockton, Calif., and the
University of Washington in Seattle and the doctor of musical arts
degree at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison.
His teachers have included Howard Karp, Bela Siki, Neal O'Doan
and Edward Shadbolt.

A first-ever $2 admission
charge didn't deter a
crowd of thousands from
attending the Summer
Lights '89 festival in
downtown Nashville last
weekend as a wide variety of performers entertained the audiences.
Above, singer/songwriter
Townes Van Zandt sang
his hit "Pancho and Lefty," recorded by Willie
Nelson. At left, "Gentle
On My Mind" author
John Hartford was joined
by son Jamie Hartford,
left, and Roy Huskey, Jr.

Paris resident to teach at arts institute June 12-23
Martha Ruth Moore, of Paris. promoting and implementing arts
Tennessee, has been selected as in education. The Institute is
one of five artist/faculty members designed to involve participants in
of the 1989 Kentucky Institute for "hand-on" experiences in drama,
Arts in Education at the Kentucky dance, music, visual arts, and creaCenter for the Arts in Louisville, tive writing. Participants explore
Kentucky, June 12-23. Moore will their own creative potential in the
be teaching the music component arts as well as designing arts in
at the Institute which is sponsored education curriculum for their
by the University of Louisville, the classrooms.
Kentucky Center for t1t4„.Arts, the
Kentucky Department of EducaMoore, who is a children's mustion, and the Kentucky Arts Coun- ic specialist, received her bachecil. the K.I.A.E. is a two-week pro- lor's and master's degrees in music
fessional development seminar for education from Murray State Uniteachers, school administrators, versity and was the Founder/Music
parents, and others interested in Director of the Paris-Henry County

Community Girls Chorus from
1982 to 1988. She is active
throughout the country as teacher,
conductor, lecturer and clinician.
During the past year Mrs. Moore
taught Public School Music courses
at Murray State University and
conducted the MSU Honors Youth
Chorus. Other professional activities this spring included conducting
the Georgia Music Educators Association All-State Junior High Girls'
Chorus in Savannah, the Middle
Tennessee Vocal Association
Elementary Chorus at Belmont
College in Nashville, the Illinois

Baptist Young Musicians State
Festival in DuQuoin, and the Chorister's Guild Workshop/Festival at
First Presbyterian Church in Morristown, Tennessee. Current issues
of The Music Leader and Young
Musicians magazines contain stories, articles, lesson plans, and
nfusic activities by Mrs. Moore.
She serves as the Southern Division representative on the National
Committee for Children's Choirs of
the American Choral Directors
Association. She is married to
George F. Moore, and they reside
at 431 Whitehall Circle in Paris.

Pilot honored with painting of aircraft
Work to be displayed
this weekend in Paris
Dr. George Carpenter of Paris
has been immortalized by aviation
artist Chuck Long.
Long, who resides in Huntsville,
Ala., has been painting aviation art
for the past four years. His newest
limited edition print is "Major Carpenter's Kites." It features the
three aircraft assigned to Maj. Carpenter during his service in the
Royal Air Force and the United
States Army Air Force.
Seeking his next aviation subject, Long became interested in
Carpenter through a mutual friend
who told him of Carpenter's military service. After visiting the doctor in December to gather information about his flying career, Long
returned in April with the nearly
completed paintig for Carpenter's
approval..
The former Major said that it
was a funny feeling to see a painting about the planes he flew. Carpenter is very excited about the
whole affair. "In my opinion it is a
beautiful painting, Long is a
talented artist." He is looking forward to the Saturday signing and
hopes he won't get writers cramps
from signing all those prints.
The artist said he was excited
about meeting Carpenter and
enjoyed hearing about his stint in
World War II.
Long's research on and enthusiasm for his subject can be seen
for the first time Saturday at Griffin Galleries and Frame Makers,
113 N. Poplar St. on the court
square in Paris. This is the first
time Long and the subject of his
work will be signing the prints
together in public.
The limited art prints will be
available for sale and will be
signed by both the artist and the
subject at the premiere showing
from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. The original
patnting also will be on display.
Long has been working in aviation art for about four years and

believes he has found his calling.
He has several prints signed by
famous pilots such as a print of a
P-40 plane signed by Tex Hill and
Bruce Holloway, two Flying Tiger
aces, and the Memphis Belle's
pilot, Col. Bob Morgan.
He attended the Harris School of
Art in Nashville from 1953 to 1958
and has 30 years experience as a Dr. George
Carpenter, left, and artist Chuck Long show
commercial artist and 16 years as a titled "Major Carpenter's
Kites," which will be on
fine art painter.
weekend in Paris. Tenn.

* Dental Laboratory Specialist
* Emergency Medical Technician (Paramedic)
* Practical Nurse
* Operating Room Specialist
* X-Ray Specialist
* Pharmacy Specialist
* Respiratory Therapist
* Laboratory Specialist
at a local, Army-approved, civilian school of your choice.
Our new STAR program pays your tuition, books,
and fees.
To see if you qualify and to learn more, call:
Sgt. Jerry Martin

In Paducah 502-442-2949
Sgt. Carroll Smathers
Sgt. Roger Tilley

Did you know Colombo Frozen Yogurt
has all the taste of premium ice cream but
113 fewer calories'

Purchase a large or medium size frozen yogurt and
receive one FREE topping of your choice.
* * * * ** * * * *
4 flavors to choose from
PLUS 2 swirl combinations.

FROM PADUCAH
$21800
Buffalo
$21800
Austin
New Orleans
$19800
Washington DC... $21800
Orlando
$19800
Seattle
$31800
$19800
Tulsa
$19800
Omaha
819800
Shreveport

FROM NASHVILLE
53800
Birmingham
Detroit
538°'
Chicago
71300
Atlanta
s168x
Los Angeles
$26800
San Antonio
$13600
Phoenix
$208"3
$9800
Houston
Pittsburgh
$118°'

Restrictions Apply
*Limited Seats Sold
All Rates Subject to Change
For full details contact the full-time House
Travel
consultants: Patty Greenway or Kimberly House
USE YOUR BONUS BUCKS AND SAVE AT HOUSE TRAVEL

759-1074
4
(Next to Subby's)
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Four students in the second grade classes at East Calloway
receive
certificates and a book for perfect attendance for the year. They d
Lori Flood, Brandi Shekell, Jonathan King and Jason McCuiston. are
The
teachers in the second grade are Doll Redick, Martha Smith and Sheha Nance.

Mary Beth Scott demonstrates lacing a laminated construction paper
picture to make a flower pot basket. Adam Herndon admires the
basket of four species of plants he potted for a Mother's Day present.
The students are in Doll Redick's second grade class at East
Calloway.
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STAY KOOL
with
EMERSON QUIET KOOL
The Name That Says It All.
•10 Year ASC Compressor Warranty

Michelle Colson and Amberly Perry reached all the stars by knowing
all the basic sight words. As each level was completed a section of the
rainbow was covered. The pot of gold was to place their rainbow on
the stars.

5,000 to 24,000 BTU in stock-made in the USA
Starting at

$28995
•Adjustable air directors
•Woodgrained furniture
styling
•Do-it-yourself
'instant installation'

%.0

Redick's class studied plant propogation in science. Dale
Powell
demonstrated the correct procedure to pot a plant. Ginny
Young
explained to Selena Moreno how to cut a vine to root.

MODEL 10CC12

•Easy-clean, slide-out,
washable filter
•Mounts flush with
window sill
•Adjustable
temperature

*
18CM42

TUCKER TV

1914 Coldwater Rd., Murray
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The students made a bulletin board emphasizing the,t,ar
many aspects of
spring. Pictured are Ryan Kelly, Selena Moreno
and Jodie Leddin.

A WEIGHT CONTROL PROGRAM
THAT DIRECT'S You ON THE
ROAD To GOOD HEALTH
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The class made musical instruments by following the directions in our
reading story, Everyday Music, written by Claire Stevens. Ashley
Anderson used can lids for a cymbal. Jason Hill and Lori Flood constructed a guitar from a shoe box. Liberty Duncan and Adam Herndon rolled poster board to make panpipes. Jason Pritchett made a
tamborine using pie tins and rocks. Am) Tipton used coffee cans for a
drum.
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health with a clinically
proven program
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help you lose weight,
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who need to lose 30

but will teach you
how to keep it off.
For good.

pounds or more.
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ensures that you lose
weight safely, as well
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with Weight
Control For Life! and
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progress will be
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team, including a
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physician, a registered
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you need to keep your
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counselor and an
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A replica of a pioneer village was made by the student
s.
ano shares her experiences in making a river scene and Selena Mora raft. Julie
Woolum made a house using construction paper rolled
into logs. William Lee constructed a raft using toothpicks. Amy Tipton
used clay
and toothpicks to make a porcupine. Liberty Duncan
broke twigs to
use in construction of his pioneer home. Rebekah Osborn
er board covered in brown paper to make a pioneere used posthouse and
furniture.

To learn more about how Weight Control For Life! can guide
you on the road to good
health, attend a free introductory meeting on Monday,June
12 from 7-8:30 p.m. in
the Board Room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. There'
s no obligation, but
registration is limited. So call 753-1826 by noon, Monday, June
12 to reserve a place.
If you are only moderately overweight (less than 30 pounds),
we also have a program
just for you .. . Lighter Living. Learn how to lose weight and
increase your body's performance, call 753-1826 and ask
about Lighter Living.

An affiliated service of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Suite 173W •Medical Arts Building •300 S. 8th Street
Murray, KY 42071 •(502)753-1826

WEIGHT
CONTROL
FOR LIFE!'
Ryan Kelly practices writing with a quill made from
a goose feather.
Ginn Young anxiously waits her turn to try the
pioneer writing pen.
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Fraternalists to unite for special observation

Charles D. Outland (right) receives the congratulations
of Lt. Col.
James T. Vaughan upon being presented the Distingu
ished Army
ROTC Graduate Award at Murray State University. The
award recognizes outstanding service to the ROTC program at Murray
State by
its graduates. Outland was commissioned as an officer
in the U.S.
Army and earned the B.S. degree in accounting on the
campus in
1955. He retired from the Army reserves in 1983 at the
rank of
lieutenant colonel.

Outland recently selected as
distinguished Army graduate
Charles D. Outland, director of
facilities management at Murray
State University, was recently
selected and recognized as a recipient of Murray State's Distinguished Army ROTC Graduate
Award.
Commissioned as an infantry
officer through the ROTC program
at Murray State in 1955, Outland
served three years on active duty
and 25 years in the U.S. Army
Reserve before retiring in 1983 at
the rank of lieutenant colonel.
He was presented the award
established to honor ROTC graduates who have rendered outstanding
service to Murray State's ROTC
program by Lt. Col. James T.
Vaughan, professor of Military science, at the annual commissioning
ceremony on the campus.
A native of Calloway County,
Outland joined the staff at Murray
State in 1959 as chief accountant.
His responsibilities in the ensuing
years have also included director of
the budget, assistant to the vice
president for budget and planning,

Fraternalists throughout the U.S.
will unite again this year in their
observance of Fraternal Week. The
week long festivities will culminate
with the 212th celebration of Flag
Day.
Mayor Chuck Foster signed a
proclamation to designate June
8-14th as Fraternal Week in Murray, Kentucky and called upon citizens to join in observing Flag Day.
Mayor Foster affixed his signature to the document in the presence of a delegation representing
Woodmen of the World Fraternalist. Members of the delegation
were: State Manager James A.
Schwartz, Field Representatives
Penny Wallace, Fay Childress, and
Local Lodge Members R. Nix
Crawford No. 592, Debra Settle
No. 728, and Ernestine Garland
No. 827, all of Murray.
Woodmen of the World is a
member of the National Fraternal
Congress of America (NFCA), a
federation of 100 fraternal benefit

society with a total membership of
more than ten million. Each year
these societies observe Fraternal
Week by holding special cermeonies and activities for the public in
thousands of local lodges in communities throughout the United
States. The highlights of the week
long celebration will be the patriotic ceremonies observing Flag Day.
Mayor Foster commended the
fraternal representatives for their
patriotism and urged all citizens of
Murray, Kentucky to take part in
observance by flying the flag
proudly at home and workplaces
and be attending the Flag Day ceremonies sponsored by Woodmen of
thz World Life Insurance Society
Fraternalist.
If your non-profit organization
would like or need a U.S. Flag,
Flag Set(s), Kentucky Flag, or Flag
Poles, please call Area Manager
Jim Crick (502) 753-3932, or State
Fraternal Coordinator Mark L.
Anderson at (502) 753-4382.

$100 million
lottery sales
are reported

controller, and director of the business office.
He also served two years as a
staff accountant at the University
of Kentucky and a year as a classroom teacher at Lone Oak High
Lottery officials announced
School in McCracken County.
Wednesday that total ticket sales
Outland attended the Command
have topped $100 million in the
and General Staff College and the first eight weeks of sales. "FollowIndustrial College of the Armgd ing stung sales over the Memorial
Forces. His military assignments Day weekend, it became apparent
included platoon leader, education on Tuesday that we would pass this
officer, operations officer, econom- important point sometime late that
ics officer, assistant brigade opera- evening," said Frank Keener, presitions officer and assistant comman- dent of the Kentucky Lottery Cordant of the 2074th U.S. Army poration. "On Wednesday morning,
Reserve School in Louisville.
sales totalled $100,725,000."
Tickets for Kentucky's lottery
Besides the B.S. degree earned
went on sale April 4 and have
at Murray State in 1955, he worked
maintained strong levels throughtoward the M.B.A. degree at the
out
the eight-week period. In a
University of Kentucky and earned
press
conference, Keener praised
both the M.A. in education and the
Governor Wallace wilkinson for
Ed.S. degrees at Murray State.
Outland and his wife Mary Eli- his foresight in envisioninghow
nor have a son Mike, of Murray, successful a lottery would be in
and two daughters, Beth Jones of Kentucky. "The General assembly
Florissant, Mo. and Lyne Fenner of alsoprovided landmark legislation
which enables us to begin quickly
Nashville, Tenn.
and efficiently," he said.
Keener said 50 percent of the
sales have already been returned to
lottery players in prizes. In addition, state government will receive
on a quarterly basis approximately
A member of the Murray State
35 percent of the gross sales. The
faculty since 1984, Perldw earned
first of those checks will be prethe B.S. degree at Purdue Universisented July 10. "The money will be
ty, the B.S.N. degree at Eastern
Kentucky University, the M.S.N. deposited into an interest-bearing
degree at the University of Evans- escrow account until the General
Assembly appropriates the funds in
ville and the D.S.N. at Indiana
January," he said.
University.

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
753-7695
M-Th. 10-6; Fri. 10-8; Sat. 10-6

Perlow chosen as item author
Dr. Michael Perlow, assistant
professor in the Department of
Nursing at Murray State University, has been selected as an item
author for the State University of
New York (SUNY) Regents College Examinations.
Perlow explained that the examinations allow individuals to earn
college credit based on experiences
gained outside the conventional
classroom. The test items will be
for the baccalaureate degree in
adult health nursing.
He will also write an editorial
review of a proposed second edition of the book, "Coping With
Chronic Illness; Overcoming Powerlessness," published by the F.A.
Davis Company in Philadelphia,
Pa.

C

Court rules on
guidelines for
unfit parents
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
court must find specific evidence
of unfitness before removing a
child from the custody of a natural
parent, the Supreme Court ruled
today.
The high court, in a 5-2 ruling,
noted that no previous standards
had ever been set to help judges in
making such determinations.
In any event, the court said the
bias is in favor of the natural
parents retaining custody.
"The United States Supreme
Court has recognized that parents
have fundamental, basic and constitutionally protected rights to
raise their own children and that
any attack by third persons — and
we would include grandparents in
that category — seeking to abrogate that right must show unfitness
by 'clear and convincing evidence,"' said Justice William
Gant.
The court said evidence of unfitness of a natural parent that would
be sufficient to award custody to a
third party would include:
—Evidence of physical injury,
emotional harm or sexual abuse or
allowing someone else to inflict
such harm.
—Moral delinquency.
—Abandonment.
—Emotional or mental illness.
—Failure, for reasons other than
poverty alone, to provide essential
care for the child.
The case was decided in a custody dispute between a mother and
a paternal grandparent in Menifee
County.

Front row left to right. Murray Mayor Chuck Foster, and State Manager for Woodmen of the World James A. Schwartz and back row:
Field Rep. Faye Childress and Penny Wallace, Local Lodge Members
R. Nix Crawford No. 592, Ernestine Garland No. 827, and Debra
Settle No. 728.

Authorized Deal*,

•Rear tines, powered wheels!
•So easy, you guide it with JUST ONE HAND!
•Models sized for every garden!

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St., Murray:
753-2571 or
753-4110

Hours:
Mon.-Fri., 7:30-5:30
Sat.. 7:30-5:00

hallenging career? Busy home life? Lively
social schedule? Fast-paced fitness
activities? Your active lifestyle demands
high performance from your body every day,
and excess weight may keep you
from functioning at your peak level.
Lighter Living is a weight loss
program specially designed for people on
the go who are only moderately (less
than 30 pounds) overweight. Lighter
Living can help you lose weight and fine tune
your lifestyle for better
performance — physically and
mentally.
Lighter Living works because it is
supervised by experts in healthcare. A physician,
dietitian, nutrition counselor and an exercise
specialist work closely with you to set weight loss
goals and help you achieve them quickly and
:tv:
„.
safely. And once you've reached your goal,
regularly scheduled maintenance classes will
give you the skills and medical support you need to
keep your weight down ... once and for all.
To find out more about Lighter Living, attend a ;- free introductory class on Monday, June 12 from
5:30 - 6 p.m. in the Board Room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital. There's no
obligation, but class sizes are limited.
Call 753-1826 before noon, Monday,
June 12 to reserve a place.
We also have a weight loss program
to help people who are more than 30
pounds overweight . . . Weight Control For
Life! To learn more about this program, call 753-1826.

An affiliated service of Murray-Calloway County. Hospital
Suite 173W •Medical Arts Building •300 S. 8th Street
Murray, KY 42071 •(502) 753-1826
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Ford's legislation aimed at getting more
of us to the polls during election periods

Talking about Murray

WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
Sen. Wendell Ford of Kentucky is
predicting a bill he drafted in an
attempt to get more people to the
polls will have an easy time passing the Senate Rules Committee.
Ford, the committee chairman,
and Jim King, committee staff
idirector, predicted the legislation
'would be approved during a vote
scheduled for today.
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The legislation is intended to
help turn around low voter turnouts
in recent elections. Only about half
of those old enough to vote cast
ballots in last November's presidential election.
"The 1988 election, with its
very low voter turnout, demonstrated once again that something
must be done to increase the number of voters in our elections,"

said Ford, a Democrat.
Sen. Mitch McConnell, a Kentucky Republican who is a member
of the Rules Committee, said Tuesday he had yet to decide how he
will vote.
"We still have some unanswered
questions, including how much it
would cost the states to implement
this bill," McConnell said. "I'm
skeptical about requiring states to
spend a lot of money."
McConnell, who said he believed
that "it's not hard to register to
vote right now," contended that
Democrats have sought the change
in the mistaken belief that their
By Abigail recent election losses have been the
result of too few people voting.
Ford's legislation would:
Van Buren
—Permit so-called "motorvoter" registration, in which a person renewing his driver's license or
vehicle registration also would be
registering to vote.
—Require state unemployment
and welfare offices to make
registration forms available and
provide assistance in filling them
0111..
home for a million dollars.
Abby, please tell kids whom to re—Establish a nationwide voter
port this to if this is happening to registration application form
that
them,too. I'll bet there are a surpriswould
end confusion for those
ing number of them.
Thanks for listening. I didn't know moving from one state to another.
who to write to, but I've always read
—Permit voters to register to
your column and thought maybe you vote within 30 days of an election.
could help me. You did just by listen—Require states to allow people
ing!
to register by mail, using a form
ANGRY AND HURT develope
d by the Federal Election
DEAR ANGRY: "Just listen- Commission.
Committee approval would send
ing" is not enough. You need to
resolve your feelings of anger Ford's bill to the full Senate. A
and resentment. Counseling is companion bill in the House,
available. Call your county fam- authored by Rep. Al Swift, D.
ily service agency or your local Wash., also is
expected to receive
mental health association. How
serious
considera
tion.
sad that you did not know that
While Ford's bill makes voter
any child who is being molested
by anyone — family member, registration easier, it does not comneighbor or stranger — should pel states to set up instant, or
immediately tell a trusted adult, same-day, voter registration_ The
a teacher, counselor or police- Bush administration, most Republiman.
cans and some Democrats on CapiAdults who have not come to
terms with themselves after tol Hill oppose legislatiGn that
having been sexually molested merely would allow a state to have
as children will forever suffer same-day voter registration.
King, the committee staff direcfrom feelings of low self-esteem
and unearned guilt.
tor, said that Ford's stance against
same-day registration is rooted in
•••
his belief that it would "create
chaos" and invite voter fraud.
DEAR ABBY:About 10 years ago,
"You couldn't control the situathrough your Operation Dear Abby,
I started writing to a young Marine tion," said King, noting that elecnamed Nick Carpenter who was tion officials across Kentucky have
stationed in Cuba. We became great voiced concern about such a propfriends and I wrote several times a osal to Ford.
week for 10 months.
"Senator Ford has two conThen he took a leave and came to cerns," King said. "For
one thing
visit me. We became engaged during
he
wants
improve
to
voter
particihis visit, and on Feb. 27 of this year
we were married in Camp Lejeune, pation in the election process. He
also wants to maintain the integrity
N.C.
I don't think either of us could be of that process."

J711&

Man's Body Is His Temple;
He Prays It Remains Intact
Associated Press correspondent Debbie Newby, who has just completed work on a story concerning Murray's No. 1 retirement rating, visits with Ledger & Times Staff Writer Greg Travis. Newby has been an
AP reporter for the past three years. The article on Murray should be distributed in a few weeks, she
explained.

Bill passes
to create
organization
to run plants
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate Energy Committee on Wednesday passed a bill sponsored by
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford of Kentucky that would create a corporation to run the federal government's uranium-enrichment plants
in Paducah, Ky., and Portsmouth,
Ohio.
"The bill allows what already is
a business to operate like a business," said Ford, a Democrat who
is chairman of the Energy Committee's Research and Development
Subcommittee. "The U.S. uranium
enrichment industry is overburdened with bureaucratic regulations
and procedures that could doom it
to failure."
The Ford bill would set the corporation's debt to the federal treasury at $364 million and would
require a study on privatizing the
corporation to be completed in the
next five years. The bill requires
congressional approval of any sale
of the corporation to private
investors.
The bill was altered to strengthen the role of the five-member
advisory board of the corporation.
The bill gives the power to direct
the United States Enrichment Corp.
to an administrator, to be appointed
by the president with the advice
and consent of the Senate.
Ford said prospects for passage
of the bill in the Senate are exceellent. Hensen Moore, deputy secretary of the U.S. Department of
Energy, has indicated the bill
would be supported by the Bush
administration.

DEAR ABBY: Having read the
letter in your column urging people
to donate their organs after death, I
am appalled by the piece entitled"To
Remember Me" written by Robert
Ten. It was positively gruesome!
The author was asking that his
body be dismembered so that it is no
longer a body — in order for others to
live a fuller life.
As many others do, I consider my
body as the temple that God built to
house my soul. It was not meant to
be cut to pieces at death as if it were
an old radio or some other non-living
structure.
As far as I'm concerned, that letter was totally depressing.
T.G. HAYES, CLIFTON, N.J.
DEAR MR. HAYES: I cannot
believe that the God in whom I
believe would object if a blind
person were to regain his sight
through a cornea transplant, or
that a dying baby were to miraculously survive following a
liver transplant.
I am sorry that you found that
letter depressing. Perhaps if
someone you loved had had years
added to his or her life due to an
organ transplant, you would
have a more tolerant view of
donating organs after death.
•••

DEAR ABBY: In the middle of
April, I saw a movie on television
called "A Deadly Silence." It was
about a 16-year-old girl who paid
somebody to kill her father. She was
a victim ofincest, and she feared for
her little sister.
Abby, I, too, am an incest survivor. My father was very religious —
and nobody ever suspected a thing.
The incest started when I was about
3 or 4 and lasted until I was 18. I remember hiding under the bed so my
father wouldn't find me.
I never told anyone because I
didn't want my dad to get arrested,
or my parents to divorce. I never
wentto counseling.I never even knew
any was available until I saw that
movie. I thought I was alone in this.
I suppose I probably should go, because my feelings are starting to
surface in my relationship with my
boyfriend. I am 22 years old now and
living away from home and supporting myself.
To this day, my father has never
said he was sorry. I wouldn't go back

happier.Thanks,Abby.I would never
have met the great guy I married ifit
hadn't been for you.
KATHERINE
HERRIN-CARPENTER

GIVE A
WOODS
ARSONIST
TIME
...IN JAIL!

DEAR KATHY AND NICK:
Congratulations. Semper Fit
•••

Abby's Cookbooklet is a collection of
favorite recipes — all tested, tried and
terrific! To order, send your name and
address, plus check or money order for
$3.50($4 in Canada)to: Abby'a Cookbook.
let,P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris.,IlL 61054.
(Postage is included.)

Stalls Bost spiwil ova msg.
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TIN batter say Isso.par hum.

AliSIII•SIOS•1111111
111111•illiesei
111111
101•1•1111•1•41
•111
Ili•S

• AILS

LIFETIME WARRANTIED
TREATED DECK WOOD

slitlitlat•i•i0101
illidItS111101
COMPLETELY RENOVATED,quality
throughout surrounded by nice homes,
level terrain, near city services. P,op....ny
has been reduced, owner would like to
sell Call 753-4000 for your appointment.

2 x
2 x
5/4 x
4 x

1111
1.1•

COUNTRY ESTATE LIVING,includes
deck, fireplace, colonial exterior on corner lot in city. Low utilities, all conveniences, a must for anyone.

869

1•1

4
6
6
4

8 ft.
1.89
2.58
2.60
3.60

10 ft.
2.51
2.99
3.29
5.99

12 ft.
2.86
4.10
3.79
6.67

4'x8' Treated Lattice Panels

COUNTRY CHARM: Beautiful Ranch
on 5 aptes, shop building, maintance free
outside, charm and roomy inside Call
MTG 753-4000

199

Lawn
Edging

88

BRAND SPANKING NEW on 4 acres. 3
bedroom, 2 bath, and cute as a button.
More acreage available. Priced righi

AUBREY MOORE
753-8274

EARLEENE WOODS
753-9563

PAT BOGARD
753-0430

JOE DYER
436-2336

5 701913

TINA WRIGHT
759-9244

TOOPIE MOORE
753-8274
JUDY JOHNSTON. Managing Broker, 437-4446

Black or Vanilla
Deluxe 5 Foot Lawn Glider for relaxing
on the lawn or in the garden. Weather
resistant wood seat, & steel tubular frame.

44
1
1
0
89*

40%off

..

2x4 Economy Studs

In stock wallpaper.

I.

••

1001 Pc.
Fastener Set

Do-it Water
Seal

888

549

88

1 Gallon Polyethelene
Compressed Air
Sprayer.

14.

Bow Rake, Strong,
one-piece forged head.

704091

•
Round Point
Shovel

Watering
Cans

Poly Hose
Reel
:3::

99

88

11-188

3 2
Treat; Lumber Dottcenter.
.1;

go 704113

651126

•-• ••••

dr*.

3

721905

Sale Ends 6/11/89
All Sale Prices Are
Cash & Carry

Ilea -PK 71110-1100 Sat. IS Sea. I-1
Salo Prises deed it illsrsay Start Osly
Other Leestiess—Seate• aad Lake City

opsn 7 Days A Weak
0

re,

806 765/FR64V(0- I)

Bel Air Shopping Center , Murray, KY 759-1390
Y our Compose Howe &Wrung Suppy Corm. a

MTG Real Estate Better Homes & Gardens
Olympic Plaza, Murray
Office.Phone: (502) 753-4000

10988

1788

OWN A HOME or a farm - you decide I
Nice, clean 3 bedroom house Pnce
includes 4 acres, but up to 50 more are
available.

Concrete Mix. 2687

3 BEDROOM HOME, I car garage,
central gas heat, concrete drive, beautiful
landscaped lot. Located in town. Pnced
in 50's.

deil8104'•vorgarr

saw.
IIM1011111
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1 WEEK ONLY
We are having an Anniversary Celebration Sale
with GIANT TREMENDOUS Savings in every
department. It's just our way of saying
'Thank You' for helping to make our past year successful.

Baldwin Pianos

ALL •
REDUCED
FOR THIS SALE!

All Sizes AU Qualities

Drastically Reduced
for this
Sale
SOFAS
2-pc. soft and chair,
Colonial style, wood
trim, blue nylon plaid
cover, 2 sets to sell

SOFA SLEEPERS

Reg. $1099.9'
5 399
"

2-pc. sofa & love seat,
wood trim, blue &
mauve velvet cover, 1
set to sell
Reg. $1299.9'
5 599
'
2-pc. sofa & chair, pillow
arm, wood trim, beige &
blue plaid cover
Reg. $1199.9'
5 499
'
Country style wood trim
camel back mini print
cover, arm pillow
Reg. $899.95

1/
2

Traditional style, attached back, beige on
beige, mini stripe cover Reg. $899.95

1/2

Reg. $999.95

1/2

Queen Ann style,
camel back, blue &
mauve, flame stitch
cover

CHAIRS

Jamison, regular size,
beige mini stripe cover,
innerspring mattress
Reg. $599.95
Lazy Boy, queen size,
blue textured cover, attached back
Reg. $1199.95 1/2
Contemporary style,
blue & beige cover
with arm pillows, innerspring mattress
Reg. $999.95
Jamison, country style,
mauve & blue mini
plaid cover, queen size Reg. $799.95
'
499
"
Love seat size, blue
pindot cover, innerspring mattress
Reg. $549.95
Contemporary style,
wood trim, beige nylon
cover, queensize, innerspring mattress
Reg. $999.95
Lazy Boy, Traditional
style, attached back,
blue mini print cover,
queen size
Reg. $999.95
'
599
"

1/2

1/2

349"

'599"

1 incliner sofa by Stratford, high back, blue &
stripe cover
Reg. $1199.95 1

/2

Traditional style, attached back, beige,
blue & mauve cover

Reg. $899.95

Matching love seat

Reg. $749.95

Country style, pillow
arms, blue pindot
cover with contrasting
pillows
Reg. $899.95

4-pc. antique Pine triple dresser, hutch, mirNOW 1 /
ror. Large chest poster
bed with foot nite
Reg. $1499.95 /
stand
3-pc. solid Oak by
Keller triple dresser,
trivue mirror, chest on
chest, spindle bed with
foot
Reg. $22N8O
2.W
00
4-pc. Cherry, triple
dresser, pediment mirNOW 1 /
ror, chest, poster bed,
nite stand
Reg. $1399.95 /
3-pc. Pine dresser,
NOW $fin995
hutch, mirror chest,
headboard
Reg. $899.95 JU

2

199

5-pc. white Rattan sofa
& love seat, peach &
teal, quilted floral
cover, 2 matching end
tables & cocktail
Reg. $2390.00 1/2

2

DINING ROOM
1/2

5 Pc. Brass with
glass top, cane back
chairs by Daystrom
Reg. $699.95
8 Pc. Oak large
glass door china
with leaves, 2-arm
chairs, 4 side chairs Reg. $4,394.00
8 Pc. Contemporary style
by Stanley In pecan,
large china, rectangular
table, 4-side chairs,
$
2 arm chairs
Reg. $5,915.00
All Cochrane solid
oak dining rooms
1/3
In stock
Off

'399"
1/2

Sectional with incliners
on both ends, beige
nylon velvet cover by
Stratford
Reg.

$399.95

1/2

1 Chaise lounge with
skirt, light beige pindot
cover

$399.95

1/2

1 Queen Ann wing
chair, solid light blue
cover

$399.95

1/2

2 Chippendale wing
chairs, blue & berry
mini check cover

'199"

Reg. $449.94
1 Lounge chair & ottomon, Traditional style
with skirt, beige & blue
stripe
Reg. $599.95
1 Swivel rocker with
skirt, brown nylon
cover
$299.95
2 Lounge chairs, loose
pillow, black russett
flame fabric
$399.95
'
149
"
1 Lazy Boy recliner,
beige nylon cover
Reg. $569.00
1 Lazy Boy recliner, ladles size, blue mini
print cover
Reg. $469.00 $1 9995
1 Lazy Boy rocker recliner, grey & blue mlni
stripe velvet cover
Reg. $609.00

'249"
1/2

1/2

BEDROOM
Reg. $899.95

1 Queen Ann wing
chair, off-white shell
pattern

21495°°

/2

MISCELLANEOUS
1 Oak Roll Top Desk
with light by
Riverside

Reg. $849.95

1 Oak Bookcase,
adjustable shelves

Reg. $399.95

1 Brass & Glass
Etagere

Reg. $299.95

1 White iron Day Bed
with brass trim

Reg. $199.95

1 Cherry Arrnorie,
4 doors for T.V.
or wardrobe
Floor Sample Sold As Is

Reg. $899.95

1 Glass Door Etagere,
glass shelves w/light
Reg. $329.95

1/2
1/2
1/2

'119"
1/2

'199"

1 Cherry Vanity
Queen Ann style, raise up
top with mirror
Reg. $429.95 $299"
Black Laquer Etagere,
oval top glass shelves
with light
Reg. $799.95

95

FREE
DELIVERY

FURNITURE
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Kentucky Spotlight
By George W. Hackett
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Unlike most movies, the one that Archie
Borders is producing and directing has no glamorous stars, no cast of
thousands, no multimillion-dollar budget.
His actors and actresses are professionals but are paid far below scale

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

— $35 a day, meals and transportation out of a $200,000 budget.
"When you're pinching pennies, you eat lots of pizza. Our crew
of 15
didn't mind because they're just happy to be in a first-rate feature," Borders said.
Borders receives no salary. "I'm doing this to prove that an independent company can turn out a picture much cheaper than Hollywood and
still show a profit."
He is gambling on a horror film — they usually score well at the box
office — but "this one won't be the hack and slash type that causes people's eyes to glaze over. It's the story of a college professor trying to
track down a former lover, who turns out to be a vampire."
Away from the cameras, Borders is a valet at a condominium complex
in Louisville, where he does a little bit of everything, five days a week.
"You may find me washing cars, carrying in groceries for the residents, working in the office or handling security." He's not getting rich,
but the job does have a fringe benefit.
"It permits me to keep in contact with people living here who are patrons of the arts. Some of them have heard about my project and could
become investors," he said.
Borders, now 26, spent his teen years in Lexington and expanded his
interest in cinematography at Southern Illinois University. Completing his
studies, he returned to Kentucky because of the growing interest in independent movie production across the state.
"Before you can expose that first roll of color film, you must have
financial backers, and they're not standing in line waiting to write you a
check. After several good sales pitches on my part, the start-up money
began arriving."
Some scenes were shot on location which, under normal conditions,
would involve a lot of expense and paperwork.
"I lucked out," Borders said. "My landlord builds cabins and was putting up one in a wooded area about 20 miles outside Louisville and
offered to let me use the property." His wife, Rosie, "another unpaid
assistant," called it a perfect site.
After months of work, Borders has completed 12 minutes of the 100
minute movie and currently is involved in editing and scoring the music.
"When that's completed, the 12-minute clip will be shown at a theater
here in town. There will be a wine and cheese party and lots of folks
ready to put more money into the project, I hope."
Even if the financial backers don't materialize, Borders is determined
to go ahead.
"It costs nothing to dream, and this dream will come true."

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' 1101111Y WOLFF
"The most gifted members of the
human species are at their creative
best when they cannot have their
way "
— Eric Hoffer
It's easy to count at least nine
winners to bring in today's notrump game. It's not so easy to see
the way to unblock the diamond
suit.
South was so happy with the
spade lead into his A-Q that he
didn't see the dangers ahead in the
diamond suit. It was not until after
he won his spade queen and cashed
the top diamonds that he noticed the
suit block. Calmly he cashed two
more diamonds and led a low club
to his king and West's ace. West
didn't have to be a genius not to lead
spades, thus making South work
hard to hold his losses to one down.
Do you see where South missed
his chance? To make his game,
South not only must recognize the
diamond block, but must also be
creative enough to unblock the suit.
He does this by winning his spade
queen at trick one and immediately
returning his low spade, throwing
one of dummy's diamonds. Regardless of what the opponents do now,
South wins six diamonds (he throws
a second diamond on his spade ace),
two spades and one heart, giving
him at least nine winners.

NORTH
6-11
•7
A 96 5
•K 9 8 7
4 Q 6 42
WEST
EAST
4 K 10 9 8 5 2
•J 4 3
Q4
•K 10 8 3 2
•10
•Q
•A J 83
4 109 5
SOUTH
•A Q 6
•J7
•A 6 5 4 3 2
4K 7
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer- South
The bidding
South
West
North
East
1•
1•
Dbl •
2•
2 NT
Pass
3•
Pass
3 NT
Pass
Pass
Pass
°negative double
Opening lead: Spade eight

CM
C

Bel-

To
Nei

Lan

Nei
Spri

BID WITH THE ACES
South holds:

North
1•
2V

•K 10 9 8 5 2
V Q4
•10
4 A J 83
South
1+

Si

GLIDDEN
5 gal car
Black's Dt

701 S 4T

Live

ANSWER: Three hearts. A sticky
problem. Not strong enough for
three clubs and too good for two
spades. Raise partner's rebid suit
and hope for the best.
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Murra
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Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo Inc.

641 South, Murray

A

(502) 753-2617

**************
1984 Olds Cutlass Clera, 4
dr., white, loaded. #8234
-1t806.40.

*lx***********
1978 Chevy
Suburban,
blue-white, 45.4 auto., air.
#6943 14901100.

$5,900.00

1. BE

1983 Chevy Malibu
gray, p.s., p.b., air,
41650 *mica

$3,200.00

2.

************
***************

*************
1984 Chev. Cavalier Wagon,
gray, 4 dr., auto., AM/FM.
#8400 itgooloct,

*************
1981 Chevy M.C., It. green,
p.s., p.b., air, auto. #4877
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

DOWN
1 Salty
2 Allowance
for waste
3 Fruit drink
4 Myself
5 Supplicating
6 Small
amounts
7 Roman road

MAYBE • YEAH, IT COULDN
IT WILL
HAVE BEEN VERY
COME
IMPORTANT OR I ;
To YOU
WOULD HAVE
LATER
REMEMBERED

Off

2

3

4

6

11
15

18

7

20

22

23
26

27

1 PEEL LIKE A
CHANGE OF PACE

(
7LE T'S SWITCH
SEATS

37

WELL, IT'S )
A START )

28

30

31
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40
43
a-

_
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33

36

35UUUU
39
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42

4
1UUUU

47

a

32

38UUUU

/

10

17

16UUU

U25

34

9

46

\A/ERE FIGHTING FOR
\ICOR UFE

Egyptians
Pennant
Threefold
Boscs
Make
amends
23 Painful
spots
25 Chore
26 "Saturday
Night —"
28 Revolting
29 European
ermine
30 Kind of
pigeon
31 Wife of
Bruce Willis
32 Conservatives
33 Scoff
35 Animal
enclosures
38 Detest
39 Great Lake
41 Soak, as flax
42 Cloth
measure
44 Sun god
46 Proceed
16
19
20
22

13

24

29

8

19

21

LAVA

AL
AFTER
DOM
EPI
LEASE
EL I
TEINDER
PENCIL
GREAT
DIE
I NEE
LOW
PITH
MORAL
WIT
TOO
AT
MO IZI NIel OR
EM
BID
PILLS
ESAU
GET
NOSE
1ST
WI PES
MOLEST
MISSAL
ORE
AER I E
ERA
BAD
READS
SEW

12

14

1
1 1211

5

ATI)

Answer to Previous Puzzle

8 Sailor:
colloq.
9 Spanish
article
10 Ceremony
11 Nun's outfit
13 Native

42-8
1

SIR ..I WAS ?LiP1ObSED
To TELL YOU SOMETHING
BUT I FOR&OT...

Pitch
Gives up
Running
Away
Greek epic
poet
39 Before
40 Near
41 Proportion
42 Great Lake
43 Cyclindrical
45 More hideous
47 Evaluates
48 Shoe
bottoms
34
35
36
37
38

1 Terence
of film
6 Bishop's
headdress
11 More
difficult
12 Type style
14 Toward
shelter
15 Later
17 Preposition
18 Small amount
19 Mary —
Moore
20 Young dog
21 At home
22 Solos
23 Chair
24 Trying
26 Young horses
27 Chinese
faction
28 German title
29 Backbone
31 Dispossesses

Synd•cate ,rnc

to

American Heart
Association

•
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**************
1980 Chev. Monza, 2 dr.,
brown, auto #9434 -Thgoola

SS;eee4°$3,300.00

$3,800.00

• 985 .,..ted ,..•

Be

ex

$4,200.00

*************
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MARCIE AND CWuCK HAVE
GONE OFF TO CAMP WHILE I
PAvE TO STAY HOME AND 60
TO SUMMER 50-100L„ I'M 50
JEALOUS I CAN'T STAND IT

WI-IY AM I 50 DUMB IN
SCHOOL 7 WHY CAN'T I
GET BETTER GRAPES?
1

Hospital lists
are published
for Wednesday
Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
June 7, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Fountain baby boy, parents, Kim
and Mark, P.O. Box 739, Benton;
Parker-Bell baby boy, parents,
Terry and Gerald, P.O. Box 946,
Murray;
Pember baby girl, parents,
Melinda and Steve, 508 North
Sixth St., Murray;
Jones baby girl, parents, Laura
and Todd, Rt. 1, Box 320, Clinton.
Dismissals
Mrs. Lisa Little, Rt. 6, Box 340,
Paris, Tenn ; Mrs. Kimberly Backer
and baby girl, Hazel;
Mrs. Theresa Harris and baby
girl, Rt. 2, Box 212, Buchanan,
Tenn.; Mrs. Jana Paschall and baby
boy, Rt. 4, Box 121B, Murray;
Miss Angela Schlensker, 3926
Kansas Rd., Evansville, Ind.; Lewis
Kierger, Rt. 6, Box 167A, Murray;
Miss Natalie Mitchell, P.O. Box
167, New Concord; Terry Williams, Rt. 7, Box 460, Murray; Larry Phillips, Rt. 8, Box 839,
Murray;
Ms. Tammy Peek, Rt. 1, Box
131C, Puryear, Tenn.. Max Morris,
1544 Whipporwill Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Janie Scalf, P.O. 183, Dover,
Term.;
Mrs. Louise Thompson, P.O.
Box 31, Hardin; Marion Oney, Rt.
I, Box 713, Murray; Mrs. Verna
Wiley, 1609 Wiswell Rd., Murray;
Mrs. Clarice McDaniel, Rt. 3,
Box 115, Murray; Mrs. Laura
Adams, 312 South 10th St.,
Murray.

SOMETIMES I THINK MAYBE
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CLASSIFIEDS
020

020

020

Notice

/folk*

CAROLYN'S 1
CORNER
Bel-Air Center
Top Quality
New & Used
Furniture

HOST (Dry) Carpet
Cleaner, the professional
way to dry clean carpe
yourself Rent the easy to
use Host machine at
Black's Decorating Center
701 South 4th Street, Mur
ray, Ky 753-0839
JUNE 10-11, Evansville,
IN. The Olde Tyme Auto
Club- Swap Meet, Car
Show and Carr Corral, at
the 4-H Fairgrounds, Highway 41 North

Collectible
Dolls
Giftware
Lamp Shades

SENIOR CITIZENS Not all
Medicare supplements are
alike Compare Find out all
about Medicare Catastrophic Care Call for your
free comparison today
Bankers Life & Casualty,
603 South 4th Street
753-3422

NOW OPEN

Next to
D's Shins & Things
in Aurora, Ky.
4 p.m. - Dark

Wed., Fri. & Sun.
10 a.m. - Dark
Saturdays

Will Sit
with elderly or
Ill person.
Call

Pony Rides Tool
Silk Flowers

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

New Arrival
Spring Flowers
20% Off
Storewide

753-9234
GLIDDEN Latex wall paint,
5 gal can $29.99, Get at
Black's Decorating Center,
701 S 4th St , Murray.

Live Catfish

.ky

85'

for
wo
uit

Lb.
Caught Fresh Daily

Murray Bait Co.
753-5693

AvailableThru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate
or Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever. For free information
call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local claim service"

SOME PEOPLE
ARE LEARNING!
1. Bennett & Associates can
save you money on Medicare
S
Supplement Insurance.
2. Bennett & Associates has
excellent rates and coverage on
Major Medical Insurance.
3. Bennett & Associates is the
place to get Nursing Home In•
surance.
CALL

BENNETT & ASSOCIATES
_
INSURANCE
AND LEARN WHATSO MANY OTHERS
HAVE ALREADY LEARNED.

753-7273
ATLANTIC AMERICAN LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY

LZ

Contranta Casualty Company

CNA

F,., AllIS rennaltnifella INA Male

LIC

TRANSPORT LIFE

Union Bankers
Pioneer Life Insurance Company
What do all these companies have in
common? In Murray, they are all
represented by:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199

Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building

Bookrack
1,000's of Used
Paperbacks
now has a variety
of new books:
• Cookbooka • CkIldrea's
• Dictleaarks • Paperbacks
All at
Disounted Prices!
Dixieland Center
753-4821

KIDS! Kids! Kids!, 804 Coldwater Rd. Come for 20%
off storewide by saying "August 23". Cash sales. Sale
through June 17,

1/2 Off
And Less=
STOREWIDE
Thurs., Fn. & Sat
Only

A Perfect
Choice
Central Center
Murray
759-1246
LYNDA'S Pretty Punch
Embroidery Shop. All supplies, plain sweatshirts,
funished products, gift
items. But 2 patterns, get
3rd Free! Free classes.
Sale on ladies' purses. 2
miles west of Hazel, State
Line Road 893. 492-8580.

Absolute Auction

Sat., June 10 at 10:00 a.m.
Just off Hwy. 119 from Paris Landing

take Hwy. 119 about 1/2 mi. to first
blacktop to left to sale.
Will be selling lots of hand tools, hammers,C
clamps,wrenches, hand saws, yard and garden
tools, 16 drawer steel bolt and nut cabinet,
power hammer, ram set gun, new and used
plumbing, buffer, hammer drill, hydraulic
jack, bench vice, chain saw, Kerosun heater,
radial arm saw with table, telephone answering system, copper and brass, umbrella stand,
ice cream stool, King circulator heater, Polar
stove, 13"color portable TV,brass lamp,copper
kettle, iron tea kettle, old windup clock, 2
wheel dolly, brass desk lamp,old brier hook, 2
rolls barbed wire, lots of rods and reels, tackle
boxes, fire extinguisher, old oak table, complete half bed, coffee and end tables, maple
rocker,odd chairs, wheelbarrow, harvest gold 2
door refrigerator, 3 upright freezers, dishwasher, automatic washer, shop vacuum,
cabinet sewing machine, extension ladder, bar
stools, 2 Coleman lanterns, stainless flatware,
dishes, glass, baskets, ironware, 2-12 flat
bottom plow,3 pt. hitch, 1 row cultivator, drag
type harrow,fish trap, topper for short narrow
pickup bed, lots of other items not listed. Al
items above will be sold at absolute auction
Criscraft inboard wood boat with factory fiber bottom & new '83 Chev.
engine and new convertible top & boat
trailer, Minn-Kota foot control trolling
motor - 'new with right to reject bid.

Joel Smith, owner - Ph. 642-0566
Auctioneers:
Shorty McBride, No. 1779
Larry Baucum, No. 1314
0
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For Any Occasion

753.6699
050
Lost
And Found
LOST- Large female grey
and white long haired dog.
Lynn Grove- Browns Grove
area Please call 435-4142
anytime
060

BE On TV: Many needed
for commercials Now hiring all ages For casting
information
call
(615)779-7111 Ext. T-143.
CLEAN-UP man, experience necessary 753-1804
EARN $600 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home.
No experience. Send self
addressed stamped envelope to: P.O. Box 23189,
Detroit, MI 48223,

FATHER'S Day Special!
8mm film transferred to
video tape. Only 6c per foot
with this ad! Expires June
18 Call Donna Darnell
Video Production Specialties 759-9246.

Commercial
Building
For Rent
Good Location.
753-4682 or
753-5870

WENDY'S is now accepting applications for ManaFull time
]
produce
gers and Assistant Manaperson needed
gers in Western Kentucky_
Restaurant experience preApply m person
ferred Starting salary up to
$20,000 Send resume with
work history and referFood Market
ences to Andrew Gordan
Area Supervisor, 303 Shelia Dr. Hopkinsville, KY
42240
LOCAL company seeking
090
salesperson in interesting
Situation
field This is an excellent
Wanted
opportunity in commission
sales, offering substantial AMERICAN teacher
curgrowth Position requires rently living overseas
deauto and the desire to meet sires house
setting position
and develop business July 5-Aug 8,
would conclients in West Kentucky, sider rental
Doing graduWest Tennessee. Com- ate work, reference
s availpany provedes training, able Contact
Chris at
auto expenses, phone, 812-985-3847
base training salary and
base business contacts. CHRISTIAN mother will
Send resume to. PVP, P.O. babysit children in my
Box 920, Murray, KY 42071 home, 5 years old and
under 759-9698
or call (502)753-7745.

Apply in person.

Owen
EARN MONEY Reading
books! $30,000/ year income potential Details (1)
805-687-6000 Ext
Y-10706

7-3 Nurse
Aides
Position available,
full or part time.
Competative salary
and benefits, plus
annual scholarships
to
LPN
School
awarded to eligible
employees
interested in a career in
long term care.

Apply at:

West View
Nursing Home

Fabuglas
Boat
16 ft., tri-hull, open
bow, 85 HP, Mercury
outboard engine, accessories available.
Very Clean Boat

FEDERAL Jobs Earn
$19,654 to 72,500 a year.
All
occupatiens
(717)327-5341 Dept
EB-64

3100

Lease For Less Al
MAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1989 Corsica S20976 mo.•
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Title & License.
48 Mo. Closed End Lease

24 Ft. Harris
25th Anniversary
Edition
Pontoon
Flote Boat
Fully equipped, 70
h p Johnson outboard motot, AM/FM
cassette stereo, grill,
and all the extras'
Great
condition'
$7,000 firm. May be
seen
at Cypress
Springs Boat Dock
Serious buyers call
(417)335.5634
6 p.m.-8 p.m.

Ask for Dave.

HELP care for healthy el
derly lady. Pleasant coun
try home Room, board and
salary. Call 753-0946 between 9A M Noon

NOW
INTERVIEWING...
for 4 hair stylists in
ultra-modern
styling
salon Want to try a
new way to work'? Paid
vacation, paid holidays, medical, dental,
life insurance, store
discounts, profit sharing and excellent salary plus high commission available to experienced stylist with
or without customer
following in this area
For personal,
confidential interview

J.C. Penny
Styling Salon

Home
Furnishings

Mobile
Homes For Sale

STAY with elderly, cook &
clean, 8 hours daily, no
weekends or nights Call
after 330p m 753-0633

GETTING Ready To Move
And Want To Sell Top of
the line sofa, love seat and
chair like new,$675 Complete very nice pine queen size waterbed with all accessories and 6 drawers,
$285 Chest type freezer,
$275 Extra nice pine desk/
boodcase $85 Like new
Waverly full-size dusty blue
bedspread/ dustruffle
Boodshelves
$45
753-9572

12x52 UTILITY pole, se(
vice box,8 anchors, blocks
underpinning, porch &
steps furniture & appliances, 2 bedrooms Inquire at Solos Market
Hwy 69 North, Cottage
Grove, Tennessee 38224

Owen

Help
Wanted
Up to $600+ Per
Week. Sales people
needed to tour people around nice Ky.
Lake subdivision.
Must-have own car.
TOP commission
paid
daily
&
weekly. Give us a
call at 436-4202.
We will train you!
MEDICAL technologistRequires ASCP, MT, MLT
or equivalent. Must be willing to work in all areas of
the laboratory. Submit applications or resume to:
Personnel Office, Marshall
County Hospital, 503
George McClain Dr., Benton, KY 42025.
PRESSER: Dress and shirt
presser, experience preferred. Apply in person at
Boone's Cleaners, 605
Main.

110
Instruction

•AIRLINES
•CRUISE LINES
•TRAVEL AGENCIES
HOME STUDY/RES TRAINING
'FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
•1011 PLACEMENT ASSIST.

1-800-327-7728

....

WILL mow lawns- any size,
reasonable rates Call after
5P M Mon-Fri, anytime
weekends, Wayne 489-2342

Train to be a Professional
.SECRETARY
.EXECUTIVE SEC.
.WORD PROCESSOR

1S0

Instruction

Articles
For Sale
alanted
Carpenters, Car
penters helpers and
leed carpenter.
We want people
who take pride in their
work

Bruce Qreen
Bui trig
Contractors, Inc.
753 8343

INSTRUCTION
ta.nci
gre LEARN TO DRIVE

TRACTOR-TRAILER
•No •spenenoe
needed'
•DOT Ceettetcat.or.
•T ull of perl WV!
Pamortg
•Placement OW
•Fmanc.a. Sad
A wadable

1 M

i -

ALLIANCE

TRACTOR- TRMLER
TRAINING CENTERS
LEBANON TIS
Call Toll Frye

Please call between the
hours of 5-9 pm

e

1.800-334-1203

Night Security
Immediate openings for night
security. Must be 18 years or
older. Have own transportation
and telephone. Hours are negotiable from 8 p.m. - 6 a.m.

Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-G
Murray, Ky. 42071

ARROW storage buildings
10x9 ft building with door
56' wide x 59 height,
$229.99 10x12 ft building
with door 56" wide x 61
height, $29999 10x9 high
gable buildihg with door 56'
wide x 60" height, $289 99
Coast to Coast Hardware,
753-8604
KENMORE dishwasher,
apartment size, Broan
range hood, redwood hottub; Frigidaire air conditioner; 177, • Arrowglass ski
boat, 165HP motor, inboard, excellent shape,
$3000 Call 435 4290 after
3 30P M
MOWERS 6HP Craftsman
riding mower and 8HP
Craftsman electric start riding mower Also some push
mowers Will do all types
small engine repair
753-7385
RIDING Mower 8HP
Sears, electric start large
tires Phone 753 5378 or
436-2448
SWIMMING Pool Sears
24'.
HP pump, used 1
year, $800 753-0706
T-SHIRT dresses short
sleeve sweatshirts, tank
tops and shorts at Faye's,
514 Main. 753-7743
XEROX copier 2830
753-5147, ask for Bub or
Gay

AUCTION
Sat., June 10, 1989, 2:00 PM
Location: 68 East Cadiz
Dishwasher, Freezer, Stove, Lawni
Mower • push & riding, Horse from
(Home Service). Piano, 3 Antique Organs, China Cabinet, 5 Sewing Machines, 5 Tables, Trunk, 1 Antique
Cooling Board, 110 Electric Dryer,
Foot Stool, Snow Blower, Electric
Heaters. Ceiling Fan, Stove Pipe,
Stove Hoods, Storm Doors, Storm
Windows, 4 Rockers, Gossip Bench.
Knife Case. 2 Refrigerators
This is a partial listing.
TERMS: Cash or Good Check
OWNER: Trigg Supply

LAKE BARKLEY REALTY
522-3363
263 Main Street Cadiz, KY

Gilbert Flood, Auctioneer
522-6901

and ask for
Pam Ruddle
Interviews

Peggy Kemp, Broker
522-6994

Brenda Harper
522-6878

MOVING Sale Queen
hide-a-bed couch and
chair, $300 Frost free refrigerator, $350 Washer.
$75 Dryer, $100 Kitchen
table, $30 759-1051
QUEEN waterbed, dark
wood 6 drawer pedestal
$150 Octagonal glass,
wood metal dining table
with 4 chairs. $100 677
couch cream & khaki, $60
Call 753-4807 after 5p m
190

TUTORING . Fourth Grade
HOME STUDY 'RES TRAINING
male teacher will tutor
.FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
children grades 2-5 in any
subjects, including study, .JOB PLACEMENT ASSIST
1 4300-327-7728
sks. Background includes>
ENE HART SCHOOL
master degree in elemen•Oh ol A C T Com
Nan helqlr a. Pomp am, Sol ci.
tary education and 10 years
as third and fourth grade
teacher in the Calloway
140
school system. For further
Want
information call 753-6042
To Buy
after 6p.m
14x70 GOOD, used moWILL babysit in my home bile home. under $10,000
afternoons and evenings
354-8801,753-2719
489-2616
ANTIQUES by the piece or
WILL do housecleaning
collections 753-9433 after
excellent references
5p m
753-3247
BROKEN or used VCRs
753-0530
100
Business
BUYING aluminum cans
Opportunity
50c lb., battery, scrap
SUCCESSFUL and PRO- metal, copper and junk
FITABLE retail business for cars. KGA Rycycling
sale. UNIFORMS OF 492-8183 days, 498-8785
MURRAY. Exceptional nights.
sales growth with estab- COMMERCIAL floor buffer
lished clientel and con- Call 753-9400
tracts. Call 759-4882 or
( 4 0 9 )6 9 6 - 6 7 8 9 : WE buy scrap aluminum,
copper, brass and alumi(409)696-6666
num cans Call Balcan Recycling @ 753-0338
110

759-9811

Tuesday, June 20
8:30 - 10:30 a.m.

270
Situation
Wanted

Deli and
Kitchen Help

1401 S. 16th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
E.O.E.

Phone: 753-8788
After 5:00

090
Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

Food Market

Key MiniWarehouses

1976

•••=.41\

Anytime.

.

American Republic

r.

753-6298

060
Help
Wanted

the

753-5582 if no answer:
7534078, 753-0996

insurance company

1

COUNTRY Jean's. 5 miles
94E, 759-1062, Fridays
4-6p.m., Saturdays
10a m -4p.m Jeans for
men & misses, jrs. & women Lee, Levis, Jordache,
Lawman, and many more
Blouses, shorts, tops, jackets, some jeans
price,
sizes 3-20 and 32-40 waist
sizes.

Hwy. 121 South
Sizes from 5x10 to 10x30

fiffERM.

060
Notice

The Petting
ZOO

Kir

Niiirray Ledger & Times

020
Notice
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WARD'S Leather & Skins
has the perfect Father's
Day gift, Leather or snakeskin billfolds, belts, buck
les, knife cases, key chains.
leather boots, leather vests
and jackets, leather caps.
cigarette cases. correspon
dence folders, snakeskin
sunglasses (See eel.
ostrich, python, rattlesnake
and elephant billfolds and
belts) Also have pewter
and enamel belt buckles
Open from Noon to 8P M
Mon-Tues for your shop
ping convenience,
9A M -4P M , Wed -Fri.
9A M -1P M Sat 2 miles
west of Hazel on Stateline
Rd (893). 492 8580
'SS

Appliances
FREEZER Frigidaire up
right, $100 753-5823
GE clothes dryer, excellent
condition, priced reaso
nably 753-6397
WASHER & Dryer GE
$100 firm 753 3903
after Sp m

i
gold

WASHER Heavy duty
Maytag, good condition.
$100 753-1913

Farm
Equipment
640 FORD tractor, 5
Woods cutter, excellen
condition 753-0144 or
753-5463

12x65 VILLAGE 1974, 3
bedrooms 753-3046 or
527-7224
12x68 GLENBROOK Air
conditioner, ceiling fan,
8x10 deck, $3,600 Call
474-2788
1973 MOBILE home- 2
bedroom 12x60 $1200 or
best offer Call 436-2332
before 2 30P M
ANNIVERSARY Salel
June 10th & 11th Free
Cokes, hotdogs and grab
bags for kids' Prices
slashed up to $10.000 on a
factory demo doublewidel
New 14x70, 3 bedroom,
only $11,995! New doublewide only $15,9951 Repos as little as $0 down.
Free delivery and set-up!
Volunteer Homes, Hwy
79E, Paris, Tennessee.
(901)642-4466
280
Mobile
Homes For Rent

220
Musical
BLACK fender stratocaste
guitar with case, excellen
condition 759-1264
240
Miscellaneous
FIREWOOD
437-4667

for sale

401110044000

2 BEDROOM, 2 bath mo
bile home Furnished, includes washer and dryer,
deck, garden $275 per
month 753-7724
2 BEDROOMS, furnished
or unfurnished, electric, air
conditioned, 4 miles off 94
East, single persons only
no pets 753-9390

2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
GO carts, go carts go carts' or unfurnished Some new
5 HP single and double furniture, natural gasseats Keith's Lawn & Trac- electric, air conditioned.
tor Center, Industrial Road
Shady Oaks 753-5209.
Call 759-9831
300
HOFFCO Lil Hoe Garden
Business
Tiller only 25Ibs $229 95
Rentals
Keith's Lawn & Tractor Industrial Rd
Murray
759-9831
Commercial Bldg.
LARGE, large, large selection of storage buildings in
stock for immediate delivery Acree Portable Buildings, Mayfield, Ky.
502-247-7831.
LEE'S Pools & Spas is
making pool care easier for
Murray! Chemicals, supplies. parts, paint and water
testing are available Come
by C J S Pool & Patio, 106
North 4th Street, 759-1911
260

NEW 25" Panasonic con
sole TV with remote $350
Cali 753-9237 after 6P M

270
Mobile
Homes For Sale

on Maui Street. for rem
4000 and 301.70
753-6111 Days
753-0606 Evenings.

Heating
And Cooling
LARGE central air conditioner
Dill Electric
759-1577
320
Apartments
For Rent
1 BEDROOM apartment,
low utilities No pets, references required 753-3949,
1 BEDROOM furnished
apartment, close to university and hospital, some utilities paid Call 753-8756 or
753-4012

12x55, 2 BEDROOM 1 or 2 BEDROOM Aparttrailer, partially furnished, ment Fully furnished, heat
air. $3800 436-2326 after and water included Call
4P M
759 1743 or 759-1999

ESTATE SALE
Saturday, June 10 • 10 am.
Home of the late Dallas Canerdy
(Old Pine Hill School House)
Directions: From Paris Landing State Park
take Hwy. 119, go 21/2 miles to Moody's old
store with Exxon sign, turn left, go 21/2 miles
to sale. From Murray take Hwy. 121 to state
line 119 Hwy. to Moody's old store with
Exxon sign, turn right, go 21/2 miles to sale.
Refrigerator freezer, upright freezer,
chest freezer, electric range, chrome table
and 6 chairs, iron skillets, iron baker, flat
iron, shoe last, iron dinner kettle with lid,
iron muffin pans, rolling pins, silverware,
antique dining table with matching chairs,
antique hutch with glass doors and bevel
mirror, lots of depression glass including
clear, pink and Iris pattern, old showcase
with sliding glass doors, several oil lamps,
pictures, set china dishes, lots dishes and
cookware, pressure canner, graniteware,
lots what-nots (some Occupied Japan),
clocks, recliner, piano, smoke stands,
electric fans, 1 year old Westinghouse air
conditioner (24,000 BTU),color TV,electric
and crank hospital beds,7 piece living room
suite, over 100 year old poster bed with
matching dresser (bevel mirror), several
rockers, glass door chifferobe, 2 cedar
chests, small round table (Glass top), 2
electric cabinet sewing machines, cedar
wardrobe with bevel mirror, child's rocker,
iron bed, antique vanity dresser, ironing
boards, odd chairs,3 trunks,2 wheel chairs,
nice old quilts and quilt tops, lots of linens,
blankets, spreads, etc., lawn chairs, swing,
shovels, rakes, hoes, hydraulic jack, mule
hanes, 12x8 metal storage building, grease
gun, tool boxes, tools, lots more items tA-0o
numerous to mention.
Auctioneers:

James E. Travis
No. 278, Firm No. 1047
Gary Beecham
No. 471
5 room house on 4 acres

to be offered for sale by
executrix (Sandra Canerdy).
Not responsible for accidents.

Is•
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CLASSIFIEDS
320
Apartments
For Rent
1 BEDROOM apartmen
near downtown Murray
753 4109
2 BEDROOM Furnished
Apartment
mile from
campus, water paid $175 1
person $185 2 people
Available now No pets No
children 753-5980

340

410

380
hicuses
For Rent

Pets
& Supplies

3 BEDROOMS, 2 baths,
dishwasher, washer &
dryer, carpet throughout
Available July 19 References and deposit required Close to university
753-8248 or 753-2279

GERMAN Shepherd Puppies AKC, 10 weeks old
(901)644-1201

GROOMINGDALE'S, 2513
Coldwater
Road,
753-6756 Clean, new,
3 BEDROOM house, modern faaltry The ultiwasher, dryer and ap- mate for all your pet's
grooming needs
2 BEDROOM apartment for pliances furnished, garage
In
residenti
neighbor
al
hood
rent, no pets Cat 753-0521
block from elementary
before 3 30p m
or 1
school, 3 blocks from uni753-9475
410
versity $350 per month
Pubik
3 BEDROOM Apartment plus deposit $200 Availsale
Central heat & air, stove, able first of July 753-7908
refrigerator,'4 utilities, carport, $400 plus deposit
370
Nice 1 bedroom apartment,
Livestock
partly furnished low utili& Supplies
ties, $200 plus deposit, no
pets Days 753-1953, APALOOSA Mare 13
hands kids ride 345-2696
nights 753-0870
One Day Only
Fri., June 9
5 ROOM Apartment Could
also be used for office
8-4
Public
space Located at 703
Located at Stella 121
Salo
South 4th St Call 753-0839
North, brown house
or 436-2935 after 5p m
next to Stella Trailer
Park.
Rogers Family
DUPLEX 2 bedrooms
Antique
dresser, round
4 Party
central HA, stove refrigertable lamps, dishes,
ator, no pets lease 1909-B
Garage Sale
baskets, clothes - all
Westwood, $295
Wed, Thurs. & Fri.
sizes, shoes, clocks,
753-5400 or 1-527 7382 afpots & pans, fumiture
Nice couch,console TV,
ter 5p m
microwave (used 2
NICELY furnished 1,2 or 3
months),twin bed combedroom apartments loplete, exercise bike,
cated near campus Also, 1
weight bench, weights,
house with 3 to 4 bedbedspreads & curtains,
rooms 753-0606 nights,
nice clothes of all kinds Fri. 7am-5pm
753-6111 days women, men & children
Sat. 7am-12pm
sizes - girls 0-5 years boys, 0- 5 years, shoes
1614 Tabard Dr.
galore.
Misc items of all kinds.
Bicycles, baby equipA very Large Sale,
ment,
camping equipROOMS For Rent 1 block
Hwy 121 No.
from campus, utilities inment, work bench,
2 story house on
cluded, $125, month
left before the
clothes, bunk beds.
759-9645
Calloway-Graves
Co. Line.
340
Houses
For Rent

Big Garage
Sale

Yard Sale

1004 MAIN 5 rooms, 1
bath, carpeted, freezer,
stove, refrigerator, central
HA $300 $300 deposit
759-1265 after 4p m
2 BEDROOM House Extra
Nice' Stove and refrigerator
included, washer/ dryer
hook-up, fenced backyard
606 Sycamore, $350'
month plus deposit. Call
753-1772
3 BEDROOM house near
university $375 2 bedroom house near downtown, $325 753-4109
3 BEDROOM, 1 bath, brick
ranch home for rent Cen
tral gas heating, central
electric cooling Located on
quiet residential street in
Murray $395' month Con
tact Kopperud Realty
753-1222
3 BEDROOM,2 bath house
near university, $380 per
month. 1 year lease, will
discount to select tenant
753-8734

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8:00 a.m.
Maplewood
Estates
(East 94, 1
mile)

Pickup, freezer,
riding mower, stereo equip., tools,
glassware,
clothes, toys.

6 Party
Yard Sale
Thurs., Frl. & Sat.
8:00-5:00
1701 Magnolia
St. - Signs
clothes, baby dor hes, antique
glass, baby bed, bar with 2
stools & serving Can, paperback Cooks. Coke news, ar
mattress, likerosene heater,
new tire, air conchtener
30,000 8.1. U.. - new used 3
months.storm door,rung poop
table, Tupperware & Horne
"fere,

Garage
Sale

Fri., Sat. & ?
94 East,11 miles.
Look for sign.

Refrigerators, TV
antennas, phones,
clothes, lots of nice
things.

Moving
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
1660 College
Terrace

Something
everyone!

for

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, June 10 - 10 a.m.
Midway Auto Auction
Hwy. 79-E Paris, Tennessee
Mrs. Jorene Parish is moving and has commissioned
Kennon Auction Co.to
sell the following antiques and personal property
at public auction. Due to
limited yard space everything will be moved to
Midway Auto Auction for
better convenience
-- PARTIAL USTING -ANTIQUES AND COLLECTIBLES Antique wooden
wagon; old child's arm
chair, 2 old school desks, straw stuffed teckiy bear, cast
iron lion bank; tin pig on
wheels; Fisher Price "Katy Kackler", Miniature sewing
machine; Shirley Temple
doll, early 1900's German dolls, Japanese dolls, Hakata
dolls, Occupied Japan
figurine, Civil War soldier figuhnes. miniature wooden
angel band; nice selection
of miniature animals, lots of good costume fewelry,
Indian artifacts, #60 Empire
hammerless double barrel 12 ga shotgun, Civil War Vet
Convention yard long
picture. ornate oval cast iron frame with curved glass,
cast iron bookends, wood
framed clock, cast aluminum squirrel nut cracker, Red
J store tobacco cutter, old
basket, stoneware covered bowl, cast iron ash tray stands,
cast iron muffin pan.
Mammy memo pad holder, cookie jars, old kitchen utensils,
miniature milk glass
lamp, Jacket lamp, brass gas light, lots of old pictures
and frames
GLASSWARE, CHINA AND POTTERY Over 75
pieces pressed glass
"checker board" pattern including dinner plates, serving
bowls, honey dish, open
and covered compotes, cruets, salt and peppers,cream
and sugar, pitcher, water,
wine and sherry glasses, punch cups and more
12 pieces Vaseline glass including Northwood "Alaska"
covered candy dish.
sugar bowl, creamer, butter and candy dishes; Fostoha
center bowl with candle
holders. 2 rare Fostoria "Amenca- pattern miniature
lamps, rare "Cosmos milk
glass butter dish, vinegar cruet, salt and pepper shakers,
lamp and miniature
lamp. small "Rozane- *913 vase(rare). Roseville include
1 incised signature, pine
cone pattern and more, Bristol glass vases, Nontake handled
dish (flying duck),
Royal Austria hand painted teapot sugar and creamer.
handpainted R S Prussia
bowl(small hairline), Nippon hand painted powder and hair box,
Royal Bayreuth;2
old hand painted vases, pair of silver overlay candle holders,
Victonan pickle
castor, iris irredescent fluted bowl, etched glass
butter dish; pressed glass
goblets, salt dips. Vaseline glass toothpick holder,
Fenton glass hats, soda
fountain glasses, lots more cut and pressed glass
FURNITURE & HOUSEHOLD Walnut marble top Victorian
lamp table, walnut
Victorian lamp table, antique wing back chair, platform
rocker, 2 recliners, living
room chair with ottoman, mahogany music cabinet, chrome
with glass top coffee
and end tables, sofa table and plant stand, table lamps, gold
framed wall mirror.
Queen Anne style walnut dining table with 6 chairs, Bassett
dining table with 6
chairs, Japanese "English Garden set of china, full
size bookcase bed with
dresser and chest; king size bed, good washer and dryer
TERMS OF SALE: Cash or check with proper identification
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE:One of the finest selections children'
of
s items, lamps,
glassware, and collectibles we have sold Join us for
this outstanding auction'
Announcements made day of sale take precedence over
all previously pnnted
material.

IrKENNON rn
MI6. AUCTION

Mirrray Ledger & Times
460

150
Public
Salo

Large
3-Family
Yard Sale
(First time for some)
Fri. & Sat.
Lot #44
Shady Oaks Tr. Ct.

By-Pass
No Early Sales
8 a.m.-7

Hwy. 121

Yard Sale
Fri., June 9
8 a.m.
512 S. 7th
2 camel back
trunks, old quilts,
stereo,
fishing
equipment, children's clothes.

2 Family
Yard Sale
121 S. 2 miles
past R.R. tracks.
Fri. & Sat.
8:00 to ?

Tools, children's
clothes,
toys,
plumbing
supplies, paint,something for everyone!

Yard Sale
Fri., June 9
8 a.m.-?

2 miles south on 641
Furniture,
lamps,
kitchen and decorating items, name
brand
children's
clothes - all sizes,
toys, brass fireplace
screen, lots of misc.
Everything priced to
sell.

4 Family
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
7:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Bi-State Grain Bldg.
Puryear
Vacuum cleaner, baby
bed, mattress, stroller,
good clothing - adult &
childrens,
Dorissa,
Martha Miniature, various household items.

Public
Sale

Fri. & Sat.
8:00 - 4:00
209 S. 7th St.
Warehouse next
to Murray Fabrics.

4110

460

Fri. & Sat.
8:00 - ?
1202 Dogwood Dr.
Convectionaire range,
gas dryer, sofa, antique and youth beds,
car
seats,
infant
through adult clothing,
toys, and many miscellaneous
household
items

Friday 7 a.m.
Go 121 S. 2-1/2 miles,
turn left on Overbey
Road, go 1 mile.
Hideabed, wardrobe,
freezer,
fireplace,
other furniture, dishes,
ceiling
tan, bedspread/valances, name
brand clothes, lots, lots
more

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
June 9 & 10
8:00 - 4:00

Yard Sale

Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 01281

Terry Paschall - Darrell Beane
Auctioneers

Dexter

Hardin

Method-

ist Church.

Real
Estate
4,000 SQUARE Ft Building' Ideally located for manufacturing, wholesale
supply, fitness center, factory outlet, child day care,
church or rental storage
purposes. Well insulated
and equipped with 4 offices, 2 restrooms, adequate parking, all city utilities
and room for expansion.
Priced for quick sale_ Offers
appreciated. Call
(502)759-9439 after 5p.m.

8 ROOM House. 2 bedrooms, carpet, cedar
panelled, carport, 20x26
garage, fenced, outbuilding, fruit trees, 1 acre or 3,
has spots for trailer hookups if wanted to use for
rental property Phone
753-3279 5.30-8a.m. or after 6p.m.

BEAUTIFUL 3 Bedroom
BY Owner 3 bedrooms, 1
2,4 bath bi-level on large
bath, Keenland Dr Repine covered lot in quiet
duced! Appointment only
neighborhood Has a deck
474-2342
and patio 2 fireplaces, extra large 2-car garage, COUNTRY Charm Beautisatellite dish and much ful Ranch on 5 acres, shop
morel Call Ray at Roberts building, maintance free
Realty 753-1651 or outside, charm and roomy
753-9711 nights
inside Call MTG 753-4000,
BEAUTIFUL 3 bedroom
brick with 1 -car garage and
fireplace. This home is located on Sunset Drive, has
new carpet and vinyl flooring, applicances stay, has
vinyl over outside trim, and
a nice yard Call Roberts
Realty 753-1651 or
753-3204 nights

JUST Listed' This 2 bedroom, 2 bath home is in
quiet area of town and neat
as a pin! Has a 1 -car garage, fenced rear yard, new
vinyl siding, new &rye and
walkway and more! Call
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 753-3204 nights

SPACIOUS FAMILY HOME
Four bedrooms, two baths, living room, dining
room, family room plus walk-out basement.
Separate workshop and 2-car garage. $74,500.

711

KOPPERUD REALTY
Main St.

753-1222

11111.111.11Ell
FOR SALE BY BUILDER

Beautiful 2700 sq. ft. brick home on 3 or 6
acres, 5 minutes from town, 3 bedroom, 2
bath, quality built in every way, gas heat.
Charlie Jennings - 753-8673
Greg Mayall - 753-7617

FARM
SATURDAY, JUNE 10, 1989 - 10:00 A.M.
PARIS, TENNESSEE - THE WHITLOCK COMMUNITY
From Pairs, Go 641N - 3 Miles to Whitlock Road; Turn Left;
Go 3 Miles - Sale on Left - Watch for Signs.
COLIE BALL has sold his farm and has commissioned LAMB & TAYLOR
AUCTION
SERVICE to sell his FARM MACHINERY & DAIRY EQUIPMENT at public
auction.

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices.
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext.
711L.

PARTIAL LISTING
856 IH 1.Mth Duals, 14' Wheel Disc (Tufline), 4 Row Cultivator, 5- 16'Plows
IH, 135 MF Gas,
New Holland Hay Rake, MF 6' Mower,2- Gehl 900 Silage Wagons, AC 303 Hay
Bailer, Silage
Cutter Fox 900, New Idea Hay Conditioner, New Idea Corn Picker, John Deere
Front End
Loader, A/C Hay Rake,Gandy E-Z Flow Spreader, 10' Clod Buster, Hay Fork Litt,
3 Point Hitch
for A/C, A/C Disc Plows, John Deere 2 Row Planter, 42' Elevator (Sam Mulkey
Go), 7'
Cutlipacker, 1 Row Cultivator, 14' Cultmulcher, New Holland Hay Bailer
(268), 1 -2-14'
Ferguson Plows, 1-2-1e Ford Plows,7 Ferguson Drag Disc,8' Dunhan Cult, Packer,
4 Wheel
Wagon, W.D. A/C Cultivator With Side Dressing Attachment, New 4" x 24" Cylinder,
2-300 GL
Fuel Tanks, Calf Feeder,6 Silage Troughs,3 Point Hay Spike, 2 Lots Barn Metal,
Horse Hay
Rake, 3 Coon Foot Harrows, 1 Rastus Plow, Myers Sucker Pump, Log Chains, 2 Iron
Kettles,
Battery Charger 300 Amp Boost, Elect. Fencer, Barbwire, John Deere Heater A
150, Silage
Forks, Post Hole Digger, Cross Cut Saws, Aluminum Scoop, Other Items
Not Listed
SWEGE DAIRY EQUIPMENT
THIS WILL BE OFFERED SEPARATELY ANIYOR AS A UNIT • 3STALLS COMPLETE wriH STAINLESS
STEEL
FEEDERS.500 GAL SS TANK • AUTO WASHER •31ALKE RS• ST AINL ESSSTEEL PPE
• NEW COIAPIIESSOR •
2 STAINLESS WASH VATS • HOT WATER HEATER • THIS IS COMPLETE UNIT FOR
MILK BARN
TERMS & CONDITIONS Cash or check with proper I.D. Complete settlemen
t day of sale.
Announcements day of sale take precedence over previously printed
material.
AUCTIONEER NOTE This sale offers tools & equipment that has been kept
stored and
well maintained.

RESIDENTIAL/
Commercial/ & Waterfront
property Call Lile Real Estate (502)354-6338 or
(502)474-8891.
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AUCTION

COMMERCIAL rental investment property for sale.
Must sell, leaving the area
247-1327 or 247-8316

Sat.,June 10th, 1989 10 a.m. at
the home place of the late Mr.
Fleetwood & Lou Jenny
Crouch in Lynn Grove,Ky.on
Highway 94 West of Murray,
Ky.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

4 BEDROOMS, 2V: baths,
formal living room and dining room, den, built-in
storage, custom blinds,
fenced yard, 1+ wooded
acres, TVA energy approved, Sherw000d Forest,
$95,200. Call 753-9909 after 6p.m.

Last house before

Estate Auction

Nice old cord bed 'fancy twin bed - twin iron
bed - odd vanity - fancy old buffet - old small
pie safe - old picture frame - knee hole desk
& chair - small lamp table - nice old wood
bedroom suite - odd be d - two maple 4 drawer
chest - odd bed & dresser - baby bed straight chairs - old flour barrel - old kraut
cutter - card table - game board - large lot of
linen - old quilts & blankets - table cloths nice maple table & chairs - chrome breakfast
set - gas cook stove - frost free ref. - chest
deep freeze - washer & dryer - small kitchen
appliances -pots & pans - old glass & china Independence China - Berry set - Carnival
glass - Tupperware - cast iron pieces flatware 'nice couch & chair - love seat &
odd chair - color t.v. - lamps - small gas
heaters - elect. heaters - paperback books brass pieces - walking canes - costume
jewelry - hand 8c garden tools - other items
not listed. Auction held rain or shine. Not
responsible for accidents. Lunch availab
le.

3 BEDROOM Brick. On
shaded corner lot close to
university. Has a fireplace,
fenced rear yard, 2 driveways and more! Priced in
the $40s. Call Roberts Realty 753-1651 or 753-3204
nights.

3 Party

Womens, infant clothes, Fos
Iota
glassware,
books
household [tens, etc. misc
Cancel I aons

Homes
For Sal*

JUST On The Market 4
BRICK, 2-4 bedrooms, 1 bedroom, 2 bath house
with
bath, large lot, city water, 2-car garage. in prestigio
us
3 BEDROOM house in 2.2 miles north city limits, neighbor
hood Call Tina at
country priced in lower $30s. Before 8a m or after MTG/BH
&G for an early
$20s 753-9866
9p.m. 489-2276
showing at 753-4000 or
3 BEDROOMS, 1,4 baths, FRAME Home: 2 bed- 759-9244
1115 Circarama, redecor- rooms, vinyl siding, insulaLOVELY lakefront home in
ated, by appointment
tion, triple flu pipe for wood Center
Ridge Subdivision
759-1401
stove, 1 bath, kitchen, living Beautiful
lake view and priroom, fenced-in backyard vate
boat dock with year
3 BEDROOM Brick: 1 acre
with separate garage and round
water Situated on
wooded lot, 5 miles from
well house All located on large
wooded lot Offered at
Murray, Cherry Corner
almost 1 acre with large $70,000
through Kopperud
area Call 753-8872.
garden spot available, out Realty,
753-1222
3 BEDROOM brick in Kirk- 121 five miles at Stella just
sey. 2 baths, central heat off the main road $18,900, LOW Price, High Value 2
financing could be avail- bedroom, 2 bath, central
and air, 1 car garage
able. Call evenings or early heat and air on 1 6 acres
489-2797
Call MTG 753-4000
morning 753-1474.
3 BEDROOM Brick 2
baths, large living room,
large den with fireplace,
utility room, garage,
$58,000, 1621 Sunset
753-3512

Remodeling &
Yard Sale

Fri. & Sat.
June 9-10
121 N. to Penny Road
or 783 turn "R" 4
miles turn "L" Ross
Rd. (first gravel rd.
on L past M.M. 12.
Watch for signs.

June 10 & 11
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Motorcycles, copy machine that reduces &
enlarges, furniture, paint gun, A/C, microwave, compact refrigerator, too many items
to list.
Held at intersection of Hwys 68 & 80 in
Aurora.
Inside and outside.
Plenty of parking.

3 BEDROOM aluminum
siding, low heating bills,
front sunporch, built-in utility porch, on large lot Price
negotiable Call 345-2642
or (618)543-9476

8 a.m.-6 p.m.
1706 Olive
Near 18th St.

2 Party
Yard Sale

Yard Sale

Homes
For Sete

2-Party
Garage
Sale

2 Family
Garage Sale

907 N. 16th
Fri. 8-?
Clothes, toys, furniture, table saw, English riding saddle, tape
recorder, glassware,
collectables,
tools,
bicycles, etc , etc.

WOODED Lot For Sale
Keniana Shores, 'A mile
from lake 753-8257

Public
Sale

Antiques, baby
things, furniture.

Gigantic
Garage &
Moving Sale

21 ACRE hill 10 mile view of
tree tops (triangle bound by
3 roads) center Marshall
County. Look down on Benton's lights' Deer and wild
turkey
No building
$62,500. Joe W Nanney,
753,9622/ 527-7864

HAPPY JACK FLEA
GARD Controls fleas in the
home without pesticides or
exterminators Results
overnightl Money Back
Guarantee! CALLOWAY
SERVICE, INDUSTRIAL
RD

3 Party
Garage
Sale

Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. until ?
Go out 94 E about 9
miles, turn right on
1346, 3rd place on
left.
Sewing machine, afghan, living room suite,
pictures, toys, large
size women's clothes,
toddlers clothes, lots of
items too numerous to
mention
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Quality Furniture for your Living Room, Dining Room and more.
Bedding, Dinettes, Oak, Maple or Chrome. Solid Oak Round Ped. Tables & Chairs.
Sofas, Hide-A-Beds, Berkline Recliners, Swivel Rockers, End Tables,
Desk, Bookcases, TV Stands, Wall Decor Pieces, Baskets, Bean Bags.
Plus Gifts & Accessories. AND MUCH-MUCH-MORE
Silk Plants, Potted Trees, Arrangements
Minnetonka Moccasins, Kitchenware, Hardware, Ceramics, Woodcrafts,
Brats, Copper, Toys, Lamps, Wood Glider Swings, &
(Concrete Bird Baths, Pots & Statuettes)

sk.

01141

o0.4
4, Se.
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Lay-A-Way
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Open Everyday 9 to 5. Sunday 1 to 5."
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"My Service Doesn't Cost It Pays"

Nell Wiggins
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NEW Lake view, 6 rooms,
2 full baths, garage, decks
and shade 354-8055
NICE 3 bedroom, 2 bath
brick, on 1 acre lot 4 miles
west of town New roof,
water heater, and rear
deck All appliances stay,
and much morel Priced
right so call Roberts Realty
753-1651 or 753-3204
nights
OWNER Says SELL!This 3
bedroom A-frame home on
approximately 2 acres
close to lake Remodeled
recently, 2 nice outbuildings, and the appliances
stay Priced right and some
owner financing or leaseoption possible. Call
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 753-7604 nights.
OWNER wants offer on this
spacious 3 bedroom, 2 bath
brick home at 1712 Ryan
Ave. Central H/A, den with
fireplace, great location
Reduced to $57,000.
Phone Kopperud Realty
753-1222.
PRICE just reduced on this
4 bedroom brick home,
convenient to elementary
school and MSU A great
investment offered now in
the low 60s. Phone Kopperud Realty 753-1222.
WEEK-END Retreat or
Year-round Home: This 3
bedroom home, fully furnished and well insulated, is
close to the lake and has it
all! Has a large deck overlooking a heavily wooded
lot, full lake privledges, and
priced in the $30s. Call Ray
at Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 753-9711 nights
WELL Constructed
30,000+ sq.ft. brick home
on nice, conveniently located lot, 2-4 potential bedrooms, detached 2-car garage, large rooms, many
extras- 2 fireplaces, spacious sun room opening on
to professionally landscaped deck/ patio/ & privacy area, lots of storage,
workshop space available.
1017 Sharpe Street. Adjoining rental house available at 1023 Sharpe Street.
Call (weekdays) 753-1268
or (nights & weekends)
753-1863 for appointment

1982 GL 1100 HONDA
Perfect shape, $2,500 or
best offer Call 5p m.
759-9425
450 HONDA Night Hawk
86 model, 3,000+ miles
436-2997
ATV parts, accessories,
tires & service for all
brands! Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd , Murray 759-9831
COME see the world's
most innovative line of Polaris ATVs! Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd , Murray 759-9831

350 CHEVY and used motors to fit most anything.
Many used transmissions
Hear them run. We will
install any used parts
Chevy Shop, 641 North,
753-4184

CARS
'88 Chevy Nova

$198.26
Fa 48 Moe,
$7,987 Sale Price

'87 Pontiac Pro-Am

$272.
72
For 48

bias
$10,987 Sale Price

Pontiac Grand-Am LE

'87

1

2
01eliCalais
$32.99
For 42 Mos
$8,487 Salo Price

'86 Olds Calais

$232.99

For 42 MOS.
96,987 Sale Price

'86 Chevy Eurosport

$178.09

For 42 Moe.
96,487 Sale Price

15 Olds Ciera

$237.71
For 36 Mos.
$7,487 Sale Price

'85 Buick Skylark

$126.60

For 36 Moe.
$5,487 Sale Price
'84

Pontiac 6000 LE

$174.
21
For

36 Mos.
$5,487 Sale Price

'84 Ford LTD

For 24 Mos.
93,787 Sale Price

Phone
753-4961

20', WALK-THROUGH
windshield, 1976 Mercury,
233HP, 355 turbo prop.
436-5545.

1979 HONDA Must Sell!
$600 or best offer
759-9355
1981 DATSUN 200 SX
5-speed, sunroof, AM/FM
cassette, A/C, PS, PB, PW,
67,000 miles, new battery,
new water pump, new WET BASEMENT? We
clutch Call 759-1414 make wet basements dry.
Work completely guaran5-9p m
teed Call or write Morgan
1982 REGAL Summerset Construct
ion Company,
Limited Fully loaded, T- Route
2 Box 409-A, Padutops, extra nice 753-0509, cah,
KY 42001 or call
759-1543
1-442-7026.
1983 BUICK Electra Lim- WILL
do plumbing installaited, all power 753-4974 tion &
repairs. All guaran1983 BUICK Regal 4-door, teed Free estimates
V-6, steering, brakes and Phone 753-3247 or
air, 50,000 actual miles 753-1308.
759-4059 after 5p m
WILL do roofing, carpentry
1984 CHRYSLER LAZER and remodeling. Call
A/C, tilt, AM FM cassette, 345-2784.
PS, PB 753-4993 after
4p m
1984 PLYMOUTH Reliant
SE: Power steering, brakes
and air; nice clean car in
excellent condition, $2,400.
435-4526.
1985 CELEBRITY Eurosport Loaded, low miles,
new tires. 759-1758

APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 29 years experience. Parts and service,
Used Appliances. Bobby
Hopper, 753-4872 or
436-5848.

APPLIANCE REPAIR We
Service dishwashers, disposals, ranges, ovens, refrigerators, teeshers &
dryers Service on most
makes and models G E
factory trained The Appliance Works, Dr. Rob Mason Rd., Hwy 783,
753-2455
ATKINS & Carrico Painting
Free estimates with over 20
years experience Call
354-8985 or 437-4221 after
5p m
BREAKING and, discing
gardens and yard landscaping Bush hogging,
leveling driveways and
buildings flower beds
436-5430 or 753-0659
BRICK, block and concrete, basements, foundations, driveways, sidewalks, patios. Free estimates. Chimneys new and
repaired. 28 years experience 753-5476.

BOGARD Paving For all
your sealing paving hauling Free estimates
753-0659
CONCRETE driveways,
slabs & blockwork Tipton
759-9731
CONTRACTOR- Portable
storage buildings, pole
barns, general home improvement Quality work for
less. Free estimates 8'x12'
for $585 489-2663

FAMILY Lawn Care Now in
it's 2nd year' Specializing in
lawn maintenance including hedges and shrubbery
Also hauling Now serving
county and city 10% oft for
Senior Citizens Call now
for dependable service
Free estimates 492 8838
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs

DUANE & Tracy Hauling
Service We will load, haul
and pay dumping fees Will
go anywhere Call anytime
753-0820

FOR most any type driveway white rock also any
type gravel, dirt and sand
call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763

ELECTRICIAN Quality
work at a price you can
afford 24 hour service No
charge service call Runyon Electric Service
759-9682

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-5895 or 436-2642

ELECTRICAL Contractor:
Positions for experienced
commercial electricians
and good helpers. 18
month project Must be willing to "work". Contact Mike
Morris, Department for Employment Service, 1210
Johnson Blvd , Murray

VS9V3t3V000000>$1000W03$3$3VS!*
0

• Futrell Tile & Pools
•
f0 We have a
•
O complete line of
o chemicals to
start up your
t:
pool & keep it
9/ beautiful all summer!

• Call 492-8575 for FREE delivery! I
itiowgo>v00000>sloo>sl>s!oitivoivii

GUTTERING by Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd 753-9400
HAND quilting, piecing and
alterations. 435-4150

NEW homes built, decks
and additions Hourly or
contract 435-4306
PAINTING Quality workmanship references, tree
estimates Call Craig at
436-5245
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

L A 'S Stump Removal
Free estimates Call
489-2862
LICENSED electrician, residential and commercial
Air conditioning Sales and
service Gas installation
and repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair
753-7203.

SAND Blasting Call Craig
at 436-5245
SHEETROCK hanging
new or repair, 489 2117
SHOLAR Plumbing &
Electric For your everyday
plumbing and electrical
needs call us at 474-2366
or 437-4113
SIRESS Roofing Free estimates Guaranteed work
15 years experience
437-4752
SMALL engine repair.
436 5895, 436-2642

PORCHES and decks and
remodeling Call G & A
Construction 436-2617

SUREWAY Tree ServiceTopping, pruning, tree removal Aerial bucket truck
ROCKY COLSON Home Fully insured for your
pi 3Repair Roofing, siding, tection Stump
removal
painting plumbing, con- with no lawn damage
Free
crete Free estimates Call estimates No obligation
s
474 2307 or 753 6973
753-5484
LAWN Mowing Service 10
years experience Any type
of lawn care 436-2744 or
436-5211
SEWING Machine Repair.
All makes and models,
home and industry. Call
Kenneth Barnhill,
753-2674, Hwy 121 North.
Stella, Ky

INSULATION blown in by
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

Septic Tank
(installation & repair)

Sewer Lines
Ditching

TELEPHONE wiring- jacks
installed- phones movedresidence and businessexperienced Call Bobby
Wade 753 2220
VCR REPAIR W000 VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street
Alm°, 753 0530

Trenching
Water Line
Installation

Gene Steely
Backhoe Service

LICENSED electrician
James Gallimore electrical
service. Commercial and
residential. Fast, courteous
service. 759-1835.
MITCHELL PAVING 30
years experience Hauling/
excavating, seal coating
and striping For estimate
call Rocky. Guy, or R B
753-1537.

CONTEMPORARY 3bedroom,2l/i bath,on I acre wooded lot
in city. 2500 square feet indades living room, dining room,
family room with fireplace, large game room and spacious
deck,2 car garage,cathedral ceilings c master mite and living
room. Built in 1917 this is a MUST TO SEE Call 753-7273.

MOODY Mower Repair
Pick-up and delivery, all
work guaranteed
753-5668

MOBILE HOME Specialistrepair, leveling, underpinning, set-ups, tear-downs,
roofs, floors, plumbing, wiring, washing, hurricane
straps 436-5255

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by & sew our showroom

1985 PONTIAC Bonneville
LE: 50,000 miles, tilt steering, cruise, power locks,
AM/FM stereo, rear defroster, $4,600. 437-4723.

$175.91
For 24 Moe,
$3,987 Sale Price

'82 Buick Riviera

8216.
47
For

36 Mos.
96,987 Sale Price

'80 Olds Cutlass

1988 CHEVROLET van
5200 miles, AM/FM stereo,
TV, CB, raised roof, rea
AIC $1650. Call 753-9237
after 6P.M

$87.64

For 24 Mos
$1,987 Sale Price

'80 Toyota Corona SW

$131.
73
For

24 Moe.
$2,987 Sale Price

TRUCKS

1958 CHEVY '4 ton pick
up, rough, $200. 1978
GMC
ton pick-up, SWB,
work truck, 350, 3-speed,
PS, PB, $2,000. 1981
Chevy Dually, 454,
4-speed, loaded, nice,
$4,700. Call after 5p.m.
492-8587.

'87 Astro Van

$272.72

For 48 Moe,
810,987 Sale Price

'87 Ford 150 Cony. Van

$347.
18
For

8232.
99
For

42 Moe.
98,487 Sale Price

Toypta 4X4

5219.
27
For

$274.17

'86 Jimmy
For 42 Moe.
99,987 Sale Price

'85 Blazer

$247.
45
FOI

36 Moe
$7,987 Sale Price

'85 Blazer

13278
.43
co, 36 Moe.
88.987 Sal. Price

'45 K-10 Blazer

8297.
79
For

46 Moe
$11,987 Sale Price

83 Slverado

1975 MONTE Carlo Extra
clean for the model,$750 or
best offer 753-1050 after
5p m

515 S 12th
Murray, KY

A-1 TREE Service Your
pro service with 35 years
experience Topping re
moval, stump removal
spraying and feeding Free
estimates 753-0906

'83 Ch_e_q_ Malibu

Now it's

New & Used
GM Executives &
Program Vehicles

1 Mile from
Murray on
Hwy 94 East
753-0079

19' CABIN Boat Tandem
trailer, $800, will trade
436-2506

For 48 Moe
811,987 Sale Price

42 Mos
$7,987 Sale Price

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cacti*, Inc. of
pvis, TM

Buy, Sell, Trade!
Used boats, motors,
trailers and salvage
parts. Over 20 years
xperience. All wor
guaranteed.

1981 EBBTIDE - Walkthrough windshield, 115HP
Evinrude, power tilt and
power trim, excellent condition, $5,000 753-9414

1975 FORD
LTD
Brougham: 1 owner, nice
condition 753-0544

Free t -800-325-3229

Wayne Darnell
Marine Repair

14 ALUMINUM boat, 20HP
electric start, trolling motor
and locator Trailer with
custom cover 354-8586

'86 Tpyota 4X4 SR-5

Dan Taylor

Weak Credit?
Bad Credit?
We Finance.
Buy Here. Pay Here.

$246.72

48 Mos.
913,987 Salo Price

1974 CHEVY Convertible
High performance engine
$2,000, will trade
436-2506.

1977 OLDSMOBILE 98
Regency Clean, inside and
out, good running, all extras
working Phone 753-7427
after 3p m Can be seen at
726 Fairlane Dr

8216.47

For 36 Mos
$8,987 Sale Price

1975 CHEVY Pick-up:
$1,200, will trade.
436-2506
1975 FORD F-250 4-WD.
dump truck, 27, -3 ton, recent Jasper motor,
4-speed, plow hook-up,
$2,200 or best offer.
759-1354
1976 DATSUN pick up Call
after 6P M 753-4129
1986 FORD Bronco II 4x4:
Eddie Bauer edition, touchtone shift, automatic overdrive transmission, A/C, PW,
PL, rear defogger/ wiper,
AM7FM stereo cassette radio, new Michelin tires. Still
has 36 more months of
factory warranty EST+.
17,170 original miles, 1
owner, local Call 759-9922
or 759-9630
1986 FORD Ranger XL
Pick up Long wheel base,
V-6, 5-speed, air conditioning, AM/FM radio, 41 XXX
miles Call 753-4201 before
1 30p m
1986 TOYOTA Pick-up:
35,000 miles, $4,300.
753-0062

'82 S-10 LB

$175.91
For 24 Moe.
83,987 Sale Price
IA PtrAellit CsAssml el ItS %
. &PA WPM Nos
Hours - kS-F s-7
$al 114,

29' AIRSTREAM Rear
bath awning all around,
like new inside and out
753-0114
USED EQUIPMENT 2500
watt generator, 20'
Carefree awning, Reese &
Easy Lift hitches and sway
controls, other misc trailer
equipment 753-0114

Advertise your garage sale with the Ledger& Times on June 14th.
15th, 16th or 17th and save with our lowest prices of the year!
Regular price on garage sales is $7.50per day.Fora limited time we
are offering garage sales at $6.00 per day, with payment in advance.
This offer is good onlyfor June 14th through 17th and as always
deadline is 2 days in advance at 3 p.m.

Garage
Sale
Date
Time
Place
Items of interest
for sale.
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OBITUARIES
PRESENTED BY BUSINESS COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS

Lyman A. Pearson
Lyman A. Pearson, 83, formerly
of Keniana Shores at Hamlin in
Calloway County, died Thursday,
June 1, at Sandalwood Healthcare
Centre, Wheaton, Ill.
He was born Nov. 29, 1905, in
Chicago, Ill.
Mr. Pearson is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Beatrice Pearson, Carol
Steam, Ill.; two daughters, Mrs.
Carol Vecchio and husband, Sam,
Fort Worth, Texas, and Mrs. Letitia
Jepsen and husband, Tom, West

Chicago, Ill.; three sons, Ronald
Pearson and wife, Patricia, Clermont, Fla., Richard Pearson, Lombard, Ill., and Terrance Pearson and
wife, Teresa, Dolton, Ill.
A memorial service was held
June 4 at Village Bible Church,
Carol Stream, Ill.
Memorials may be directed to
the Village Bible Church, 600 N.
Kuhn Rd., Carol Stream, Ill.
60188.

Charles Albin
Charles Albin, 21, of Flint,
Mich., died Wednesday at Hurley
Hospital, Flint.
Born Dec. 30, 1967, in Michigan, he was the son of Jim Albin
and Elizabeth Cardoza Albin. His
paternal grandmother, Mrs. Farra
Fay Albin, died July 28, 1988.
Survivors are his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Albin, one sister,
Sharon Albin, and one brother,
Edward Albin, all of Flint; grandparents, Thurman Albin, Rt. 7,

Mayfield, Coldwater community,
and Mr. and Mrs. Michael Cardoza
of California.
Services will be Saturday at 1
p.m. at Coldwater Baptist Church.
The Rev. George Culp will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Asbury
Cemetery with arrangements by
Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
Friends may call at Coldwater
church after 12 noon Saturday.

Residents unhappy with taxes
ASHLAND, Ky. (AP)- Many
Kentucky residents are not satisfied
that their education tax dollars are
well spent.
That was one of the findings of a
public opinion survey commissioned by Ashland Oil Inc. and
conducted during the winter in the
firm's primary advertising target
areas in four states.
The research firm of David
Sparks and Associates of Lexington conducted the survey by doing
telephone interviews with 300 randomly selected heads of households in each of five metropolitan
areas - Ashland -Huntington,
W.Va., Lexington, Cincinnati and
Columbus, Ohio, and MinneapolisSt. Paul - in which the company
has major holdings.
A company spokesman said Ashland was sharing the results of the
survey, conducted between Feb. 15
and March 1, with educators and
education officials in the cities and
states where it was taken.
The survey has a margin of error
of plus or minus 5.65 percent. That
means, in theory, that in 19 of 20
cases the results would differ by no
more than 5.65 percentage points
from the results that would have
been obtained by questioning all
heads of households in each of the
five areas.
Respondents were asked if they
strongly agree, agree, disagree or

strongly disagree with the statement: "I feel my tax dollars that
go to eduction are well spent."
In the Ashland-Huntington area,
39.7 percent of the respondents disagreed with the statement and 11.3
strongly disagreed, compared with
41.7 percent who agreed and 4.7
who strongly agreed.
In Lexington, 41 percent disagreed and 5.3 strongly disagreed,
compared with 38 percent who
agreed and 9 percent who strongly
agreed.
In Minneapolis-St. Paul, 35.3
percent of the people surveyed disagreed and 7 percent strongly disagreed, compared to 44.7 who
agreed and 5.7 who strongly
agreed.
In Cincinnati, 39.6 percent of the
people surveyed disagreed and 8.7
percent strongly disagreed, compared to 37.5 percent who agreed
and 6.5 who strongly agreed.

William Dalton (Harry) Lee
Funeral arrangements for William Dalton (Harry) Lee remain
incomplete at Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home.
Mr. Lee, 69, of 1601 College
Farm Rd., Murray, died Tuesday at
11:44 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He was the son of the late Thomas Henry Lee and Rosie Dalton
Lee.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.

AVIO tal4N

Rosie St. Peter Lee; one daughter,
Mrs. Richard (Virginia) Fisher,
Africa; four sons, Sgt. 1st Class
William E. Lee, Fort Hood, Texas,
Roy C. Lee, Lafayette, La., and
Kenneth W. Lee and Robert E.
Lee, Murray; two sisters, Mrs.
Mary Grace Bynum and Mrs. Irene
Bynum, Mifiray; two brothers, Jim
Lee, Oklahoma City, Okla., and
Thomas W. Lee, Paducah; 13
grandchildren.

HILLIARD LYONS

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
-3.50
I.B.M.
Previous Close
2,512.32
Ingersoll Rand
Air Products
441/. +1
Jerrico
/
2
A.T.C.-Class A
53B 531
Kmart
/
2A
AT&T
/
2
36 -1
Kroger
Bell South
50/
1
2 .'/,
McDonalds
Briggs & Stratton
26 -1
/
4
JCPenney
Chrysler
24 -1
/
2
Penwalt
CSX Corp
33% +1
/
4
Quaker Oats
Dean Foods
33% +%
Sears
Dollar Gen. Store 11% B 111
/
2A
Texaco
Exxon
43% -3
/
4
Time Inc.
Ford
481/2
UST
General Motors
41% +Vs
Wal-Mart
Goodrich
54 unc
1Voolworth
Goodyear
56% +%
C.E.F.Yield

414 MAIN STREET
BETTY BOSTON

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

108% -Vs
44% +'/,
171
/
2 B 17% A
37% +'/s
14% unc
58% -1
/
4
561
/
2 -3
/
4
128 -%
62 +%
471
/
4 +%
491
/
2 -Y.
166/
1
2 -3%
25% +Vs
39% -1
/
4
531
/
2 +1
/
2
8.96

753-3366
PAT GOSSUM

June 8
Playhouse In the Park - Summer season tickets on sale now for
"Fools", "Ah, Wildnerness," and "A Chorus Line", prices contact (502)
759-1752.
Neil Simon's Comedy "Fools" playing through June 11. Directed by
Gene Boby & Ruth Perkins. Dinner 7:00 p.m. and curtain 8 p.m. contact
(502) 759-1752 for more info.
June 12
Art Exhibit - Through July 7.
"Handmade Harvest: Traditional Crafts of Tobacco Farmers". Features
object crafted by artisans with a tobacco family heritage and examines
hand skills of farm culture. Main lived on the Clara M. Eagle Gallery of
Doyle Fine Arts Center. Free.
Young Playwrights Workshop - June 12-16 & 19-23. 9:30 a.m. to
11:30 a.m. daily. Workshop open to students grades 6-8 in fall. Preregister S25 fee. Scholarships available. Contact Playhouse (502) 759-1752.
June 13
Summer Band Concert - 7 p.m. MSU - Community Band in guardrange area near Lovett Auditorium. Bring lawn chairs. In case of inclement weather the concert will be in Lovett Auditorium.
June 14
Murray Art Guild - Gallery - Open 10 a.m. -4:30 p.m.
June 15
Neil Simon's Comedy "Fools" - Through June 18. See June 8.
If you have an art event you want to include contact Pam Shay at the
Murray-Calloway Co. Chamber of Commerce, (502) 753-5171.

BUILDING SITES
Open - Wooded -

Scenic
Located 3 miles north of Benton, west of U.S.641
at Scale Road and Jackson Purchase Parkway.
Joe W. Nanney
"A PRIVATE COMMUNITY"

Hog Market
Federalaate Market News Service June R19199 Kmlucky F•urchaw Area Hos Market Report Includes 6 Buy.
ing Stations Receipts: Act 439, Est SOS Barrows & Gilts
.250.50 higher, Sows most/y LOS lower.
US 1-2 2220-250 lbs.-$4.5.00-45.50
US 1-2 200-230
US 2-3 220.250
-544.50-45.00
US 14 zso-ro Ib&
54150-44.50
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.._____
S30.00-32.00
US 1-3 300-409 lbs..
$30.03-31_50
US 1-3 400-500 lbs.
113000-31.00
US 1-3 SOO and up
S3000-32.50
US 2-3 300.503 los.
S2900.30.00
1121100-31.00
&ars

JOHN DEERE

COMBINE
DEMONSTRATION
SEIKO ALARM CLOCK
YOURS
...with the purchase of select
BEAUTYREST Sleep Sets

$5995 ,uEttsT"

III See the "combine of the '90s", the all-new
John Deere 90 Series Maximizer. See the
increased productivity, advanced cab comfort
and convenience, and low maintenance
features.
•Three new models now available: 155-hp
9400, 190-hp 9500 and 253/265-hp 9600.
•Talk with our combine specialists about specs,
price and the right header for you.

Monday, June 12th, 1989
10:00 a.m.
1 1/2 miles west of Mayfield
on Hwy. 80

112 LEADERSHIP AT WORK

I D Eq. Center
Hwy. 641 South
759-1617

Also on display are the comfortable
BEAUTYREST SOFTSIDE WATERBEDS4
with either baffle or tub9 type mattresses

•
Creative Interiors
Highway 641 N.
Murray, Ky.

90 Days Same As Cash
On The Square
Up To 36 Months Financing
Mayfield, Ky.

